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ABSTRACT
2

The Intensive cultivation of fish and shellfish for 
human consumption has recently attracted interest in Scotland, 
particularly in the area whose activities are asBioted by the 
Highlands and Islands Development Board* A study was 
performed to consider the biological and economic factors 
relevant to commercial investment in fish culture in this 
region* It was considered that the study should closely 
examine these aspects of the culture of rainbow trout (Salmo 
..airdneri). Particular attention was paid to the sequence 
of decisions which require to be taken when planning a trout 
farm. An analysis of the economic aspects demonstrated that 
costs are dominated by feed costs and that profitability 
x b particularly sensitive to changes in operating costs and 
revenues* It would appear that investments in thi.- field 
are likely to provide low discounted financial returns at the 
present time, especially when the high risk element is 
considered. Certain implications for the future of Scottish 
trout culture were briefly examined.
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CHAPTER I

AQUACULTURE; THE PROBLEM

1.1 Introduction
Aquaculture has been defined as the practice of growing 

aquatic organisms under controlled conditions (Bardach et al,. 
1972), and this study is concerned with one branch of such 
activity, n a m e l y fish culture (otherwise known as •fish 
farming1)•

Pish culture had been practised certainly as long ago as 
475 B • C,, when Pan Lai produced a treatise on carp culture, and 
was probably already established in China by 2000 B.C, (Lin, 
1940). Hickling (1971) quotes a variety of sources to 
demonstrate that fish culture was widely practised in Britain 
during medieval times, to provide food for human consumption. 
This involved mainly the culture of coarse fish, which decreased 
in popularity in Britain, when transport, communications and 
iceing facilities improved sufficiently to enable inland 
markets to sell fresh sea fish at an acceptable price. This
helped to bring about a change in the feeding habits and 
preferences of the British population so that, by the end of 
the nineteenth century, coarse fish had ceased to be esteemed 
for the table in Britain, although a few fish farms were in 
operation. However, the latter existed primarily to produce 
game fish in order to stock waters for recreational purposes, 
the practice of which has continued to the present day. It 
is only during the last decade that attention has been 
directed once again towards producing fish for human consumption 
in Britain. It is significant, however, that the majority of 
fish cultured recently for this purpose in Britain have been
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Salmónida, which is in marked contrast to the situation in 
e«g« Eastern Europe, where much Carp species are currently 
cultured for human consumption«

The purposes for which fish culture ia practised in 
Britain are varied and includes

i) production of food for human consumption
ii) provision of fish for recreational (sporting) purposes

iii) the replacement and/or replenishment of stocks after 
interference with natural fish populations, e«g« due to the 
erection of dams for hydro-electric or water supply purposes

iv) the rearing of ornamental and aquarium fish.
The study described here has restricted its attention 

primarily to the first category, i«e. providing food for human 
consumption.

1«2 Objectives
Since the inception of the Highlands and Islands Develop

ment Board, there have been discussions as to the rationale of 
including fish farming among those activities assisted by the 
Board« It was suggested that there might be particular natural 
advantages for fish farming in Scotland« However, it appeared
that there was a paucity of information on both the technologies 
for fish farming best suited to the Scottish environment and 
the nature of the profit opportunities which might exist« The 
present study was initiated in September, 1970 in an attempt to 
clarify these problems, with particular reference to the area 
of Scotland under the jurisdiction of the Highlands and Islands 
Development Board.

It was conceived as being an interdisciplinary project 
whose objective would be to clarify the biological and economic
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criteria relevant to commercial fish farming. There was no 
intention of investigating the sociological or regional 
economic effects of such investments, but rather to provide 
information which might assist those firms wishing to make 
investment decisions in this field.

1.3 Methodology
Data was collected by personal interview wherever possible. 

A problem arose in obtaining data due to the commercial inter
ests involved and the comparative novelty of intensive fish 
culture in Britain. This was partly overcome byi

i) the decision to restrict confidential information to 
the examiners, which was explained in a letter of introduction 
used at interviews (Appendix I).

ii) visiting countries where fish culture was more standard 
practice than in Britain. In such cases, information was 
often more freely available and the interviewer was not 
treated as a potential competitor.

Appendix II provides a list of the visits made. Although 
a total of 223 visits are itemized against 136 different sites» 
specific reference is omitted to longer stays at one Danish 
and two Scottish trout farms. The purpose of these extended 
visits was to gain an insight into the daily routines involved 
on different types of trout farm at different times of the year 
by working (without remuneration) at them.

Visits were made to locations in six European countries 
outside Great Britain and the Irish Republic. An attempt has 
been made to classify ths visits according to the nature of ths 
information derived. However» the olaseification is not 
strict and in soms cases rather arbitrary» since various
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subjects were sometimes discussed during one or more interviews 
at one visit. The two main reasons for multiple visits to the 
sane place were:

i) to observe the progress of an on-going project
ii) to gain the confidence of those who were unwilling to 

divulge certain information at an initial meeting.
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2.1. Introduction
At the present time, there are a wide range of aquacultural 

activities throughout the world, many of which are restricted
to certain localities which possess characteristics particularlyet al,
suiting them to such activities (bardach/ loc• cit♦)♦ Any
consideration of the range of aquatic animals which might 
feasibly be cultured for px*ofit in Scotland, either at the 
present time or within the next five years, rauat examine the 
relevant resources which exist in that country. Art analysis 
of the biological, technological and economic features of each 
•candidate1 species may then be related to the advantages and/or 
disadvantages of the Scottish locale in order to choose those 
species, the culture of which is moat likely to prove an 
attractive investment in Scotland.
2•2. Scotland as a resource base for aquaculture

Scottish resources relevant to aquaoultural poasioilities 
comorise both natural and artificial characteristics, reflecting 
technical and economic constraints on such activities. Lindsay 
(1971) briefly surveyed the six counties comprising The Highlands 
and Islands Development board area (i.e. Argyll, Caithness, 
Inverness, Ross and Cromarty, Sutherland and Zetland) as 
a resource base for aquaculture, and the current study is also 
particularly concerned with this area. However, the most 
profitable Scottish trout farm currently in operation (Kenraura) 
is located in Kirkcudbrightshire in oouth-weet Scotland.
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Natural resources of the llghlaadl and Islands area.
The interaction between the geology and climate of the area in 
deter; ining the ecological characteristics has been discussed 
by v; riouR authors. De.rling and Boyd (1969) refer to the 
relationship between aquatic life and climate in Scotland, and 
ciai.i that the latter it rriUch more influenced by altitude than 
by latitude and distance from the sea. The same authors 
conclude that this ar< a shows constant advance and retreat of 
oceanic and continental air over the mountain ranges, causing 
a belt of v ry high rainfall a few miles inland, where rainfall 
exceeds potential evaporation in every month of the year. In 
the midwest, the land comprises ran̂ efi of 3harp pea1:« and narrow 
ridges either side of deep valleys, in contrast to the plateau 
effect over much of the northwest. The catchment areas of the 
many lochs of the region show great variation, but the short 
west coast rivers north of Loch Linnhe have a generally small 
catchment area and exhibit rapid fluctuations in flow rate, 
i.e. they are typically spate rivers. *ater engineers often
assume a dry weather flow for highland streams of 0.1 ft^/eec.

f • i  *
per 1,000 acres. However, examination of specific sites will 
oaten indicate drought flows which do not achieve this figure.
Se pic» (personal communication) collected nine sets of data 
from engineering studies (Table 1) and in only two of the nine 
streams studied, did the dry weather water flow exceed 0.1 ft^/ 
see. per 1,000 acres. The Highland fresh water systems are 
primarily based on surface run-off; they are generally poor 
in mineral salts and are usually acidic., due to the peaty 
subsoil overlying predominantly igneous rook. 1 reahwe.ter

b
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TABLF__1
Dry weather water flows recorded at nine sites in relation to Cc.tohment area

(after Semple* personal communication)

Site (inches)

Catchment 
area 

(acres)

Dry weather 
waterflow 
(ftVseo. )

Dry weather 
waterflow
(ft^/seo./ Source of 

1.000 acres) readings

Kilblaan burn 
tributary,
01en Shira 90 96.6 0.001 0.014

Babtie, Shaw 
and ilorton
(1947)

N N
(upper reaohes) 90 917-7 0.032 0.035 *1

Allt-an-Taillir 
(upper reaohes) 110 1387 0.038 0.027 1*

Al 1 t-an-t-S 11 he in 
(upper reaohes) 105 1199 0.198 0.165 VI

Brannie Burn 
(upper reaohee) 100 1663 0.226 0.136 w

B • Shira 
(upper reaohes) 100 2881 0.221 0.077 rv

B. Pyne
(upper reaohee) 110 12057 1.03 0.086 tv

R. Thurso 35 92800 8.3 0.09 Binnie, Deacon and 
Oourlay (1947)

Allt Drulsdale 
(Sky*) - 460 - 0.023 Ornaay (1955)
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temperatures are usually rather low because of the altitude 
and short length of most watercoursee etc., and annual 
temperature ranges are commonly ca* 1°C. - 16°C.

fwo important factors affecting the climate of the 
Highlands and Islands are the North Atlantic l>rift - the 
nortnem sweep of the Gulf Stream current, and the narked 
indentation of the coastline such that the sea often penetrates 
deeply into the countryside. The average yearly sea water 
temperature range at Loch Fyne wes 6 - 16°C over a period of 
3 years (iloCrons, personal comirunication) f and this is 
reflected in the air temperatures of the adjacent land. In 
general, sea water temperatures on the Scottish west coast 
exceed those on the east coast, particularly during the winter 
season (when fresh water temperatures tend to be near freezing 
point). The west coast sea lochs are predominantly fjordic, 
i,e, long, narrow bodies of water with an entrance sill which 
is shallow compared to the average depth of the loch. The 
rainfall and run-off into Scottish sea lochs usually exceeds 
evaporation rates, giving rise to a surface layer of low 
salinity, and circulation within the loch is influenced mainly 
by sill-depth, tidal range and wind-effects (Milne, 1972).

On the west coast, a not inconsiderable fishery for 
Herring (Clupea harengue) exists throughout the year and is 
currently taken mainly by midwater pair-trawling and purse- 
seining. Mackerel (Gcorobep ecombrup) are a common species 
inshore in Summer but, like Herring, are probably under
exploited due to laok of demand. Of the Gadoid species, the 
Common Cod (G . morrhua) and haddock (G. aealeflnus) support
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reduced offshore fisheries, and Chitine (0. merlsngue). 
woalfish (= oaithe (g * virons)). and Lythe (® Pollack 
(ft pollachius)) are common inshore fish, Further out 
towards the edge of the continental shelf, Hake (« * rluccluo 
n»t-rluccius ). Halibut ( LIpuokIobsus hlppoFlossus ). and Ling 
(. olyq oiva) are regularly fished, and large stocks of Blue 
»hiting (Gaduc poutaosou)occur although they have hitherto 
been ignored as a fishery (Lailey, personal communication)* 
Various flat-fish and Llaa^obranch species are fished regularly 
in the area but do not represent a large resource. Certain 
-harks, Spates, Rays and also whales ara taken rarely at the 
present time but may not be uncommon« Valuable fisheries for 
Norwegian Lobster (Nephrons norvericub ) « Scallops ». Pocten 
nv* xjp us ) and wueen Scallops ( Chlaiays ooercularis ) comprise the 
mo81 commercially significant shell fish resources of the area. 
The Salmon (¿almo salar) and Seatrcut (Salmo trutte fishery of 
the v/eet coast is not insignificant, although smaller than that 
on the east coast*
2.2*2. Artificial resources of the highlands and Islands

Apart from crofting activities, the main industries of the 
Highlands and Islands have beeji concerned with snorting interests 
and with the fishing industry. The lau* r  has been a critical 
factor in the existence and/or growth of most west coast town
ships, notably Gairlooh, inlochbervie, Kyle, Lerwick, Lochinver, 
u»Allalg, Stornoway and Ullapool and the nature of the coastline 
provides generally sneltered anchorages. Huitaole labour 
exists to service the regional fishing industry, and there are 
road, rail and ferry links with tfte larger wholesale fish 
markets. However, facilities are generally on a smaller scale
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■ than thore at the large east coast ports, e.g. Aberdeen, 
where there is greater continuity of supply of fishery products. 

Since the inception of the Highlands and Islands Leve^op—
l'Io 3 6f>l̂ W0 i mfnt Board in 1965, funds have been eiven to promote various
ì u a l L investments in the area, including fish farming. Low rente
r» «  CsyI su; a r i o s i are payable on most leased land in the region. However,

new industrial development has been minor compared with the
l i ’d-T■ *n ‘ 1 nood east coast, and industrial pollution is not a problem. In
ki f. • i - ; *. oi 'ii. v general, rod and net Salmon fishing in freshwater is less
k ob iud 0 0 ^ 0 ¿ t i f  n i vuiu&ole on west coast rivers and there is coriBequently greater
p ̂ " * -r • '■•’ access to freshwater than on east coast rivers.
kfti f u d  emit T u j  ìfì'xq 2.2*3* ]>iscus8ion and conclusions
k) a CI Olì iìbI ì«>1oU MacXenzie and Maofarlane (1970) listed the following "physical
p conditions wtii ch aia,:e the (H.I.D.) Board's area suitable for
Itti ^11 ¿ilo*! t oo Irò-' fish farming:
B8 0 X* - J  no 1ÌM(. Oi * (a) the availability of large areas of unpolluted water
pi n i 7 84 09 T », f v* «i,i (b) the availability of space suitable for development

• J #j O * * /, (c) tho indented coastline providing sheltered sea lochs where
• • • the effects of exposure to the elements are not extreme.

Ìo*/o r«<vx’i ì i . ± q *  

bn*ir«I óxio «wftolrf JU1
(d) the aneliorating effects of the Worth Atlantic x̂ rift on 
winter climate resulting in relatively fast growth rates and high

r̂ti ali er'i ditiw 5(tfl planktonic levels in the sea.
rtfjlxo *: 7 «1 -io7onl (e) the ready availability of gradient in olose proximity to
filai) ^ljs7cn vaqixl* good supplies of water
a ^fo.noJd , ,1**1 la* (f) the presence of a supply of labour amenable to fish farn.

a x l i i ' f u b i T p i Q employment*
p J HiTlfil oÌ C f̂iiXt ( g )  the existence of a fish handling infrastructure capable of

i«*i ta« a n .  tlaii adjusting itself to cultured aquatic species

• ftfHOM »aleMxaa (h) access to the bi-products oi fish processing for utilisation 
as fish feed.”
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11 * J " " ' Of those factors, it might be considered that
»*.‘ • 1 3  eierf* suriw (e) implies a reliability of flow waich may rarely exiotj
• •■' f » *  >0 a (f) ii. plies that labour amenable to such employment is
,?3<-r ni oa ioi t a  rn necessarily of value, whereas the requisite skills may be
fc 9rtS ill oi T9: aavnl rather different from conventional fisheries employment5

^roh nc aljs^aq jia (h) does net indicate the regularity of access to by-products
•■»»'i Li t  : j . r. ■ ..>»,« which might be important. It would appear that not inconsid-
' — . f u. 00 J- 3.i9 ernble marine fishery resources exist currently in the area
■on )i on .Xiiij.:»* w ich could be utilised, e*g* to provide feed for certain 

famed fish. However* unless fish farms arc sited very closeiCO f B 9 W ,0 a f dpi:/*py
f^^BW/iainl 0  ̂ a a 9o OB to fishing ports or centres of oonnunication, road access and

. . . services are likely to be poor* It is likely that financial
Kb 10 atf h/ia e i  a 119 Xo atf assistance from the H.I#D#E. has been an important factor in
1 0 t. f Hnoii ir -jo the recent establishment of commercial fish culture projects

s animal fi»l* in the Board area*
:»li lâ J £V srij (jj) It may be concluded that the natural marine resources
H  t • lx V ‘< J ) have advantages for fish farming in the Highlands and Islanas

00 f  (0) of cotlund; there are, however, certain problems associated
orx® 0 .¿ooXl* ,i:j- v/iwh the natural freshwater resources and the artificial

1 resources of this region*

îarallo m^nif 2*3 Species selection
2*3*1 Introduction and historical aspects

 ̂ (e) Although culture of trout fer restocking purposes had
iiw 1© eeilqque boo) been practised in Scotland for almost a century, culture of
io soil»?, no 0 i l t  ( l ) other species is a more reoent phenomenon. The possibilities

• for other species were first demonstrated in Scotland during the
1 »0.1 a eix b«i j" ( ,; second world war* Gross (1946) found that, by fertilising an
>/ Hs*Ji ,iniJautt>u ei closed sea loch with wUperpho'phate and Sodlur Nitrate, it

» u > was possible to grow flat fish two to four times as rapidly as

rfali bb in untreated waters, but his worK was reetriott^d by the scarcity
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of young fish for stocking, as well as the propensity of the 
fish to escape into the open sea*

Plaice (lleuronectea platesaa) had been cultured and 
stocked in i.orway for 60 years (Bardach ej al., ¿QC* cit*) 
but, before 1962, no more than 10/ of larvae in hateneriee 
could be reared to metamorphosis. However, it was then 
discovered that the main cause of heavy larval Mortality was 
bacterial multiplication. This was obviated by the addition 
of antibiotics which wade it possible to rear 60 - 30 of the 
larvae to inetaiiiorpnosid (^helboume, 1964)«

This success stimulated the fchite Fish Authority to 
initiate feasibility studies into marine fish culture, on the 
basis of three objectives:
i) to investigate the feasibility of augmenting fisheries 
by &toe King flatfish fry
ii) to investigate the use of enclosed nature1 areas for 
growing flatfish, with fertilization of the water and/or 
supplementary feeding
iii) to experiment with intensive culture in heated water 

bince 196i>f the ..hite Fish Authority have been conducting
experiments at two stations in Scotland on both flat fish and 
Oyster culture. Marine fieri faming of other spooles then 
began to attract interest in Scotland so that one estimate of 
projected production for 1971 was:
100 tons of fmfcrinef Rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri)
30 tons of ¿Aussels (i»Iy tilue edulia)
20 tons of Lobsters (Honarus vulgaris)
4 million seed Oysters (Ostrea b d o.t Crasaostrea s dd.)
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Although none of these estimates was achieved by 19719 
it may be presumed that the author (Milne, 1970) did not 
anticipate che Scottish culture of Atlantic Salmon w.iioh took 
place•
2«3«2« Criteria for selection

In selecting possible; species for commercial culture in 
the U.S.A., Bardach ant*. Ryther (1968) listed the following 
characteristics of organisms which lend themselves to 
commercial culture :
i) ability to reproduce in captivity
ii) hardiness of eggs and larvae
iii) food requirements that are readily satisfied
iv) relatively fast rate of growth
to which list, hardach et al. (loc. c j t . )  added*
v) adaptability to crowding

Gaucher (1971) in a similar analysis listed nine criteria 
as follows*
i) spawning ana gametogenesis controllable under laboratory 
conditions
ii) simple larval developnent
iii) fast growth rate
iv) high food conversion efficiency
v) satisfactory feeds known and available
vi) indigenous to the region under consideration
vii) sold at retail in the higher price range
viii )commercial feeds available in quantity at competitive 
prices
ix) hardiness of the organise and resistance to the stress 
induoed by confinement«
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Mathieosen and Gates (1971), in considering regional develop
ment for Aquaculture, postulated certain economic factors as 
being significant in species selection, namely*-
i) market price
ii) marVet volume
iii) inter-regional competition
iv) natural supplies
2.}#3. •Coarse soreening* of candidate species

In attempting to select soecies that possess good 
potential for commercial culture in Scotland at the present 
time, some of the above criteria may he used to devise a coarse 
screen. Thirteen candidate species were chosen based upon 
those species about whose culture potential the H.I.D.3. had 
received most enquiries. They were tested against these 
criteria and rated, if rather arbitrarily on the basis of 
points obtained, using a binomial scoring system (Table 2)
It is then possible to establish a #cut-off score1, and 
candidate species whose aggregated scores do not achieve this 
level may then be eliminated from further consideration. Such 
a system hae many problems, e.g. (i) the initial choice of 
animals to be screened, (ii) the difficulty in certain instances 
of deciding how to score an •intermediate1 case, (iii) the 
assumption that differing criteria are given equal weighting. 
Thus, it might be argued that high unit value ie more significant 
than certain biological criteria in determining feasibility for 
culture (e.g. in such a screening system, high unit value might 
be awarded a •bonus ooint1 in which case, with a cut-off score 
of 5, ¿eln and Dover Soles are no longer eliminated from
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t a b u ; 2

Scored matrix to compare the feasibility of culturing certain aquatic

species in Scotland

PLAT OYSTTR (Qatrea edulis) 

PACIFIC OYSTIB (Crasaostrea

SHOBI MUSSEL (iiytilus edul is)

uOBSTTB (Homarla vulgaris)

FKISHWATTR PRAWN
(Macrobraoh ium rosenbergi)

SIlRIilP (Pandalue app* )
TIJRBOT (Soophthalmus maxi mu a)

DOVi B SOLE (Solea aolea)
LTv. N SOLE ( i loros tennis tcitt)

PLAICF (Pleuroneotes plateasa)
RAINBOW TROUT (Salmo galrdneri)
ATLANTIC SALMON (Salmo aalar)
EEL (Anguilla angullla)

|
2*
v
3
8
*O

h

2 *H
*3^ & © o a i s £ 8 8H  r~i

m 1
o•ag Q £sb f >•r ' *1M a iao

1 0 0 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 0 0

% 5

CODEi 1 - advantage! 0 - disadvantage*
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urthor cm; iteration, and Pacific Oy* tere ac lev* a total 
¿core In excess of Shore UBsels). I f  thane complications 
arc ignored, at a cut—off score of 5» the final scores are:
.core Species

9 Atlantic oftlwon
8 liirbot
7 Pacific Oyster, Shore *usoel, Plaice, Rainbow Trout
6 Plat Oyster
5 Freshwater irawn, Le.̂ cn Sole

< 5  lobster, bhrimp, 3ov r bole, I el

2 . 3.4# ooecies evalu^ition for Scotland
The current state of progress in farming each of the 

«peelsb w ich uaased tnrou^h the coarse screen nay be exa/.ined 
and the feasibility of pro itable iarniing in Scotland evaluated.
vi) Culture of Atlantic Salmon

jirie teoiinology for intensive fanclng of Atlantic . alioon 
and Paolfio Salmon i vneorhynohua b d d . ) advancer r; idly during 
the past decade with major research efforts centred in the 
vj*o,ik#, om^mm Japan, Sweden and Norway» Atlantic almon is 
a luxury food in hritain arid oo.amands a high market orice 
(fable 3># Since 1970, one company in Scotland and two in 
.Norv/ay have succeeded in rearing significant nuxiifĉ rr> of fish 
from the eg# through the freshwater parr eta. e and then through 
the seawater srsolt stage to mar^taclc adults. fresmolts have 
achieved food conversion ration of 1,5 - 2 i 1 (wet weight food i 
wet weight fish) on dry pelleted diets when reared in square or 
round fibreglass tanks. Posterolts have achieved food
conversion ratios of 5 I 1 when fed wet trash flun (whole or
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Table 3
Bange of irioes raid by Scottish wholesalers for Atlantic Saloon in 1972 

Sourcet Maoet personal communication

COM3 ArrY I
Salmon
Grilse

75P- - 85P./1*-
51#5p. - 6l.5p./lb.

(£1,680 - £l,904/ton) 

(£1,154 - £1,378 ton)

CO PANT II
Salmon 75p * — HOp./lb» (£1,680 — £2,464/ton)
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minced) or moist pelleted diets. It has proved possible to 
maintain postsxuolts at high stocking densities (5 kg./nr =
0.31b./ft?) in cages and nets, provided water circulation is 
sufficient and salinity exceeds 30° / qq salinity. Artificially 
stripping broodstock fish of eggs and milk and subsequent 
fertilization is simple, and 6 lb. adult fish have been reared 
from the egg in 3 years. At the current time with the present 
state of knowledge, Atlantic Salmon are likely to represent 
the most profitable species for faming on the west coast of 
Scotland. If floating facilities are used for rearing this 
species, it might be found necessary, in order to ensure adequate 
levels of high salinity, to use pumps so as to lift high 
salinity water from under less saline surface layers. Shrimp 
offals might need to be brought from elsewhere and fed unless 
artificial carotenoid pigments are incorporated into the feed 
to ensure adequate pink colouration of the Salmon flesh.
Many sheltered sea-lochs would be suitable for the farming 
of Atlantic Salmon.
(ii) Culture of Turbot, Plaice and Lemon Sole

by 1968, a technology had been developed, following the 
work of Sheloourne (loc. oit.) and others, such that mass 
hatching and rearing of Plaice and Lover Sole could be 
performed. In the same year, the White Pish Authority 
commenced to use the warm water outfall at Hunterston power 
station (Ayrshire), where Plaice have since been successfully 
spawned, hatched and reared, for several successive years.
Lemon Sole and Turbot have also been spawned and hatched on 
a number of occasions but (unlike Plaice and Dover Sole) 
have not yet been reared through metamorphosis at Huntereton.



Jones (1972) examined the factors to be considered in the 
choice of species for marine fish farming. He discussed the 
market value of marine flatfish and indicated the seasonal 
variation which occurs for these three species (being inversely 
related to market volume), and the influence of size and 
condition on market price. Table 4 gives the average values 
of landings of Turbot, Plaice, Lemon Soles (and Lover Soles 
for comparison) for England and Wales, and Scotland, for 1971 
and 1972. In order to provide an indication of the rates of 
price inflation involved, Table 5 gives the average values of 
landings of these species for the last three months of 1971 
and 1972#

Jones (loc. cit.) pointed to the interspecific differences 
in growth rate with Turbot exceeding Lemon Sole and Plaice, 
and sexual difference in the growth of Turbot. He also 
confirmed that Turbot may be reared satisfactorily on wet 
trash fish feeds or dry pelleted diets, but concluded that the 
former was preferable in cost/effectiveness terms; his 
assumption of trash fish prices 0 1.0p./Kg. (ca. 0.46p./lb.) 
cannot, however, be regarded as likely and a recent economic 
evaluation preferred dry pellets.to wet feeds for farmed Plaice 
(Maoe, personal communication) see Chapter Q and Table 32 )#

The unit value of Plaice is likely to remain insufficiently 
high to provide adequate returns to intensive culture of this 
species unless alternative and oheaper feed sources become 
available. Although Turbot and Lemon Sole are more valuable, 
there still exists the lack of a suitable larval feed of 
sufficiently small partiole else) the nauplii of Artemia
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Table 4
Average valuee of landings of four species of demersal fish (exol. livers)

landed by British vessels in the U.K* (exolud in# Northern Ireland) for the

years 1971 and 1972 (fc/ton)i Sourcet Pish Industry Review (1973)

Ingland and Wales Scotland

Speoieu i2ii 1972 1?71 1972

Turbot 537 637 493 521

Plaice 162 191 162 183

Lemon Sole 287 319 287 3?7
Dover Sole 688 786 640

Table 5
Average values of landings of four species of demersal fish (excl. livers)

landed by British veesels in the U.K. (excl. Northern Ireland) for the last

three rnontha of 1971 and of 1972 (fc/ton)i Pouroet Fish Industry Review

England and Wales Sootl«*nd

Species Oct« - Deo., 1971 Oct. - Deo.t 1?71
Turbot 560 553
Plaloe 218 208
Lemon Sole 342 429
Dover Sole 737 —

Oot. - Deo.. 1972 Oot. - Deo.. 1972

Turbot 711 701
Plaloe 257 227
Lemon Sole 426 472
Dover Sole 1,035 860
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salina, which are successfully used for Plaice, are too large 
for these species during initial larval feeding. It is 
possible to collect marine flat fish from the wild after 
metamorphosis under licence for experimental purposes. This 
was done and work at Hunterston, with wanned seawater at ça.
7°C above ambient temperature, has permitted growth rates to 
market size for various species (e.g. Turbot, Plaice, Lemon 
Sole, Dover Sole) in less than 2 years, i » e . less than half 
the time required in the wild. High density culture of 
Plaice in floating cages in a sealoch at Ardtoe (Argyll) 
demonstrated enhanced growth rates over wild fish, although 
not attaining the rates achieved at Hunterston (Howard, 
personal communication)•

It may be concluded that the commercial attractiveness of 
farming Turbot, and possibly Lemon Sole, currently awaits 
fi^rther technological advance, particularly in larval feeding. 
The Scottish west coast might then comprise a suitable environ
ment for on-growing these species, as with Plaice already. 
Another consideration is that the higher prices of similar 
alternative species, e.g. Dover Sole and Halibut, might ensure 
that these species are farmed preferentially, should the 
technologies prove transferable.
(ill) Culture of Pacific Oyster, Shore Mussel and Flat Oyster

Mollusc culture on the Scottish west coast has recently 
aroused some interest and obtained some financial assistance 
from the H.I.D.D. Good growth and high condition factors 
have been obtained with suspended rope cultivation of Mussels 
at one sealoch site (Llnne Mhuirioh, Argyll). However, the 
initially excellent npatfalls have not been sustained regularly#
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and other problems have arisen, e.g. Acidian species settling 
on the ropes, Eider ducks (Somateria inollissima) stripping 
young Mussels from the ropes (Millar; Stevenson, personal 
communication)* Both Pacific and European Flat Oysters are 
being currently reared at an Oyster hatchery on Loch Greran 
(by Oban, Argyll)* Spawning is induced by artificial wanning 
of seawater in the hatchery above 20°C, and the Oyster larvae 
are reared using algal cultures. Spatfalls are then induced 
on plastic collectors before transferring to trays for on- 
growing, and C. gjgas spat is currently being sold at 2 - 5 ram. 
length. Survivals are still unpredictable but it is anti
cipated that the process will become more successful within 
the next 12 months (Price, personal communication). On-growing 
trials of both species continue both inside and out of the 
hatchery*

Mussels are a low value commodity and current delivered 
prices (fin the shell1) are £25 - £30 per ton* One company 
(Sevemside Ltd*, Patchway, Bristol) holds somewhat of a 
monopsony position in the British market* This limits the 
ability of primary U.K* producers to influence prices, unless 
they segment the market, e.g* by smoking, which has been 
attempted but with little success (Stevenson, personal comm
unication)* By contrast, Oysters are a luxury food and 
current wholesale prices for Paoific Oysters are (i) as spat 
@ £$. £3 per thousand, (ii) as adults for consumption 4* oa.
£40 per thousand (*in the shell1)* The present U*K* 
requirement for Oyster seed is ca* 4 - 5  million per annum, 
and it is likely therefore that any future increases in spat 
production will need to rely on export markets (Knowles, 1973),
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particularly since additional Oyster hatcheries now exist at 
Poole (Poole Oyster Co., Dorset) and Drynsiencyn (Seed Oysters 
(U.K.) Ltd., Anglesey, North Wales).

A few private individuals are currently attempting to 
on-grow small numbers of Oyster spat at selected Scottish

flocalities. However, even on the west coast, winter growth 
is poor or absent. The provision of unpolluted seawater 
affords the opportunity of establishing more Oyster hatcheries 
in this area, e.g. to produce spat for on-growing elsewhere. 
However, it is likely that this would require to be based on 
export sales, and information on production costs and profita
bility is lacking. Rope mussel cultivation in the area has 
encountered technical problems; it would require to be 
practised at very low cost in order to be profitable.
(iv) Culture of Rainbow trout

At the commencement of this study, intensive farming of 
Rainbow Trout in Scotland was already claimed to be profitable 
and 9an established technique of aquaculture under Scottish 
conditions9 was claimed to exist only for 9some salmonid 
species9 (MaoXensie and Maofarlane, loo, clt.). Thus Rainbow 
trout farming was examined in some depth, and is discussed in 
subsequent chapters, since an accurate assessment of the 
farming of this species as a commercial investment in Scotland 
was considered to be more practicable than that of other 
aquatic species.
(v) Culture of Preshwater Prawns

Shrimp and Prawn culture is practised, particularly in 
Asia, but recently considerable work has been performed on
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culture of temperate species native to western Europe, e.g. 
Bandalus borealis. Palaemon serratus (Reeve, 1969). The 
relatively slow growth of these species under experimental 
conditions, even with artificially warmed seawater, encouraged 
examination of other species with a faster growth rate (Walne, 
personal communication). Accordingly, work has continued 
with the giant freshwater prawn, fr^acrobraohlun rosenbergl. 
of the Indo-Pacific region. Larval development requires 
water of 8 - 2 2°/oo salinity, and considerable progress has 
been made with prawn feeds, although under conditions of high 
stocking density, survival rates are still unsatisfactory 
(Bardach et al.,loc.cit.)«At two sites in England, commercial 
companies are currently using closed cultivation systems and 
heated water at ca. 28°C in order to rear M. rosenbergi on 
a pilot scale (Ingram, personal communication).

Forster and Sickens (1972) reviewed the status and 
potential of Prawn culture in the U.X. and stated that the 
market value of Prawns, which was difficult to assess, 
depended on else, whether they were shelled or not, the state 
of presentation (whether frosen, fresh, canned or dried), and 
the flavour and texture. These authors considered that the 
freeh unshelled market was the most valuable, although demand 
was likely to be restricted and exhibit seasonal fluctuations, 
and that prices of £1 per lb. oould be achieved. In the 
long term, they suggested that cultured Prawns will need to 
compete with preserved (wild-caught) Prawns in the cocktail 
market at (July, 1972) prices of oa. 50p./lb. However,
M. roeenb^ral is of an adult alee euoh that it might more 
rationally compete in the •ttoampi1 (Norway Lobster) market
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which is less valuable per unit but considerably larger, and 
currently experiencing rapid price inflation (Table 6 ), - 
the average U.K. first-hand quay unit price for 1973 is 
likely to be in excess of 20p. per lb. Alternatively, large 
Prawns might be used to develop a novel U.K. market for a high 
quality main dish product with a higher unit price.

The suitability of the west of Scotland for large Prawn 
cultivation is an analogous problem to that of Oyster 
hatcheries, i.e. the facilities would comprise shore-based 
plant and the local environment would only be critical insofar 
as a supply of unpolluted seawater would be necessary.
2.4 Conclusions

The six counties comprising the Highlands and Islands 
Development board area of Scotland possess certain resources 
which might be of value for the purposes of aquaculture, in 
particular the marine environment (sheltered sealochs with 
relatively mild winter temperatures, certain fishery resources 
the services of a fishing industry, etc.). The criteria 
involved in selection of speoies suitable for culture have 
been discussed. Thirteen species, which had been considered 
for culture in the area were subjected to a coarse screening 
procedure based upon certain of these criteria. Four were 
eliminated from further examination, and the remaining nine 
species were considered individually.

At the commencement of this study (and probably still at 
the present time), only one candidate species (Rainbow Trout) 
was being cultured profitably in the area of Scotland under 
discussion. At the present time, the culture of two species, 
Atlantic Salmon and Plaice, has overcome initial technological
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Table 6
landings and Average values of Norway Lobsters landed by British vessels 

throughout the U.K. for 1972 and for the year ending 31st March» J 2 U  
>ourcet Fish Industry Heview (1973)

Scotland Northern Ireland

Y/E
31st Beo.1972 
T/E
31st Liar«1973

England and Wales
e Average value Volume Average value Volume Average value 
I  Cft^tonV "" (tona) ( f c / t o n V (tons) (£ ton)

Volume 
( tone

845 308 9,215 258 3,090 158

935 430 10,275 378 3,955 204



difficulties* Both species might now be cultured commercially 
but this is being currently explored for Atlantic Salmon 
onlyf since Plaice are regarded as having an insufficiently 
high unit value to cover adequately the production costs 
incurred* Atlantic Salmon culture would appear to be an 
enterprise of commercial attractiveness, for which the 
resources of the Scottish west coast are particularly suited*
The information derived from work with Plaice has been of 
value in helping to establish techniques for the culture of 
more valuable marine flat fish* It is likely that Turbot 
(and possibly less valuable Lemon Sole) could be cultured 
profitably in the area in the near future, although further 
technical developments are still required* The rope culture 
of Mussels appears to present marketing and certain technical 
problems. However, Mollusc hatcheries are likely to prove 
commercially viable provided they can obtain adequate prices 
in export markets for Oyster spat. The culture of large 
Prawns will probably be an attractive investment in the near 
future although more information is required on market aspects; 
as with Oyster production, West Scotland would have no 
particular advantages for Prawn culture except for the 
unpolluted marine resource(and the possible availability of 
financial assistance, which might apply to culture of any 
species considered)*

The culture of Salmon and Trout is likely to represent 
a profitable venture at the present time in the #est of Scotland* 
The culture of certain marine fin fish and shellfish is 
likely to becomo profitable but requires further technological
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refinement. The relative attractiveness of the various 
species examined is likely to alter with ongoing progress 
in research and development. It is important continually 
to evaluate and consider alternative species which may not 
have been considered in detail here, e.g. Dover Sole« Halibut, 
but the culture of which might become an attractive invest
ment in the area at a future date.



CHAPTER 3 TROUT; WiRKaT AS-i^CTb
It may be argued that a bioeconomic analysis of trout 

culture should commence with the markets, which are for 
restocking and the table.
3.1 RestockinK market

The •restocking* market supplies live trout for stocking 
watercourses, as well as trout eggs and fry for on-growing by 
hatcherymen, other restocking farms, etc.

1.1Trout Eggs
Trout eggs are occasionally marketed as •Green* eggs 

(i.e. before the embryonic eye becomes apparent) but are 
commonly sold as *Kyed* eggs. Current prices for eyed eggs 
are £0 . 7 5  — £ 1 . 5 0  per 1 , 0 0 0  eggs. a  premium is charged for 
quality (viability, growth potential, etc.) and also for 
disease status (certification of freedom from e.g. I.P.N. and 
V.H.3. virus diseases).
3.1.2Trout Fingerlings

An established market exists for fish at 3 M in length 
(6 - 8  cm.). Certain farms (especially in Denmark) specialize 
in fingerling production as such fish are regarded as resistant 
to certain disease problems of smaller fry, e.g, I.P.N. virus, 
clinical whirling disease. Farms where such diseases are 
endemic commonly buy-in fish at this stage. Current prices 
(ex farm) in Denmark and Britain are £20 - £30 per 1,000 
fingerlings.
3.1#3Live Trout (Larger Sizes)

Prices of live trout are usually quoted per 1,000 fish 
at a specified length. In Britain, there is reasonable 
agreement in prices particularly with larger length classes. 
Fig. 1 indicates the length/price relationship for four 
British trout-farms producing Rainbow trout for restocking in



Relationship between retail prices for lire trout
and length per fish,

Y * Purchase price (¿l/1 , 0 0 0  fish)
X * fish length (inches)

A, B, C and P are four trout farms in the U.K. which
sell trout mainly for restocking and prices quoted are 
ex farm (1972).
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1972/73* For this sample, there would appear to be an 
approximately linear relationship between length and price for 
trout exceeding ca, 7" in length.

The current size of the British market for trout for 
stocking purposes is difficult to quantify. It may be 
inferred from the volume of feed sales as ca, 5 0 0 tons per 
annum (Stratford, personal communication)• An unknown 
quantity of this market (probably > 80,.) is finally fished and 
presumably consumed if of edible size«

3 , 2  Table market 
> 2.llntroduction

The marketing aspects of trout for human consumption 
exhibit a variety of complications,
i) Most countries which have a significant trout farming 
industry consume part of their production, and export as well; 
they may also import trout,
ii) Trout farming statistics are difficult to obtain because 
(a) the industry is insufficiently large for Governments to 
require the collation of such data and (b) the existing farmers 
are unwilling to make information available since this nfight 
encourage new entrants into the industry.
iii) Most trout farming countries are expanding their production 
and seeking new outlets, differentiating the product, etc«
iv) The individual characteristics of the market often show 
marked international variations«
v) Political and economic constraints on free international 
marketing of trout are currently altering (e«g« B«£*C, trade 
barriers, U«S« embargo on Banish trout for disease reasons)
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3.2*2 Volume of U.K. Market
A small and unknown volume of trout is eaten toy anglers*

The rest is either imported into the U.K* or produced toy 
domestic trout farmers. Customs statistics only specify 
importation into the U.K. of fresh (or temporarily preserved) 
trout (i.e. frozen trout imports are not classified separately); 
production of U.K. trout farms is recorded only for Scotland.

(Tables7 f9)*lt is possible to estimate the total markets toy 
examining export statistics of the countries from which is 
derived the majority of U.K.imports (Table 8 )•xhe consumption 
of sea Trout will toe ignored since (i) it is a small market 
(e.g. 250 tons of sea trout were landed in 1969)# (ii) it is 
a seasonal market due to fishery regulations (unlike Rainbow 
Trout) (iii) it i8 in a higher price range than farmed (i.e. 
Rainbow)trout and has certain characteristics in common with 
the Salmon market, e.g. the requirement for pigmented pink 
flesh, etc.

It 18 not possible to assess accurately the annual 
production toy trout farms in England, Wales and Northern 
Ireland. One may assume the same value as the corresponding 
annual production in Scotland, although this may toe conservative 
(e.g. in 1971# iingland did not suffer the same disease outbreaks 
which affected Scottish production). Over the period 1967 - 
1971, the accumulated values of imports and home production 
(actual and assumed) give a range in total consumption (Table 10)of 
2,000 - 2,600 tons approximately. Over the same period, 
exports of trout from the U.K. were recorded only in 1970 and 
1971 and these were of such magnitude (1 . 1  ton at £593 and
4.6 tons at £3,033 respectively) that it may safely be assumed 
that aggregated import and home production figures give the
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SiÀ-Biiii ?
Imports of Rainbow Trout into the U.ft. (fresh or temporarily
preserved (Source: H. M« Customs and Excise)

Year
Volume
(tons)

Value at C«I«F«
L £ à

prices Unit Value 
(fc/ton l

1967 9 0 0 313,904 349
1968 997 347,776 348
1969 799 3 2 6 , 1 2 0 408
1970 676 351,251 520
1971 697 360,778 518

TAÜLK 8

Imports of frozen Rainbow Trout Into the U,K, (Sources:
Japanese Fisheries: I>ansk -anrtels Qrredeksport; Hon. H.L.Cohen)

Year
.Danish Frozen 

(tons1
Japanese Frozen 

(tons)
Total Frozen 

(tons)
1967 550 481 1,031
1968 772 564 1,336
1969 477 680 1,157
1970 912 680 1,592
1971 818 401 1,219

TABLti 9
Scottish production ox portion-size famed Rainbow Trout 
S o urce :__Kept, ox - ¿ riculture and < IsherleB for Scotland^

Approx« Production
Year
1967 2 0
1968 47
1969 85
1970 146
1971 8 8

1972 340

Table
10

Estimated Total 
annual consumption

i n  (tqngj
1,971 
2,427 
2,126 
2 ,5 6 0  
2,092 

?
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closest approximation to total U.K. consumption of trout that 
may be achieved in the absence of other statistics. It would 
not appear that the increase in home production, which may 
achieve a total of 1 , 0 0 0  tons for the current year, has brought 
about a decline in imports, i.e. there is capacity for growth in 
this market.
3*2«3 Products

The main trout products for the table market in the U.K. 
in order of popularity arei-
1. Frozen gutted
2. Fresh ungutted (’in the round*)
3« Smoked (gutted)
4. Frozen ungutted
5. Live

The frozen (ungutted) and live markets are very small 
(total<  100 tons) and will be ignored. Some imports of 
smoked trout occur but the majority of smoked trout is sold as 
frozen trout to processing companies for smoking. Thus, the 
U.K. market may be divided into ’Freezers1 and 'Freshers'.

Frozen trout is imported from Denmark and Japan in varying 
proportions (Table and the total market is ca. 1,000 - 1,600 
tons per annum. It comes through wholesalers (notably in 
London and Grimsby) and is delivered by fishery companies, 
mainly within the catering trade to restaurants and hotels.

Fresh trout is produced by trout farmers in the U.K. and 
imported from Denmark and the total market is ca. 1,000 tons 
per annum. The majority of fresh trout passes through the 
wnolesale fish markets (notably billingsgate, Manchester and 
Birmingham) and retailed by fishmongers, etc. The main weight
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classes favoured are 5 — 6 oz#, 6 — 8 oz*, and 7 — 9 oz#t bu*t 
there is some demand for trout of 4 - 5 oz* and 9 - 1 1  oz#

A small but increasing proportion of trout (especially 
fresh) i8 being produced with pigmented (pink) flesh# An 
increasing proportion of gutted trout also has the gills 
removed at processing#

3#2#4# Value
Approximate current U# • wholesale prices for whole fresh 

and gutted frozen trout are 32p# and 3 9p#/lb# respectively# 
b y comparison, live portion—size fish are 6 0—7 0 p#/lb#, and 
consumer packs of smoked trout are 80 - 90p#/lb. Gutting 
causes a weight loss of ca# 18 — 19/*, i*e. ungutted fish at 
32p#/lb# would lose weight equivalent to ca. 6p#/lb. on being 
gutted and would thus require to be sold at 3 8 p#/lb# in order 
to retain their value (assuming there is no market for trout 
guts)#

Premiums exist for freshness of fresh trout and for 
Danish (over Japanese) frozen imports. At particular times, 
certain weight classes may be sold at a premium; usually the 
extremes of the preferred weight classes ( 4 - 5  oz#, 9 - 1 1  oz#) 
are sold at a discount and 5 - 6 oz# and 6 - 8 oz# are similar 
in price (with 7 - 9 oz# occasionally sold at a discount)#

3.2.5# Markups (March, 1973)
(i) Fresh Trout
e#g# Danish imports shipped to Harwich and railed to Manchester#
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Guru, price
tpAV.ll 1

C.I.F.* PRICK HARWICH 27.0
TARIFF (8 ' since 1st Jan.# 1973) 2.2p./lb. 29.2
LARDING ADD PORT CHARGES AND AGENCY FEES 0.4p. 29.6
TRANSPORT TO MANCHESTER (D.R.) 0.6p./lb. 30.2
WHOLESALER'S MARGIN 2.Op./lb. 32.2
FISHMONGER'S MARGIN (70^) 22.8p./lb. 55

* Carriage9 Insurance and Freight

(ii) Frozen Trout (gutted)
e,g, Japanese imports shipped to Liverpool and distributed 
in London,

Cum, price

C.I.F. PRIGS LIVERPOOL 34.0
TARIFF (10^ since 1st Jan., 1973) 3.4 37.4
LANDING* PORT AHD AGuiRCY CHARGES 0.4p./lb. 37.8
DDLIT.SRY TO COLD ST URL 0 .2p./lb. 38.0
WHOLESALERS ¿¿ARGIR (20#)

(incl, cold store, distribution, finance,
etc,7«6p,/lb. 45.6

Note (i) Sales of Danish fresh trout via Harwich to Billingsgate 
are usually negotiated and sold at a London price (i.e. direct 
to the wholesale market),

(ii) Wholesale markups are greater if it is necessary to 
split cases or deliver, etc,

(iii) If it is required to contract for supplies over 
a certain duration at a fixed price, the price is usually in 
excess of the going rate at the time of oontraot«
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STRUCTURE

]«‘ig. 2. U.K. market for trout. Origins, destinations and 
product types 

M )  Freeh Trout
Fresh trout consumed in Britain is either home produced 

(incl. Irish Republic) or imported from Denmark (Fig. 2).
A small volume of fresh trout is delivered direct to retail 
outlets (fishmongers, hotelB, etc.) by domestic farmers. 
However, the great majority of fresh trout passes through 
fish wholesale markets (Fig. 3i. Probably 90/ of fresh 
trout is retailed by fishmongers and grocers, who either buy 
at the market or have the product delivered by the wholesaler. 
Billingsgate may supply as much as 80/ of the trade (mainly by 
one company, M. Janssen Ltd.), which is probably over 90/ 
retail.

(11) Frozen and Smoked Trout
Frozen and smoked trout consumed in Britain is imported 

from either Denmark or Japan. 90 - 95/ of the trade is 
comprised of catering Bales to restaurants and hotels. Smoked 
trout is either imported as such or smoked after importation.
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One company, Compass House Ltd. (Grimsby) handles more than 
5O56 of the U.K. frozen trout market (Fig. 4) and possesses the 
agency for sales of Dan trout in this country. Various frozen 
food companies distribute frozen trout to the catering trade 
(and a small volume to retail outlets, largely supermarkets) 
as well as importing to a variable extent (Summary: Tables 
1 1 and 1 2 ).

Fig. 3 Transport and distribution channels for Fresh Trout 
marketed in U.K.
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Table 11

i'rimarv Importers of banish frozen trout

Company (in order of importance.) OUTLET

1• Compass House Catering and Retail

2« Associated Fisheries/fciudd Catering

3. Youngs Retail

4# Findus (Jap* catering); Retail

5* Birds 3ye/Snethurst Catering

6. Ross Catering

Table 12
Primary Importers oT Japanese frozen trout 

A • before 1970 (Co: .parties listed in probable order of

1• Peabody
2* Associated Fisheries 
3. Sidwell 
4# Gilbertson
5. Airil Mischeff
6 . Maofisheries
7* Birds iiye/Smethurst

B. Jjnce 1970 1 Joiroanies_liete-i in probable order of 
jfn^yt^nce

1• Peabody
2. International Fish
3. Sidwell
4. Gilbertson 
5* Flndue
6 . ^irds Fye/Smethurst 
1 . MaofiBheries 
8 , Associated Fisheries
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The market for trout may be divided into the retail 
segment (mainly fresh trout) and the catering segment (mainly 
frozen and smoked trout)« The total market is small relative 
to most other fish, with an approximate annual U.k. consumption 
per capita of 0 . 2  trout (2 , 5 0 0  (U.K. market in tons p.a.) x 
4,480 (fish/ton) / 5 5  x 1 0 6 (U.X. population)), of which > 5 0 '̂ 
i8 consumed in hotels and catering establishments. Several 
factors are likely to be of importance in determining demand 
for trout.
(i) Price

It is claimed by importers, wholesalers and retailers 
that the demand for trout is relatively independent of price. 
Trout has been traditionally regarded as a semi-luxury product 
with a high price relative to other fish. There is no 
evidence that the large wholesale price fluctuations for 
imports of fresh and frozen trout (Figs5,6 at 7 ) have
influenced annual demand which appears to be rather static. 
However, data is not available to calculate price elasticities 
of demand for trout.
(ID Incomes

It is possible that changes in consumer incomes may 
influence demand for trout, White fish has an average income 
elasticity of expenditure of 0 . 3  and income elasticity of 
quantity purchased of zero while the figures for tinned Salmon 
are zero and 0 . 1  respectively, l.e. in these two cases, rise in 
incomes has virtually no effect on consumption levels (Sykes, 
personal communication.) Table 13 indicates that, for fresh 
fat fish, other than Herring (i.e. Salmon, Trout, Mackerel,
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The pattern of price movements for Banish fresh trout 
imports to the U• X* over the period: April 1969 — April 1572,

T = Purchase price (d./lb.)
a *= Time of purchase (increments of 4 months)

Price data re fere to the mean monthly unit prices paid by 
Compose House Ltd. (C.I#P. Grimsby) for purchased lots of 
ice-packed trout. Prices given are in old pence but 
equivalent prices in new pence are given in braokets (I axil;
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Ihe pattern of price iDovementB for i)anish and Japanese 
frozen trout imports to the U. i. over the period: 
September 1967 - May 1973*

Y = Purchase price (p./lb.)
X *= Jvonth of purchase (increments of two months)*

Price data refers to the mean monthly unit prices paid 
by Compass House Ltd. (G.I.F. Grimsby) for purchased lots 
of gutted and grilled trout into cold store. Data for 
Japanese trout (broken line) is not available subsequent 
to March* 1972.
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The pattern of price ^ovenents for frosen Japanese 
trout imports to the U . j  • over the oeriod July 1964 — 
lay 1973.

Y ~ jurchase price (p./lb.)
X « Time of purchase (increments of 1 year)

Price data refers to the mean monthly unit prices paid 
by Peabody Ltd. (C.I.F. London) for purchased lots of 
gutter and gilled trout into cold store.
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Sprats, Eels and Roe)
I) as real incomes have risen, so consumer expenditure on 
this roup of fish has risen proportionally more 
ii) the fact that quantities purchased have not shown such 
a great rise suggests that more of the higher priced fish in 
the group are being purchased.

Table 13
Income Elasticity ox . resh fat fish (excl. herring.)

Sources National Food Purvey Gorm.lttee

1962 1965 1967 1969

Income elasticity of expenditure (♦) 1,44 1.72 1*59 0,88
Income elasticity of quantity purchased ( + ) 0.60 1.73 1.14 0.47

(ill) Season
Certain traders claimed a small increase in de and during 

the winter months, particularly during Christmas and New Year. 
This is probably associated with the increased volume of 
catering trade at that time of the year.

(iv) Substitutes
The substitution possibilities and cross-elasticity of 

demand for farmed trout with wild Salmon and Sea trout in 
Norway has been described by lierge (1968). This refers to 
large trout ica.1 kg.) with pink flesh which appear very 
similar to wild Grilse. Portion size trout occupy a different 
position in the market (smaller weight, catering sales, etc.) 
and are either eaten as the fish course to a meal or as a main 
course (whole).

Trout served as the fish course to a meal might be
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expected to exhibit cross-elasticities with Dover Sole, Scampi, 
Potted Shrimps, etc#

(v) Quality
(a) Appearance

There is a premium demand for freshness and U#k. producers 
oi fresh trout may achieve a small price advantage, relative to 
Danish imports of fresh trout, on grounds of freshness#

Certain producers are producing trout with artificially 
pigmented flesh (pink - Chapter 7 ); it is possible that this 
may achieve a premium, particularly if delivered direct to 
hotels and retail outlets# Wholesale markets claim that the 
market as a whole is not educated to this and white flesh,is 
still preferred#
(b) Source

Danish frozen trout usually achieves a premium of 
1-Pp./lb# over Japanese trout in the U#X. market. It is 
claimed that caterers can detect an inferior quality of 
Japanese trout#
(c) hygiene

Human fatalities have recently occurred in Germany due 
to Dotuliam contracted from smoked trout contaminated by the 
toxin (Wenzel et al#. 1971). This event was followed by the 
removal of trout from the inventories of Grand Metropolitan 
Hotels, * arks and Dpencer, Jainsbury and Trust Houses Forte# 
Tiiis was not due to a fall in consumer demand: e.g. Findue 
claim that they took over Marks and bpencer's market by selling 
tr ut to retail stores adjacent to Marks and Spencer, and 
probably all caterers who removed trout from their inventories 
have subsequently restored it. Thus hygiene hazards can have
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a potent effect in limiting trade in trout by influencing 
wholesale demand. This possibility is assisted by the 
sraallnesB of the market and relative uniportance of trout 
compared with other fishery lines for most frozen food and 
caterinf companies.
(d) Grading, Packaging

v.eight class is a critical factor in trout sales and 
different markets require different weights (and often pay 
different prices). Thus accurate grading is required. 
Packaging is critical for retail sales and home freezer sales; 
it is of moderate importance for catering sales and unimportant 
for smoking*

(vi) promotional Aspects
It is apparent that there is little active promotion of 

trout sales and what there is concentrates on the frozen and 
smoked retail market. Findus, who advertise trout (Fig. 8)# 
claim tnat trout lines are retained only because they assist 
in promoting the image of the cor nany as producing high quality 
frozen and fresh fish. It may be that increased promotion 
(e.g. brand, sales, advertising) could increase demand for 
trout products.

(vii) Price Movements 
(a) Seasonal

It is claimed that there tends to be a seasonal price 
fluctuation for trout in the U.K. Thus importers tend to 
purchase trout in the Autumn and hold it in cold store in 
expectation of price rises over the winter period. These 
price rises are due to shortfalls in supply, notably when 
ponds freeze. .during the winters 1970/71, 1 71/2, and 1972/3# 
there have not oeen si nificant shortfalls since the winter
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1e F ish erm en  b rin g  y o u  th e  fin e s t fis h .
R a in b o w  T ro u t.

Indus know about fish. It’s their special subject, and 
juality of their fish in all its forms is the proof, 
lus catch a wide range of fish, but they take special 
le in being able to offer you Rainbow Trout. Superb 
[, and perhaps the tastiest of all freshwater fish, 
leir expertise ensures that the delicate flavour and 
flesh of the trout are gently and wholly preserved, 

[ere’san unusual method of preparing trout 
brings out its flavour to the full. It’s a recipe from 
ind and we’ve called it Haarlem Trout.

rlem Trout.
I need: \  pint of water; 1 bay leaf; 
id pepper; 2 packets of Findus 
)w Trout; 4 tablespoons frozen 
itrated orange juice, defrosted; 
spoons lemon juice; 2 oz butter; 
spoons arrowroot; 1 heaped 

on chopped parsley;
|ices of orange and lemon.
14 portions.
[the water to the boil in a large 

in with the bay leaf, salt and 
Gently poach the trout in the

water for about 15 minutes. Remove 
fish, transfer them to a warmed 
serving dish and keep hot. Remove 
the bay leaf from the liquor and add 
the orange and lemon juices. Melt 
the butter in a small pan, stir in the 
arrowroot and gradually add the 
stock and juice mixture. Bring to the 
boil stirring constantly until slightly 
thickened, add the parsley. Four the 
sauce over the trout and garnish with 
orange and lemon slices.

ly Findus take th e  W hole P la ice  apart.
[indus use a special process in the preparation of 
|r Whole Plaice. The fish are cut open and skilfully 
ted The fillets are then carefully folded back to 
>riginal shape, so, you buy the whole fish, its 
)ur and nourishing protein completely retained.

P ee led  P raw ns. A  Findus Specia lity .
Another Findus speciality is prawns. They’re peeled, 

so they’re ready to be used in your cooking or perhaps 
eaten cold in prawn cocktail. A simple, but rather 
delicious variation is Californian Prawn Cocktail.
•$« Californian Prawn Cocktail.
You’ll need: i  lb fresh prawns OR 
2 packets Findus Peeled Prawns,
2 grapefruit, lettuce -  shredded,
2 tbsp. mayonnaise,2 teasp. tomato 
purée. Makes 4 portions.
Reserve a few whole prawns for 
garnishing, chop the rest. Cut

washed grapefruit in halves, scoop out 
the flesh and drain off excess juice if 
the fruit is very juicy. Mix grapefruit 
flesh with the chopped prawns and 
shredded lettuce. Stir tomato-tinted 
mayonnaise into the mixture. Divide 
the cocktail between the grapefruit 
halves and garnish with prawns.

i

C ontinental F ish  D ishes. O nly from  Findus.
Findus use firm-fleshed, young cod steaks, 

cut whole from the body of the fish, as the 
basis of their continental-style Fish Bake 
Bordelaise and Savoury Fish Fiesta. The full 
flavour of the fish is then brought out by a 
specially prepared sauce. Savoury Fish 
Fiesta, is made from tomatoes, red and green 
peppers, herbs, spices, and onions. It’s new, 
quite delicious, and only from Findus. 

G arnish ing F ish  D ishes.
Even the simplest of fish dishes can benefit from 

garnishing. And the simplest garnishes are often the 
most effective — sprigs of parsley, lemon wedges and 
slices of tomato. These are popular because they’re 
quick and easy to prepare, but sometimes a special 
occasion or dish can call for more elaborate ones, such 
as croûtons, sliced gherkins or chopped dill.
W ine w ith  F ish .

The drinking of a well-chilled white wine with fish 
is not a rule, but based on popular preference. Fish is a 
delicately flavoured food, and should not be over
whelmed by the taste of the wine that accompanies it. 
You can’t go wrong with a light, dry Hock.

Fm dus.The Fish erm en.

3ood F ish  G uide.

'p you get the very best results from your fishared
now

_ * ii i|̂ ■ ioiif ?* ivi« v\/» • ■ r  ̂*■' "to dressings, garnishings, sauces, herbs, spices, nd even place settings. There are also over eighty 
from the countries of Europe. And it’s yours by 
R a F.O./Cheque for just lOp to:
•N. Packing Services Ltd., 53 Pavilion Drive,
on-Sea, Essex. Allow 2H days for delivery.

Name 
Address

5W

FINDUS
—  frozen foods —
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tempera'tures have been relatively high, and importers have 
oonplained about the abnence of any corresponding price effect 
(Smith, personal cemnunication)• Insufficient historical
data is available to quantify the extent of this seasonal price 
fluctuation,

A seasonal pattern of trout sales on the Tokyo wholesale 
fish market has been described by brown (196^), He claimed 
that there was some evidence of an inverse price/volume 
relationship for the years 1964 - 1966« Addition 1 data
collected by the author (tfig, 9) would tend to support this 
concept for the years 1967 - 1971. Unfortunately, such data 
does not exist for British markets,
(b) Wholesale Price Inflation

There had been little price movement for the 10 years 
preceding 1969* Between July 1969 and June 1970, wholesale 
co31 prices for frozen trout escalated by ca, 60 (21p,/lb, -
34p,/lb,) before returning briefly to the previous level during 
the period October 1971 - April 1972 (>ig#6 & 7).They then rose 
to the present levels of ca, 38p,/lb,, and this pattern of 
fluctuation has occurred with fresh trout prices also (Fig. 5 )• 
The average C,I,F, prices for imports of fresh trout to the 
U,iC, in 1967 - 1971 were I6p,, I6p,, 16p,, 23p*. and 23p*/lb. 
respectively (derived from Table 7).

The large price rise in 1969/70 coincided with a European 
famine of trout and a large fall in Banish production and export 
(Table 14), This would appear to substantiate the claim of the 
industry that price movements in the U,> • are primarily 
a reflection of international changes in supply and one may assume 
a static demand • It is notable that the recent inflation 
of trout prices has been exceeded by the rate of price inflation
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The yearly patterns of ŝ .leü t oIuî î and unit values for 
rainbow trout sold at To’tyo wnolesale fish Market over the 
period 1967 - 1971. J>-ta modified after Hlrayasa 
(personal coar.unie« tion;.

1 » monthly volume of s^lee (tons)
Y1* onthly unit value of sales (Yen/ £ & • )

a s *onth

A » Graph of the yearly pattern of unit value of sales 
n « Graph of the yearly pattern of volume of sales

i.ach individual plot represents the mean va ue for the 
five years (1967 — 1971) of the average values recorded 
for that iionth.
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of uorae other fish in the U.k. (Chapter 2 ), including 
certain species, e.g. Cod which have not hitherto occupied 
a luxury market. Increasingly Trout is thus occupying price 
classes shared by fish which are not regarded as luxury items.

Table 14
Lxoorts of farmed Rainbow Trout (alive. chlilt-d and frozen) 

fror: iienn-.ri: during, the years 1?60 - 1071

Year ^xüorts (tonnes) V: lue («C/

I960 5,946 361
1961 7,506 376
1962 7,680 392
1963 7,798 414
1964 8,225 421
1965 10,779 368
1966 10,099 436
1967 10,555 428
1968 12,121 416
1969 10,464 474
1970 8,539 575
1971 11,168 519

3 .2 .8 .
ll.-L. J.OÎW.JÜ r.,0^

(i) Europe
It is claimed by the major billingsgate wholesaler of 

fresh trout that prices at that market tend to follow the 
prices achieved by Danish exporters in » est Germany (ilnllam, 
personal communication). In 1971, *est German production of 
truux was £u. 6,000 tons (Nordsee hremerhaven, personul 
commuai cation ) and imports totalled 5,602 tonB of which 7 ^  

came from Denmark. «/est Germany had the largest home 
market for trout in 1971 (Table 15) in î urope.
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Table of production, i.noort and cxoort data for trout In 
K.L.C. couniries: of 1975) for the .year U71

(¿ourcet r’orelpn tr ht r tisti cs. per«, co etc« j

T a b l e  15

Country
Home Production 

(tons)
Imports 
(tons)

exports 
(tons)

Total market 
(ton 8j

West Germany ca. 6f000 5,602 ca.O ca. 11,600
France ca.10,000 1,024 363* oa. 10,600
Italy ca. 10,000 46 1,058 ca. 9,000
Belgium and 

Luxembourg ca. 0 2,612 32 ca. 2,600
Great Britain > 200 1,916 5 >2,100
Holland ca. 0 619 117 ca. 500
Ireland 127 ca. 0 46* ca. 80
Denmark > 11,168 ca. 0 11,168 ca. 0

N.B. (i) ca. 0 indicates values probably not exceeding 10 tons
(ii) * indicates a value corresponding to 1970 (1971 data

unavailable)•

The pattern in the L.2.C. countries has been generally of 
an expanding market, particularly in J e a t  G e r m a n y , France and 
Italy due to increased home production* Denmark remains the 
largest national exporter of trout in the world and has no 
home market. Since Denmark*s accession to the E.L.C., tariff 
barriers on trout exports to other ¿*¿¡.0. countries have been 
scheduled to fall, concurrently with a rise in the tariff 
barriers imposed on countries outside the L.L.C., e.t • Japan 
(Table 16)*
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•IT,rfc Vm,. ‘ ■

Schedule o.V caan.'TK in Tariff i.-ar: iers i.r'Q̂ ed on trout 
i.iportn to IJ,K, iron Denmark and Japan

lari IT on Danish trout 
j: oor cs to U«X, ( )

Tariff on Jopanese trout 
import8 to UiK, (/TDate of chan/;e

let Jan.9 1973 
" " 1974
m ti 1975
• " 1976
" July, 1977

Up to 31ot December, 1972, an d . r  .T*A* tariff of 10 had 
been levied on exports of Danish (and Japanese) trout to the 
U.-. The competitiveness of imported Danish relative to home- 
produced trout is likely to be enhanced by this tariff reduction.

It might be considered that accession to the K* *C. would 
increase the attractiveness to the U./ • of exporting to other 
community nations. Such export sales would require to be 
competitive with the importing countries* home production 
and/or other imports (e.g. Danish).

(ii) world (i.xcludinr Europe)
The U.S.a . and Japan are the two lar est trout markets 

outside Europe. both . arkets are supplied lar ely by home 
production. Japan*s production for 1969 was estimated to be 
ca. 13,400 tons (Mackenzie, personal communication)* U.S. 
commercial production in 1969 was ca. 5,800 tons (Dillon, 1969) 
but had risen to ca. 15#000 tons by 1972 (Pyle, personal 
com; unication. ) •
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Volume oi Rainbow trout export,-; from Japan (1 )68 - 1070) and
llsx O' main destinations

(Source: Japanese inistrv of >u-riculture and orestryj

Table 17

Volume of exports (tons)

1) stination (country) 1968 1969 1220

U.S.A. 1,385 991 1,118
U.K. 564 680 680
West Germany 51 653 786
Canada 247 168 148
Belgium 186 231 112
Others 130 154 140
TOTAL 2.^2 2*877 2.984

Denmark had a considerable export market in the U.C.A. 
until U.S. legislation was drafted prohibiting the import of 
trout without certification of freedom from Whirling disease 
parasites, causing a fall in Danish exports to the U.C.A. from 
706 tons in 1968 to 7 tons in 1969. It does not appear 
(Table 1 7 )that the Japanese exporters made any attempt to 
exploit this situation. The U.K. had remained the second 
largest export country for Japanese trout until overtaken by 
West Germany in 1970, but this export trade fell to 80 tons in 
1971 and more Japanese trout was sold in the U.S.A. Over this 
period, Japanese trout imports to the B.E.C. bore a tariff of 
13.6/ which was reduced to 12 in September, 1971. The U.K. 
tariff is rising from 10/ to 12 over the period 1973 - 1977 
(Table 16)/; however, this is likely to have an insignificant 
effect since Japanese trout undercut Danish trout during 1968 -
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1972 (Banish prices were up to 16/ above Japanese, Fig« 6).
Danish exports are therefore somewhat unpredictable. One 
Scottish company (Gateway West Argyll Ltd.) has started to 
market small volumes of frozen trout in the U.S.A. and Canada 
(via Cloustons of Montreal)• The distance of the U.5. eastern 
seaboard from the major trout producing areas (Idaho, etc.) 
appears to make this a feasible market area.

3*3 Conclusions
Before the current decade, the world market for trout had 

been a rather stable oligopoly, supplied mainly by Benmark 
and home production. Although market characteristics varied 
for individual countries, essentially the trade was fairly 
static and was a luxury trade largely centred on high-class 
catering establishments•

Recently many countries have increased the scale of 
production for the table and, to a lesser extent, for restocking. 
A similar pattern is beginning to emerge in the U.K. Trout 
sales in the U.K. have hitherto been small relative to those 
ox other fish, and not obviously related to price. There is 
some evidence of an increase in the U.K. consumption of higher- 
priced fish. It is likely that there is scope for an induced 
demand for trout which may be assisted by e.g. promotional 
aspects. If this is the case, it might well be raore easy to 
influence the frozen retail market than the more traditional 
fresh and frozen catering markets or fresh retail markets 
(e.g. by means of the expanding U.K. home freezer market). 
Attempts are already bein made to segment the market (e.g. in 
Banish exports) by increasing production of various product 
presentations, brand-paokaging, etc.
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Probably the two main 1«* ctors which are li ely to act 
in determining U.K. sales of trout in the near future are;
i) the availability of trout, since other European countries 
have a higher consumption per capita than the U. • and might 
reduce the exports to the U.K. from Denmark and Japan.
Ho./ever, the increasing home production might minimize this 
problem should it occur; the rate of increase in home 
production has been estimated at 20 . per annum for the next 
five years by one trout feeds producer (Stratford, personal 
communication)•
ii) the ease with which trout is able to penetrate the retail 
market. The catering market is traditional and unlikely to 
experience an upswing in demand. Increasingly, however, trout 
could be retailed to the housewife through home-freezer sales 
and via freezer cabinets in supermarkets, delicatessens, etc.
In this market, it would be in direct competition with, e.g. 
Scampi, shrimps, Dover Soles, Halibut steaks, etc. In this 
connection trout sales ni ht suffer because of the problems 
associated with its preparation for the table. It is likely 
that presentation of the product (packaging, filleting, 
provision of recipes, etc.) would be a significant factor in 
the success of any such sales. future price movements are 
likely to render trout inexpensive compared to its substitutes 
and this might adversely affect its luxury connotations and 
thus sales volume. However, it is probable that any such 
tendency would not be peroeived in the market where it would be 
most likely to occur, i.e. in the catering trade where the 
consumer pays the nighest price for trout (since the likeli
hood w uld be that the caterer would merely obtain a greater
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margin and the consumer would pay the same price). In the 
retail market, price competitiveness v/ould probably become an 
important factor in stimulating demand. The fact that trout 
sales have been relatively inelastic to price changes hitherto 
is probably irrelevant, since it is unlikely that the catering 
trade would behave similarly to a retail frozen trade, i.e. 
a novel market. It might even be the case that in the event 
of large trout supplies becoming available at a relatively low 
price, sales might increase markedly and retail outlets multiply 
as occurred with the sales of Broiler chickens in the U.. .

Increasing volumes of farmed trout in the U.S.A. are being 
stocked in Fish—Out ponds (fPut and Take*; •U-fish*) to 
encourage the purchase of fish which are fished for by the 
buyer (who usually leases the rod in addition). These 
operations are regarded as highly popular and profitable and 
v/ould seem a rational extension of current fish farming 
activities in the U.X. It is probable that such systems would 
be more popular in England than in Scotland due to the decreased 
availability and tradition of skilled trout fishing there and 
the larger urban populations etc. In any case, the increased 
interest in and consumer surplus available for recreational 
activities are likely to provide an increase in demand for 
trout for stocking in the future.
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CHAPTER 4
BIOLOGICAL K^UUIRSMLflTS OP SALMORILS 

4«1 Introduction
In planning a suitable system for the culture of animals 

in an environment which is unnatural compared to the wild state, 
it is important to examine their normal biological characteris
tics and requirements, with Rainbow trout, for example, it is 
likely that evolutionary mechanisms will have brought about the 
emergence of many characters whose net effect tends to enhance 
the growth and well-being of natural populations. However, 
there may be a variety of diverse environmental factors in the 
natural state tending to oppose the full theoretical potential 
production of trout. Thus it is likely that a culture system 
which aims to maximize productivity in an artificial environ
ment, will wish to achieve this mainly by reduction or 
elimination of those factors which are limiting in the natural 
state. The particular environmental requirements of Rainbow 
trout will oe examined, although it must be emphasized that 
these change over the life cycle of the fish and the various 
factors are in a continuous state of dynamic interaction.

4,2 Oxygen Requirements
Oxygen generally enters a body of water from the atmosphere, 

and thus much ground water is relatively deficient in oxygen 
until the watercourse has been in contact with air for 
sufficient time to enable the oxygen gradient to equilibriate•
The point of equilibrium depends on several factors, including 
the atmospheric pressure. Thus altitude, which affects 
atmospheric pressure, will also influence the capacity of water 
to absorb oxygen. Figure 10 demonstrates the extent to which
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Diagram to indicate the relationship between water 
temperaturef altitude and the content of dissolved 
oxygen in fully saturated freshwater.

Y * Dissolved oxygen content at saturation (p.p.in.) 
Y 1» Altitude above sea-level (feet).

» Ambient water temperature (°C).X
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the oxygen saturation value decreases with increased temperature 
and altitude. At sea-level* water is fully saturated with 
oxygen at 14.62 p,p,ra, when at 0°C; this value falls to 8,38 
p,p.m, at 25°C, These relationships are also affected by the 
presence of dissolved substances in water. Thus* by virtue of 
its dissolved salts* seawater (20*000 p.p.nu Chlorides) can 
carry less oxygen than fresh water - 11.32 p.p.m, at 0°C* and 
6,74 p.p.m. at 25°C at an atmospheric pressure of 760 mm.Hg. 
and p02 of 160 mra.Hg.

Organic matter in water may cause oxygen to leave solution 
and thus exert a •Biochemical oxygen demand* (B.O.D.). The 
presence of certain types of pollution (e.g, silage liquor) in 
a watercourse, may have such a large B.O.D. as to remove all 
dissolved oxygen from the water, Similarly* prolonged periods 
of darkness (e,g, during long winter nights, especially when 
there is a thick ice-cover) will limit photosynthesis while 
aquatic plants will continue to respire* with a consequent 
reduction in dissolved oxygen levels. Turbulent water 
conditions* however* are likely to have the opposite effect and 
to cause the water to tend towards supersaturation.

According to Schaperclaus (1961)* the following low oxygen 
levels act on Salroonids as described:
3.0 - 5.5 p.p.m. is critical at high levels of activity 
4 p.p.m, produces difficulty in respiration 
3 p.p.m, causes death over an extended period of time
1,5 - 2,0 p.p.ra, is lethal in a short time.
Modifying data derived from Downing and Merkens (1957) to give 
their experimental results in terms of the minimum concentrations 
of dissolved oxygen (p,p.m,) at whioh all individual Rainbow
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trout survived at three different temperatures, the effect of 
altering the duration of the test may be seen, as followsi-

Temperature of water
Duration

3oocr- 20°C
hours 1.7 p.p.m. 02 1*9 p.p.m. °2 2.2 P«P*m* Or)

3f days 1.9 p.p.m* 02 3.0 p.p.m. °2 2.6 p.p.m* 02
7 days - 3.8 p.p.ra. °2 2.7 p.p.m. 02

Davis (1953) probably provides an adequate summary in 
advising that trout should not be held for extended periods in 
water containing less than 5*0 p.p.m. oxygen*

It is obvious from the foregoing that atmospheric 
conditions etc* may act on the physico-chemical characteristics 
of a body of water in such a way as to prohibit there being 
sufficient dissolved oxygen in the water for fish health to be 
maintained (i.e. less than &a* 5 p.p.ra.). Fish themselves are 
continually removing oxygen from solution and, particularly 
under conditions of heavy stocking, this may reduce an adequate 
oxygen level to a dangerously low one. Thus it is pertinent 
to consider those factors which affect oxygen uptake rate in 
fish*

Wells (1935) and Beamish (1964) reported the occurrence of 
seasonal changes in the oxygen consumption in different species 
of fish* Maximal oxygen consumption appeared to coincide with 
the point of reproduction although this would be unlikely to 
affect the activities of the fish culturist who generally 
maintains only a small number, if any, of brood fish at a low 
density.

Beamish and Dickie (1967) described how the oxygen uptake 
of fish may vary widely at a given level of activity and water
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temperature, With an increase in swimming speed and water 
temperature, the rate of oxygen consumption also rose. For 
active fish, the rate of oxygen uptake decreased as a consequence 
of a reduction in ambient oxygen levels. It appears that, in 
the presence of carbon dioxide, a reduced affinity of haemo
globin for oxygen causes a lowered oxygen consumption. Thus 
Basu (1959) proposed that the logarithm of active oxygen consump
tion decreased linearly with increase in pC02*

According to Frost and Brown (1967), at a temperature of 
16.5°C, Rainbow trout survive at least 24 hours with only 
2 p,p.m, 02 in the absence of C02, but most of them die in less 
than one hour v/hen 15 p,p*m. of COp is present. In a brief 
review of factors affecting fish oxygen consumption, Liao (1971) 
mentioned water temperature, activity level, sex and season, 
ambient oxygen level, fiBh species and size, and catabolic 
products. He considered that fish activity level varies with 
fish size, water temperature, ambient oxygen concentration, and 
(in the fish farming situation) the three factors of loading 
density, pond hydraulic pattern and hatchery operating 
procedure. In practice, he considered that, for Rainbow trout, 
oxygen uptake was mainly dependent upon water temperature, 
activity level and the size of fish, and that unit oxygen uptake 
rate was proportional to the water temperature and inversely 
proportional to the fish size. Various authors, including 
Liao, have attempted to estimate the water requirements of 
Salmonids by calculations based directly or indirectly on their 
oxygen uptake rates, A survey of these attempts is undertaken 
in chapter 6.

Water temperature will now be discussed in more detail 
since its Importance is related both to the saturation value of
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water for oxygen and also to the increase in metabolic rate of 
aquatic animals consequent upon a rise in temperature; thus 
Leitritz (I960) reported oxygen consumptions for yearling 
Rainbow trout of 3 c*c./hour at 7*2°C*, and 12 c*c*/hour at 20°C*

4*3 Temperature Effects
Fish are poikilotherras in that their body temperature 

adapts to that of their environment* Rainbow trout do not 
thrive for prolonged periods at temperatures above 21°Cf although 
they can withstand higher temperatures (ca.. 30°C) for a short 
time (Sch&perclaus, ) .It is not absolutely clear whether
this effect is due to the relative oxygen scarcity at higher 
temperatures, or some other change, or a combined effect*
Provided there is sufficient oxygen, Rainbow trout will survive 
in water underneath ice-cover at temperatures down to 0°C*
Gareide and Tait (1958) have reported a preferred temperature 
for Rainbow trout of 13°C*

There has been considerable debate concerning the optimum 
temperatures for rapid growth* Working with Brown trout, Brown 
(1946) found that optimum growth occurred within two different 
temperature ranges: 7-9°C and 16-19°C* She claimed that 
optimum temperatures for rapid growth are those at which appetite 
is high and maintenance requirements relatively low, whereas 
minimum growth occurs at the intermediate temperatures where 
maintenance requirements are high because the fish are most 
active* She points out that the maintenance requirement 
(expressed as weight of food absorbed per unit weight of fish, 
when the fish’s weight is constant) increases with rise in 
temperature; thus the effect of a rise in temperature is to 
increase the amount of food required by the trout to maintain
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its body weight. Other workers have been unable to repeat 
Brown*s findings.

Swift (1961) postulated only one optimum of 12°C, similar 
to Brown1e lower temperature. Baldwin (1956) found the optimum 
temperature for growth of Brook trout (SalvsllnuH font1nail a) 
was 13°C. Atherton and Aitken (1970) have criticized Brown*e 
interpretation of her data and have claimed that approximately 
12°C is the optimum temperature for growth when Rainbow trout 
are fed a low fat diet. Feeding a high fat diet resulted in 
fish at 16°C showing an improved growth rate over fish kept at 
12°C. Furthermore, they postulate that at 16°0 Rainbow trout 
excreted very little Ingested nitrogen when fed high, levels of 
dietary fat; thus more nitrogen was available for protein, and 
hence growth.

It ie appropriate at this stage to consider the possibility 
that the circumstances of a particular fish (e.g. activity, size, 
sex) may be associated with different temperature effects as 
different energy requirements are involved.

Phillips (1969) in his review of energy utilization of 
fish, distinguished between basal metabolismf growth, reproduction 
and physical activity. The terminology for different levels of 
metabolic rate and associated activity levels (after Brett, 1972) 
may be appreciated in the context of fish culture as follows:
Metabolic Rate: Basal;

Standard
Routine;
Intermediate;
Transport

Active

Activity Levali Complete rest 
(zero activity)

Normal activity 
without stress

Maximum
sustained
activity

Feeding, and 
jgrowih rafi~

Post-absorptive
state

Daily feeding; 
growing

Seizing,
Chasing

a
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The energy required for basal metabolism in fish (i.e. the 
•standard metabolism• of fish physiologists, which has been 
defined by Fry (1971) and Brett( loc.cit.): fthat which occurs at 
zero activity by extrapolation*) has been defined as the 
approximate equivalent to basal metabolism in main (Pry and Hart, 
1948). Any increment above this level indicates an increase 
in etabolic rate, oxygen consumption being considered a valid 
measure of energy requirement of fish since an increase in 
metabolic rate causes an increase in oxygen consumption,
'provided the fish is aerobic1(Morgan, personal communication). 
Phillips considered the effect of water temperature on energy 
required for both standard metabolism and physical activity —̂^ 7  
measured by swimming speed). Brett(1964) showed that at 
temperatures up to 15°C, active metabolic rates were 10—12 
times the standard level for Sockeye Salmon (Oncorhynchus 
nerka). but above 15°C the ratio dropped and was only four 
times the standard rate for Salmon accli latized to 24 C.
•Burst1 activity appears to have somewhat differing character
istics (Blaxter, 1968) but, since this is unlikely to be of 
much significance to the fish farmer, such effect will be 
ignored•

4.4 pH. Hardness and Ammonia
The pH value of a water is a measure of the acidity (below 

7) or alkalinity (above 7) and is defined as the reciprocal of 
the logarithm of the Hydrogen ion concentration. Schaperclaus 

(loc.citOhaB defined the limits of the pH range for trout as
4.5 - 9.2.

Acidic water is found in regions deficient in Calcium 
associated with igneous rook parent material. t.any upland
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land which ii part acidity, and a low pH, to water running off 
them,

•Hard* waters contain large quantities of Calcium 
Carbonate and Bicarbonate, Usually a water which is hard is 
also alkaline because the bicarbonates tend to buffer the 
effects of acidic substances such as dissolved Carbon Dioxide 
(which will form a weak acid in solution but, in the presence 
of bicarbonate ion, any tendency to a lowered pH will be 
resisted), A •soft1 water is not necessarily acid, although 
it will have a very diminished ability to resist any increase 
in hydrogen ion concentration. Frost and Brown (loc. cit.) 
distinguished five main differences between waters from lime
bearing and non-calcareous rocks:
(1) amount of Calcium
(2) amount of carbonates and bicarbonates in solution
(3) total amount of dissolved salts
(4) pH
(5) amounts of organic natter in solution

These water characteristics, and their inter-relationships, 
reflect, to a large extent, the ground from which the water is 
derived or through which it has passed. Since the pH value of 
a water indicates the balance of acidic and alkaline ions, it 
is to be expected that the pH will have an influence on the 
chemical nature of many substances dissolved in the water.

Ammoniacal substances are produced as excretory products 
by Salmonid fish and it seems likely that, although Urea will 
be inert and unlikely to act in a  deleterious manner to fish, 
the pH of the water will partly determine the degree of 
dissociation of Ammonia, of which the unionised component is
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likely to be harmful (Wuhrmann and Woker, 1948)*
(&) Ui)

a h -?  +  H«0 -----------*  NH.OH ---------- ^  HH.+ ♦ OH"3 2 ^ 4 -- - 4
(T04IC FORM) (KON-TOXIC FORM)

Thus in the above diagram, equation (ii) is pH dependent«
l>urrows(1964) demonstrated the patterns of excretion among
Chinook Salmon fingerlings (Oncorhynohus tshawytscha) at
different stocking levels, and suggested that concentrations of
unionized Ammonia as low as 0.006 p.p.ro. in continuous exposure
for 6 weeks can produce extensive hyperplasia of the gill
epithelium. (This effect was not discovered with Urea). He
demonstrated that prolonged but intermittent exposure to
unionized ammonia results in reduced growth rate and physical
stamina and also predisposes to bacterial gill disease.
downing and kerkins(loc.cit.)& Merkins and downing (1957)
demonstrated that the lethal nature of unionized Ammonia
increased with a reduction in dissolved Oxygen. More recently,
Smith (1972) has demonstrated that "as long as Oxygen levels
were maintained at 5«0 p.p.m. or more, growth of trout was not
significantly reduced until average total Ammonia concentrations
reached 1.6 p.p.m. (0.033 p.p.m. unionized Ammonia) and only
then after continuous exposure for at least six months". The
disparity with Burrows1 figures could be due to an intraspecific
difference in resistance to Ammonia, or to low Oxygen tensions
predisposing Burrows* fish to Ammonia toxicity, or to both
factors. In his paper. Burrows (loc.clt)Dresented a table
listing the percentages of unionized Ammonia contained in
A nmonium hydroxide solution at three temperatures and over the
pH range 7.0 - 9.5« The figures given (used also by Smith, loo.
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have recently been criticized by TruFBell (197?) wl o has 
presented alternative data over the pH range 6,5 - 9.0 and 
temperature range 5°C - 25°C. The latter data prooose that, 
e.g. at pH 7.5 and 10°C, the percentage unionized Ammonia is
0.59 (whereas Eurrows had suggested a value of 1.10 ). Using 
the data of TruBsell one may then reetate Smith* " "growth 
of trout was not significantly reduced until average Ammonia 
concentrations reached 1.6 p.p.m. (0.017 p.p.m. unionized 
Ammonia)", rather than the figure of 0.033 p.p.m. unionized 
Ammonia given in his paper.

Lloyd and Herbert (1960) have demonstrated that the free 
Carbon dioxide in the water can cause a decrease in the pH, and 
hence the amount of unionized Ammonia, at the gills. ihus 
the toxicity of Ammonia to üaimonid fish appears to be influenced 
by pH, temperature, dissolved Oxygen concentration and free 
Carbon dioxide in the water. Thus one may conclude by 
emphasizing the importance of monitoring Ammonia levels, 
particularly under conditions of heavy' stocking, alkaline water 
arid high temperature.

Scheffer and i.arriage (1969) believe that "uard water 
(50 - 250 p.p.m. dissolved solids or more) produces trout more 
economically than soft water - management problems ¡re fewer". 
This is presumably an expression of the commonly held belief 
among trout culturists that fluctuations in the physico-chemical 
environment of the fish are likely to be stressful and thus 
water with an enhanced buffering capacity is likely to be 
beneficial. Although rigorous scientific work on this problem 
is lacking, the experience of many trout farmers who add Lime 
(Culoiura Carbonate) to their inflows under certain conditions
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(e.g. during a spate) and allege that this prevents losses, 
cannot be ignored. It would seera probable that fish are able 
to acclimatize to the particular physicochemical regime of 
a water (to which they may to some extent have been selected). 
Thus any means of stabilizing this regime may serve to reduce 
stress and increase productivity among the population. Although 
various authors (for example Rasr.ussen, 1968) have recommended 
particular liming regimes, in practice those trout farmers who 
add Lime to their inflow, do so until the pH has been restored 
to its usual mean value.

This latter practice presupposes that a regular system of 
recording certain pnysicochemical parameters of the water is 
adopted by the trout culturist. Thus, if (at least) daily 
records of temperature, dissolved Oxygen and pH are maintained, 
it may be possible to arrive at an approximate, if empirical, 
guide to the optimal pattern of environment for fish product
ivity, given the physical lay-out of the farm. Consequent 
upon t.iis, the farmer may then be able to identify particular 
operating procedures best suited to achieve this optimal 
environment under changing conditions. These procedures may 
Include:

(a) changing stocking density
(b) changing water flows
(c) liming the water
(d) artificial aeration
(e) changing feeding rate
(f) changing cleaning procedures etc.
The problem of achieving an optimal environment is in the 

nature of a non—operational objective since there is, in many 
cases, insufficient biological information to identify either
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the components of optimality or adequate means of measuring 
them under what are often rapidly changing conditions«
1* urthermore , it is obvious from the foregoing that the means 
of altering the environment are often somewhat limited« 
finally, the factors considered thus far are themselves 
generally in a state of dynamic interaction and thus any 
proposed modification to one factor must xake into account the 
effects on the system as a whole (e«g« attempts to reduce the 
acidity of water should be undertaken in the knowledg e that 
a r-ore alkaline environment is likely to contain more unionised 
Ammonia)•

4•5 Other Physico-che leal Factors
4.5.1 Dissolved Gases

Since the absorption capacity of water is greater for 
certain gases than it is for Oxygen, low dissolved Oxygen content 
may not be the only problem associated with the gaseous content 
of the water« Carbon dioxide is absorbed preferentially to 
Oxygen and low Oxygen content is often associated with high 
Carbon dioxide levels.

Water, particularly when derived from certain rock strata 
by welDs or artesian bores, may have high levels of dissolved 
Nitrogen and Hydrogen Sulphide« The former, like Carbon
dioxide, may displace Oxygen from solution« The latter is 
toxic to trout per se> In practice these gases may be removed 
with comparative ease by artificial aeration of the water 
entering the trout farm«
4.5.2 Other Solutes

Certain metallic cations may also ba of significance in 
intensive trout culture« Under conditions of Oxygen shortage
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in particular, Iron and Manganese may be dissolved e.a 

jicc rbonates and QciXi form a colloidal precipitate of Iron and 
Manganese .iydroxicies on the gills; this can also he a problem 
during egg incubation* However, it seems likely that Trout 
have requirements for certain trace e3.ernen.ts (see qh, 7 under 
'Nutrient requirements') • It is probable that these will be 
provided in a commercially prepared diet. It could be that 
problems may arise when such elements (or non-essential elements) 
are present in unusually high concentrations in a particular
watershed« Thus one trout f i  rm* (Muller, perset-al cornu» 1 cation] 
w ttr t unusually high levels of Zinc ore, claimed that increased 
productivity of trout obtained when Zinc supplement was 
eliminated from the ration« There is insufficient biological 
information available on aô .e of these aspects although Lloyd 
(1965) has demonstrated the effects of Zinc and Copper salts on 
trout and how the toxicity of certain cations to trout (notably 
Copper) may be influenced by chan*es in environmental variables 
which he listed as Calcium content, temperature, dissolved 
Oxygen, and activity rate, e.g« Copper and Zinc toxicity to 
trout is exacerbated in soft waters«
4 #5 # particulate Matter

The presence of much particulate matter in water may be 
deleterious to fish health by mechanical irritation, particularly 
of the gill surfaces, which predisposes to disease processes.
If organic, such material is also likely to remove Oxygen from 
solution by virtue of its B,0«D« Such materials in suspension 
may also bring about mechanical blockage of inlet pipes, screens

iand filters etc«
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4.6 Biological Requirements of Trout Egrs
The biological requirements for incubation and hatching

ithave been documented by various authors, including Schaperclaus 
(loc.cit.)fc Rasmuseen (1968). It would appear that the optimum 
temperature ranre is 8°C — 13°CJ, and that the water should 
contain at least 7 p*p.m. of dissolved Oxygen. Ferric Eicar- 
bonate, if present in the water, is likely to precipitate out 
as the hydroxide on the alkaline surface of the germ and eggs 
which causes irritation and asphyxiation; such waters are thus 
unsuitable for egg incubation, a3 are those which contain much 
suspended material (unless this can first be remover by 
a filtration process). Apart from the above considerations» 
the required factors for egg incubation are similar to those 
required for the rearing of alevins and growing trout.

Mechanical disturbance or movement of trout eg 8 befors 
the process of 'eyeing1 occurs (when the embryonic eye first 
becomes evident), is likely to result in severe mortalities 
unless it takes place during the initial 20 - 40 hours after 
the eggs are stripped from the brood fish. Moreover, any eggs 
which die soon become the focus of fungal and bacterial multi
plication. This process will generally result in the infection 
of adjacent eggs unless it is regularly checked by
(a) daily removal of dead eggs or
(b) daily disinfection with an antifungal agent.

4 .7 Salinity Effects
Since those Saloonlds cultured for food consumption are 

anadromoup (i.e. live for part of their life cycle in the sea 
but need to return to fresh v/atcr to breed) in their native 
range, it is not surprising that attempts have been made to
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culture them in a salt water environment since the last 
century (Jensen, 1962)# The experiments have met with varying 
success and important factors in the success rate appear to 
include the relations between salinity and age (or perhaps 
weight) at acclimatisation, acclimatisation rate, temperature, 
etc. Parry (I960), as cited by Conte (1969), investigating 
the development of salinity tolerance in juvenile Atlantic 
Salmon, Brown trout and Rainbow trout, showed that young fish 
were not completely homoiosmotic in full strength sea water 
and that osmoregulation in different salinities was dependent 
upon the size and age of the fish as well as upon the species, 
Holliday (1969) has reviewed some of the biological factors 
which he considered to have important economic implications to 
the fish culturist. He Indicates that activity levels are 
often lower in low salinities and, since energy expenditure is 
thus less, ability to survive and aohieve rapid growth rates 
may therefore be increased. Various workers have demonstrated 
that salinity tolerance among Salmonlds is first evident to 
a small degree with eggs and thereafter increases with age.
It 1b commonly believed by Norwegian workers that, for Rainbow 
trout, fish exceeding a unit weight of ca. 100 gm. are capable 
of being moved from fresh water into full strength sea water 
(oa. 34 °/oo salinity) without prior acclimatisation, provided 
that the water temperature is greater than oa. 6°C.

The main factors involved in sea water culture of 
Rainbow trout ( as occurring in Norway ) comprise enhanoed 
water availability and elevated temperature relative to fresh 
water sources. However, it has been postulated that salt 
water culture of Rainbow trout confers certain advantages over
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fresh water (at the same temperature) in terms of growth rates, 
feed conversion efficiency, etc. Although the evidence is as 
yet not clear-out, such a phenomenon has been demonstrated in 
other marine species (for example: Kinne, I960). Culture of 
fish in an environment of isosmotio salinity may confer bene
ficial effects which derive at least as much from the assistance 
that their specific gravity gives to swimming activity, as to 
the saving in energy by reducing the osmotic and ionic effects 
(Holliday,loc.cit.). It seems likely that current work will 
demonstrate particular advantages in growth rate accruing from 
culture of Rainbow trout at salinities below that of full strength 
sea water but considerably greater than fresh water (McLeod, 
personal communication)• It does not necessarily follow that, 
at a suitable salt water site, these advantages will always be 
sufficiently attractive to justify the incremental investment 
required to achieve the required degree of salinity control.

It is possible that the comparative stability of the 
physical and chemical characteristics of sea water at full 
strength may be such as to render it a more attractive medium 
than fresh water under many circumstances. The solubility of 
Oxygen in sea water is less than that in fresh water, being
8.08 ml./l. at 0°C and 4.95 ml./l. at 25°0 (Nicol, I960).
Although the Calcium content is 0.4 p.p.m., the total salts 
comprise 343 p.p.m., at 34 °/oo salinity (19 °/oo Chlorinity) 
with a pH range of 8.0 - 8.4, but on average 8.1 (Niool. loc.cit.) 
Sea water has therefore oonsiderable buffering power to compen
sate for the reduced Oxygen capacity from the oultural stand
point. The physico-chemical factors of the environment in 
general fluctuate over a wider range in fresh water than in
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full-strength sea water« The latter may therefore be the 
culture medium of choice for fish exceeding 100 gm. in unit 
weight (all other things being equal) simply on account of the 
reduced physiological stress afforded by the more stable sea 
water environment• It is likely, however, that the possi
bilities of providing a relatively stable fresh water environ
ment by means of pumping from a large body of fresh water, 
utilising filtration and recirculation devices, utilising 
constant temperature warm water effluents, addition of 
buffering agents etc« will, under certain circumstances reduce 
the stress factor to a level equal to or less than that 
attained by salt water culture; the criterion of choice must 
in such instances be the value of the added productivity which 
may be achieved in relation to the incremental cost of 
achieving it«
4«8 Summary

The environmental factors which influence the growth and 
well-being of trout are discussed« Of particular importance 
is the content of dissolved Oxygen in the water, which is 
influenced by other factors notably temperature« It is likely 
that stability of the physical and chemical characteristics 
of the water supply is important to the culturist« This 
discussion assumes an adequate plane of nutrition; nutrient 
requirements are considered in Chapter 7*
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chapter 5

TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR TROUT CULTURE

5.1 Introduction
There is extreme variation in the detailed designs of the 

various husbandry systems feasible for trout culture. However, 
there are well reoognised systems which have become popular, 
and represent a satisfactory compromise between economic and 
biological considerations under particular circumstances. Five 
criteria were established by burrows end Chenoweth (1955) to 
compare the efficiencies of different systems, namely
(a) Carrying capacity, (b) Disease inhibition, (c) Food distri
bution, (d) Cleaning efficiency, (e) Viability. Most trout 
culturists operating for the table market aim to maximize their 
sales within the constraints on labour, finance, site conditions, 
etc., and thus regard capital and operating costs as significant 
criteria of choice between different systems. Rearing systems 
are usually divided functionally and structurally into Hatchery 
systems, Early-rearing systems and On-growing systems, and will 
be described and compared under these headings.(Fig*11)•

5 .2 Hatchery systems
Hatcheries, as described here, may be defined as systems 

for accommodating trout eggs and newly-hatched yolk sac fry 
(alevins) from the start of egg incubation until the fry commence 
to feed. It is customary to provide a device, e.g. a perforated 
metal tray, on which the eggs are placed for incubation and 
which will permit the hatching fry to pass through leaving behind 
the egg shells. Traditionally the perforated hatching trays 
have been placed within wooden rectangular boxes in series 
(Fig. 12 ) and the whole fed by a flow of water and protected 
from direct sunlight inside a hatchery building* A common



FIGURE 11

Diagrams to indicate the functional components involved 
in trout farming*

a) Flow chart of the processes leading to five 
different trout products*

b) Diagram of the main inputs to, and outputs from, 
a trout farming operation*
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modification entails placing the trays in vertical stacks 
down which the water flows* This is more economical on 
hatchery area and is commercially available (Fig* 13) in 
moulded polypropylene* These systems do not require transfer 
of the eggs or fry before first feeding*

Buss (1959) described a method for incubating trout eggs 
in vertical glass jars. This is very economical on space 
relative to the above methods if the fry are hatched within the 
jar8* Cappello (1967) described a vertical •trout embryonator1
for the incubation of 4 00,000 eggs (Fig* 14 ) but recommended that 
the eggs be poured on to conventional hatchery trays before 
hatching* In these systems the direction of water flow is 
upwards and it is usually necessary to inject a fungicidal 
agent into the water regularly since dead eggs (which may act 
as a focus of fungal multiplication) cannot be physically 
removed* Suoh intensive egg incubation systems require a lack 
of suspended matter in the water, which is therefore frequently 
passed through a filter (e*g* gravel bed) before use.

5.3 gyetemp
Formerly feeding fry were placed In various types of 

earth pond where they were reared until market weight, 1.*. 
there was little or no distinction between systems for early- 
rearing and on-growing. However, disease considerations 
encouraged the use of fabrioated (non earth pond) systems from 
first feeding until fish had achieved a unit length of oa. 6 cm 
(Bregnballe, 1963). Suoh systems are designated •Early- 
rearing' systems and are now widely used and considered to have 
certain advantages other than disease prevention, e.g. control.



Interior of trout hatehery, showing tiered 
wooden Incubation trays (N. Wales)*

FIGURE 12

,12
Vertically stacked incubation trays for salmon 
and trout eggs (Heath, U.S.A.).

miaff a
Diagram of trout egg embryonator (modified after 
Oappello, 1967); interior diameter ■ 40 am.| rertioal 
height of egg staok ■ 70 om.
B - Basel F - Funnel for fungistati I - lnlet|
0 ■ Outlet; V - Valve for fungistat injection.
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ease of feeding,
1. Earth pond systems

These may be identical with earth ponds for on-growing 
(see p# 7 7 )t or they may be of smaller volume« e.g# simple 
excavated earth ponds« 30f x 15* x 2#5* deep (Gaarsdal dambrug) 
or 20f x 2* x 1* deep (Hometoun) , covered by netting etc#
against predators,
2, Rectangular fry tanks

Pry tanks used in Denmark are commonly of dimensions 
ca, 20* x 2jf x 2}1 deep. They are usually formed in concrete 
(occasionally fibreglass) and built in parallel so that adjacent 
tanks share a common wall. The water supply to each tank is 
regulated by a tap valve and the depth in the tank is controlled 
by dam boards over which the effluent water spills into 
a drainage channel# Pry tanks may be constructed outside or 
inside a hatchery building; the latter facilitates control and 
automatic feeding (Pig,15)
3# Pry Raceways

A raceway is a relatively long and narrow pond in which 
high water exchange rates are commonly used to permit reuse of 
the water through a series of ponds. Fry raceways are popular 
in Italy« usually formed in concrete and utilise a lower stock
ing density than fry tanks. Pig, 16 (Dingle Trout Farm) 
indicates a common design comprising a block of 10 ponds 
divided into two sets of 5 ponds in series, of which each pond 
is 10* x 45* x 1f deep,
4# Square and Circular Tanks

Square and circular tanks for early rearing are usually 
constructed in fibreglass or concrete with a perimeter inflow 
pipe and a central drain. Ths latter often incorporates



FIGURE 15
Concrete fry tanka in parallel, showing tap inlets and 
automatic feed hoppers with compressed air pipeline 
(Viborg, Denmark).

FIGURE 16
Concrete fry raceways in paired series of fire units, 
showing screens and predator netting (Dingle. Ireland).

FIGURE 17
Excavated earth pond unit showing wooden inlet and outlet 
monks and feed hopper} dimensional oa. 100* x  JO' x 4* deep.
(Telle, Denmark).





aM M tai

inlets and 
pipeline

lire units, 
le, Ireland)*

inlet and outlet 
100f x 30« x 4f deep. :&z
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a stand pipe above a venturi in order to create a vortex flow 
and facilitate self cleaning. A fibreglass square tank*
6* x 6f x 1.5f deep* was designed to hold 200 lbs. of fry at 
a flow rate of 7 - 10 g.p.m. (Plade* 1972).

5.4 On-Growing Systems
On-growing is defined here as that part of the production 

cycle of a trout farm which follows early-rearing up till 
marketing of the final product. Facilities for on-growing 
thus usually receive fish at ca. 100/lb. - ca. 60/lb.* and 
accommodate fish until they are ca. 2/lb. (or heavier occasion
ally* notably in marine farming). It is possible to classify 
the different systems for on-growing trout into various 
categories.
5A.1 Earth ponds
(i) Unexcavated

A trout farm may be established under certain circumstances 
by erecting dams* weirs* etc. along a watercourse so that 
a series of ponds are thereby formed. The natural topography 
of the site will determine the shape (and suitability) of the 
ponds.
(ii) Excavated

Excavated earth ponds are used for on-growing trout on 
all l>anish trout farms« In this case* each pond is usually 
ca. 100* x 30f x 4f deep and is excavated in terrain with poor 
permeability and maintained unlined (Fig.17)« If the site 
permits it* such ponds are usually placed in parallel and the 
effluent water passes* via wooden monk» into an outlet channel 
which is also stocked with fish (Fig.18 )• Flow rates into 
each pond (Summer) may be 150-200 g«p.m.* with an overall
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water exchange rate of ca. 0.27 changeo/hour (at which the 
stocking densities for fish at 2/lb. are commonly 0.1-0.2 lbs/ 
ft.3).
5.4.1 Raceways

Raceways are designed in order to attain a homogeneous 
environment and utilise larger flow rates than earth ponds.
Buss and I/.iller (1971) claim that linear raceways • having the 
advantage of approximating identical water conditions from side
to side, ..........have the disadvantage of deteriorating
water quality as the flow progresses through the unit* represent, 
under most conditions, the most efficient rearing areas for 
trout. Raceways are either excavated in earth or fabricated.
(i) Earth Raceways

Raceways excavated in earth are usually ca. 100* x 8f x 1.5f 
deep with a fall of 8" or less and are often constructed in 
series. The inleteand outlets of each pond are often 
reinforced with concrete blocks, logs, etc. and commonly there 
is a drop of 1f with a splashdown from one pond to another in 
order to improve aeration (Fig. 19). Erosion problems are 
a feature of many earth raceways. In the Ringkfibing fjord in 
Denmark, brackish water raceways have been constructed,
300f x 301 x 3f, and adequate water circulation is maintained by 
means of water impellers at the end of the raoeway.
(ii) Fabricated Raceways

These are commonly the same dimensions as earth racewaye 
and constructed in concrete, brick or fibreglass cement.
They are commonly constructed as 3 ponds in series (total 
length 300•) with a flow rate of 200-400 g.p.m. and a water 
exchange rate of three changes/hour (at which the stocking



FIGURE 18
Aerial view of Danish trout farm, shoeing plan of earth 
ponds in parallel draining into central outlet channel 
(46 production ponds and 30 small experimental ponds at 
Br^ns, Denmark)»

FIGURE 19
Excavated earth raceway scries of 3 units» showing outlet 
soreens (Croy, Scotland)»

FIGURE 2 0

Conorete raceways in parallel units down a gradient» 
showing pumphouse for seawater line (Loch Fynet 
Sootland).
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densities in the first raceway for fish at 2/lb* are commonly 
Cc-. 2 lbs./ft# '). h u e s  and ¿lillcr( loc. ciQreferred to cert-in 
features of raceway design;
(a) the necessity for quick drains# of each unit in a series
(b) the value of designs allowing vehicular access at all 
points in all sections of a series
(c) effecting a suitable compromise between splitting the 
water into many series of raceways to < ive a compact block 
design, and using a smaller number of longer raceways#

Although originally designed to utilise tne large flow 
rates from springs in U.S.A., such systems are now also used 
to rear trout in pumped sea water (Fig# 20 ) and fresh water 
(iig#21 )# The nature of the terrain is not as critical as 
in the case of earth ponds (U.S# Fish and wildlife Service* 
1964).
5.4.3 Circular Tanks

As described under f£arly rearing*, circular tancs with 
a central drain may be constructed to achieve a self—cleaning 
action. They are currently constructed in fibreglass, concrete 
and expanded polystyrene.
(1) Fibreglass circular tanks

moulded tanks of glass fibre reinforced polyester are 
available in various sizes and have the advantage of being 
portable. One design (Fig#22 ) had dimensions of 15* diameter 
x 49 depth und for a flow rate of 200 g.p.m., was claimed to 
have a  capacity for fish at 2/lb# of 1 ton (Plade#loc.cit. ) .
(ii) Concrete circular tanks

Robinson and Vernenoni (1969) described a pond whose 
construction obviated the high cost of forms by utilising



FIGURE 21
Trout farm comprising a system of brick raceways 
using pumped freshwater (pumphouse in left foreground 
at Loch Awe, Scotland).

PIGURL 22
Moulded fibreglass circular tank, showing peripheral 
inlet, central outlet and feed hopper (Bannockburn,
Scotland).

mv™  23

Sectional polystyrene circular tank, showing peripheral 
inlet and central outlet (Meriden, England).
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preformed concrete silo staves* These are locked in position 
with galvanized silo bands and the joints sealed with morta^r 
before a concrete floor is poured into the circle of staves*
One cottish trout farm has recently installed two such tanks,
301 diameter x 5f depth, in each of which up to 4 tons of 
trout have been held at 2/lb* ( allace, personal cow unication); 
these are available in 3f increments of diameter from 30* in 
the U*K* (Howard iiarrostore, personal communication)*
(iii) expanded polystyrene tanks

25*51 diameter sectional tan s in expanded polystyrene 
are available in the U,K* from Vortex Ltd, (3 ig * 23 )• Tne
thermal properties of polystyrene would increase the attractive
ness of using heated water and the manufacturers market 
a filtration unit for the centre of each tank, Such tanks 
are portable and a carrying capacity of 1 ton at 2/lb* is 
claimed for a flow rate of 100-133 g*p,n, (Chattaway, personal 
communication)•
5.4.4 Extensive and Semi—extensive by stems t Enclosures 

The systems described hitherto represent intensive 
stocking relative to natural populations. However, since 
addition of mineral fertilizers to oligotrophlc lakes is known 
to improve growth rates of brown trout (Xunro, 1961), one may 
consider culture of trout at stocking rates approximating to 
the natural state, i*e. extensive culture* In practice, the 
lack of control discourages such systems except as an adjunct 
to the leasing of lakes for recreational purposes* Heoent 
Japanese work (Cordon, personal corn, unication) has indicated 
that trout may be conditioned to assemble at a feeding point 
by moans of an acoustic signal, and limited trials have
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suggested some possibilities for an extensive system at 
a gravel pit in Hanover (Muller, personal communication)•
Under certain circumstances there might be a trade-off between 
the high risks involved in such uncontrolled systems and the 
high growth rates possible due to natural and artificial feeds 
and lack of crowding stress. Various attempts have been made 
to achieve a compromise by semi-errtensive systems.

In Norway, coves, sounds and embayraents have been fenced
off, dammed, netted, etc. in order to provide semi-extensive
marine or brackish water systems for trout culture (Jensen,
196 6), Ponds thus created have varied in area up to 

2430,000 ft. and have relied for aeration upon either the 
tidal circulation or submerged pumps. Problems Include 
(i) dangers of the enclosure breaking, e.g. in storms, (ii) 
difficulties of surveillance, control, feeding, harvesting 
(ill) formation of areas with low oxygenation, e.g. due to 
poor circulation and accumulation of waste products, but this 
may be compensated by unusually rapid growth (Berge, loc. cit.). 
One such system exists in Scotland at Ardtoe, Argyll where 
a 2 hectare enclosure has been constructed for white fish 
culture; the enclosure was formed using two concrete sea 
walls on rook foundations, either side of a central island and 
was in the intertidal zone, i.e. the area on the foreshore 
lying between low water spring tides and high water spring 
tides (Milne, 1972) (Fig. 24).

A sublittoral enclosure system was constructed at Loch 
btroro, Shetland for intensive trout culture (Fig. 25)» This 
comprised a rigid framework of galvanised steel from which was 
suspended fourteen bag nets, eaoh 30v x 44* x 10* and 
constructed in 0.4N Courlene mesh (Milne, 1970a), The water



FIGURE 24
Diagram of 5 marine fish culture systems 
(after Milne, 1972).
A * Anchor 
B « Buoy
P a pumped sealine
HSTL a High water spring tide Is tsI
S « Sea lerel 
SB a Sea bed
LSTL a Low water spring tide lewel 
Systems!
1. Shore based faeility using pumped water
2. Fixed sublittoral sea enolosure 
3» Midwater facility
4. Floating system
5. Sea bed cage
N.B. The area of shore lying between lerels HSTL and LSTL 
may be utilised for intertidal systems.

FIGURE 25
Sublittoral enclosure using bag not», showing access catwalk 
(photograph by P.H. Milne of Looh Strom, Scotland).

FIGURE 26
floating marine system using 2 bag net», »howing wooden 
flotation oollar (Kyland»rag, Norway).
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depth varied from 10* to 161 and a catwalk was provided thus 
enabling direct access to the structure and permitting better 
control than with extensive systems* Ca* 1*1 tons of trout 
were produced in 1970 but poor circulation has halted production* 
Such systems have been used in Japan (Allen and Shelbourne,
1966) and one form on the Baltic sea involved suspending bag 
nets from the supports underneath the harbour pier.
5•4•5.Floating Systems

Floating systems are commonly used in Norway for trout 
culture in fjords and the popular range of rearing volume is 
700-2700 ft^ (Fig* 26 ) with a stocking density of ca* 1*8 lbs*/ 
ft^ (Jensen.loc.cit.).a few larger floating ponds are used 
(©•g. 130f x 130f x 13* with 3* high perimeter fence and 1" 
square mesh nylon net with anti-fouling copper impregnation) 
and flotation is provided by timber frames, expanded polystyrene 
collars, empty oil drums, etc* Marine Harvest ltd* experi
mented with octagonal cages for trout and salmon culture at 
lochailortf Inverness-shire, but have abandoned them in favour 
of square floating cages (24f x 24* x 12f) with stocking 
densities of up to 2*5 lb./ft^ (Bradley, personal communication)*

Trout appears to adapt well to fresh water floating cage 
culture* Collins (1972) attained stooking densities in U*S*A* 
of 3«4 lbs./ft“5 in cages 3' x 4*5f x 4 f, although the galvanised 
welded wire material caused sores on the fish* Floating nets 
with catwalk access(e.g.Fig.25)are used suooessfully at 
a Gerraan gravel pit (kuller, personal coomunication) and 
experiments are currently being undertaken to determine the 
usefulness of floating nets for trout culture at two fresh water 
locations in Scotland.



5.4.6 Miscellaneous Systems
(i) Rectangular Circulating Raceways

Rectangular circulating raceways (Fig. 27 ) have been 
chosen by Burrows and Chenoweth as being the most efficient 
systems for certain operating criteria (loc. cit.). However, 
these workers wished to produce trout with a good stamina for 
restocking irrespective of cost considerations and it is 
unlikely that table trout producers would invest in such 
systems.
(ii) Silos

Buss et al. (1970) developed and tested a vertical storage 
silo (7«5f inside diameter x 16.51 high) for trout culture.
The inlet was just above the centre of the silo base and the 
water passed vertically up the silo. Stocking densities were 
very high (8.53 lbs./ft^) but yield in terms of flow rate 
(13.8 lbs./g.p.m.) was low. The authors claimed that 
recirculation of the water would, if feasible, make such silos 
attractive commercially because of their economy in land use 
and portable nature.
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5.5 Operating systems
5.5.1 Water

Water may be pumped If otherwise inaccessible or 
inadequate, e.g. due to lack of running water, unsatisfactory 
fall®, etc. It may then be filtered in order to remove 
l a r g e  objects which would cause blockages and this process 
may be automated with large flow rates. Lime is also added 
f ih required.

5.5.2 Feeding
The choice of feeding method depends on several factors, 

including the nature of the diet (see Chapter 7 ).
Automatic feeders are usually used only for dry pelleted diets 
(Fig. 28 ) and are often activated by time switchgear which 
triggers e.g. compressed air via a pipeline. Dry pellets 
n*.y also be dispensed by hand or by the fish themselves using 
a self-feeder (,l>emandt or •Pendulum' feeder). Automatic 
feeding of moist diets is rarely practised and is technically 
difficult.

5.5.3 Grading
The methods used for grading fish into different weight 

classes ie influenced by several factors, e.g. fish size, 
nature of holding facility and is capable of automation under 
certain circumstances (Fig.29).



FIGURE 27

Diagram of rectangular circulating raoeway unit, 
showing direction of water movenents (arrowed). 
Cl ■» Central island 
I - Inlet pipe 
0 » Outlets

FIGURE 28

S e l f  f e e d e r  ( ‘ d e m a n d ' f e e d e r )  w i t h  o a tw a lk  a  

s h o w in g  p e n d u lu a  i n s e r t e d  i n t o  f l o a t i n g  p o n d  

( H a n n o v e r ,  W e s t G e rm a n y ) .

?9
G r a d in g  d e v i c e  f l o a t i n g  i n  o u t l e t  c h a n n e l  o f  e a r t h  

pond  t r o u t  f a n ,  s h o w in g  o n o  g r a d i n g  r i d d l e

( le w  C a l lo w a y ,  S o o t l a n d ) .
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OriAPTî R 6
EVALUATIOM OF—  SITE POTENTIAL FOR TROUT CULTURE 

6*1 Introduction
From the foregoing, it would appear that any evaluation 

of a site in terme of its potential for trout culture would 
need to take account of the characteristics of water and land 
at the site and the alternative technological systems available 
for their exploitation* Thus factors of water quality will 
determine whether the site might permit survival and/or 
encourage growth of trout* However, it is necessary to obtain 
quantitative information on water flow rates, temperatures, etc* 
in order to make a meaningful assessment of potential production 
levels, on which a consideration of economic factors may then 
be based*
6.2 Water requirements

It has already been demonstrated that trout require 
particular ranges of different characteristics of water in 
order to live and grow, particularly under intensive conditions. 
Since it is the water inflow which provides the medium for 
oxygen and other factors, a consideration of the Oxygen and 
water requirements of Salmonids, under conditions of intensive 
culture is relevant*

Elliot (1969) suggested that the Oxygen requirements for 
Chinook Salmon could be calculated by use of the following 
formulas

Y « a.T - b
where Y « Oxygen requirements of the specifio weight of fish 
in p*p*m* Oxygen per lb* of fish per gallon per minute 
(8 p*m*) of inflow*



T « temperature of water (°F) 
a and b are constants«
As has been pointed out by Liao (1971)* Elliot does not 

specify the loading density of the tanks which he used (in 
terms of the weight of fish per unit volume of water) which 
affects activity levels* nor does he indicate whether this 
equation is applicable to Oxygen consumption determinations 
outside the range examined (1«85 to 17*5 gnu per fish)«

Haskell (1955) described a method of calculating maximum 
loading levels based on two major premises.
(i) carrying capacity is limited by (a) Oxygen consumption
(b) accumulation of metabolic products«
(ii) amount of Oxygen consumed and the quantity of metabolic 
products are proportional to the amount of food fed«

Using these principles* Willoughby (1968) attempted to 
predict the capacity of a hatohery on the basis of volume and 
Oxygen content of the water supply« Using 15 years of data 
from U« S« State hatcheries, he suggested the following (it may 
be noted that there are 5«45 m.tons of water in 1 g«p«m« over 
a period of 24 hours):
(Oa - Ob) x 0.0545 x g.p.m. » lbs. of food per day 
where Oa » Oxygen content of influent water (mg«/l.)

Ob * Oxygen content of effluent water (mg«/l«) 
g«p.nu * flow rate of influent (g«p«nu)

Once again* the loading density is not specified; also 
there are considerable differences in composition of one food 
type to another and, whereas this relation might work well for 
some brands of commercial dry pellets* it would probably be 
less satisfactory when wet feeding with trash fish is practised«
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Despite these theoretical limitations» this method has certain 
advantages under particular circumstances» and is discussed 
later*

In an attempt to establish a carrying capacity formula for 
trout hatcheries» Piper (1970) proposed the use of a 9loading 
factor9» also based on Haskell98 assumptions* In his formula» 
Piper substituted fish size (in inches) for weight of food fed 
daily» since on many trout farms there is often a linear 
relationship between these two factors:

F = W/l x I
where F = Loading factor

W sx known permissible weight of fish (lbs*)
L = length of fish (inches)
I = rate of water inflow (g*p*m*)

Such a method suffers from the drawbacks of Willoughby9 s 
equation and haB only been used for fish up to 11 inches in 
length* Furthermore» it assumes constant conditions in the 
inflow water» and (even less likely) constant conditions 
throughout the system* Nevertheless» compilation of such data 
obtained under different temperatures may provide useful if 
unsophisticated guides to the estimation of feasible weights of 
fish in relation to unit inflow rate (as in the table of data 
provided by Cannady and cited by Piper)*

Burrows and Combs (1968) postulated that» for Chinook 
Salmon» the carrying capacity (lbs* of fish/g*p.m# water) was 
inversely proportional to water temperature and proportional to 
fish size. They used the criteria of (a) density (lbs«/cubic 
foot) and (b) oapaolty (lbs*/g*p*m#) but Westers (1970) pointed 
out the dangers of using these criteria without information about 
the rate of exchange being given* To illustrate this» he oites 
the following examples



(a) Pond A can carry 4" Rainbow trout at a carrying capacity 
of 50 lbs./g.p.m* inflow*
(b) Pond B can carry 4" Rainbow trout at a carrying capacity 
of 10 lba./g*p*ra* inflow*
Thus Pond A appears to be more efficient* However, the 
preference may be reversed when more information is given:
(a) Pond A is a dirt pond with a volume of 32,500 ft^ (0*5 
acres with an average depth of 18"); the inflow is 100 g*p*m*f 
and the capacity is 5,000 lbs* of 4" Rainbow trout at a density 
of 0*15 Ibs./cu. ft. of water*
(b) Pond b  is u raceway unit with a volume of 2,400 ft^
(100f x 12* x 21 deep). The inflow is 5,000 g*p.m. The 
capacity is 5,000 lbs* of 4'1 Rainbow trout at a density of 
2*08 lbs./ft^ of water.

It is the rate of exchange (R) which makes the difference
in this comparison and which is therefore incorporated in
testers9 equation:

lb./g.p.m* = (lb*/ft  ̂x 8)
R

where R * rate of exchange (changes/hour)
8 represents a conversion factor equating g*p*m. to

•xft^/hour* Note that Westers presupposes an adequate initial 
content of dissolved Oxygen* If this is not a limiting factor, 
his paper is of considerable practical value in providing 
graphical relationships between stocking density (within the 
range from 1 to 9 lbs*/ft^) and water exchange rate (within the 
range from 1 to 6 changes of water/hour) for six different 
weight/length classes (1 gm : 1.7M; 3*5 gra i 2.5"f 8 gn : 3#5"|
16 gm : 4*5wf 27 gm : 5«5"| 43 gm : 6.5”) at five different
temperatur* ranges (40° - 44°F., 45° - 49°T.| 50° - 54° F.j
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55°- 59°F.| 60° - 64°F.). This inforniation appears to
result more from empirical observation than from critical 
scientific method but is nonetheless of considerable value to 
the fish culturist. Thus, for design purposes, such data is 
readily amenable to being incorporated into the formulae for 
raceway design proposed by Buss and Killer (1971)« The 
latter authors advanced three formulae:
(a) To determine water flow: Q = W.D.L.C^ (0*1247)
(b) To determine total poundage of fish produced: P =* Q.C2
(c) To determine total length of raceway unit: V = P/C^ * 
W.L.L^; Hence Lt *= P/W.D.C^ when the parameters used are 
defined as follows:
Lt = total length of propagation unit (ft.)
Q = water flow (g.p.m.)
W « raceway width (ft.)
1> - depth of water (ft.)
L * length of raceway unit (ft.)
V = total volume of water in propagation unit (cu.ft.)
P = fish production (lbs.)
C«j= water exchange rate (changes/hour)
Cp** expected fish production (lb./g.p.rn.)

carrying capacity of water volume (lb ./ft**).
These formulae do not in themselves provide any information 

as to what values of 0^, C2 and are likely to provide 
feasible conditions for fish culture. It is suggested that 
a ••desirable" range of water exchange rate would be two to 
three c^iangee/hour. Under conditions of high temperature,
8low exchange or low Oxygen levels, one might expect to produce 
only 30 lbs. of fieh/g.p.m. inflow; under more favourable 
conditions this might, however, be increased to 80 lbs.
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Similarly9 a high pH and temperature will prevent the loading 
densities capable of being achieved under alternative 
circumstances #

In an attempt to overcome these difficulties# Buss and 
Miller refer to the aforementioned work of Willoughby whose 
formula linked food requirements of trout to Oxygen consumption 
and flow rates. The former authors paraphrased Vvilloughby1 s 
formula and data and proposed that:

* -
c6

where P =* fish feed (lb,/day)
P * fish production (lb.)
X a Oxygen content of water supply (p.p.m,)
Q a» volume of water supply (g.p.m.)

=* threshold Oxygen tolerance (p.p.m.) 
sr conversion factor (5.45 x 10^cc./g,p,m. for 1 day) 
as Oxygen required to metabolize 1 lb. of trout pellets 

(cc./lb.)
=* rate at which Oxygen is consumed by trout ( body 

weight/day)
1^ = maximum length of raceway before aeration is 

required (ft.)
They further propose that is normally 5 p.p.m. for Rainbow 
trout and Cg is normally 100 cc./lb.
Thus F - (X - 5.) g^45 . Q - (X - 5) (0.0545 . Q)

mFurther assuming that 9 trout consume Oxygen at the rate of 1 $  

of bodyweight daily, it is possible to determine the poundage of 
trout consuming (X - 5) parts of Oxygen in a given flow, as 
follows:
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F = C ^ x P « 1 ^ x P «  0.01 P, or P = 10O F.
Referring back to their computation for length determination 
in the raceway design formula» Buss and killer attempt to 
identify points in the system where aeration is required.
Thus»

Lt = 0.667 P/W.D.
Lt = 0.667 (100 F) = 66.7 F/W.D

wTd.
They also cite Kingsbury1 s measure of efficiency for trout 
hatcheries» namely that productivity can best be measured by 
the pounds produced per cubic foot of rearing space and by the 
pounds produced per gallon of flow per minute (Kingsbury» 1950).

If recirculation» pumping or aeration of water is not 
undertaken» then the capacity of a particular site for fish 
culture will be related to water flow. However, it does not 
necessarily follow that in order to achieve the optimal use of 
that water in the commercial sense, it is necessary to achieve 
maximum productivity at the site. In the short term, this may 
be the case, but it is possible that the long terra consequences 
of this strategy will serve to increase the risk of various 
problems arising which will in their turn reduce overall 
productivity. Therefore, in order to maximize profits, it 
would seem rational for a fish farmer, all other things being 
equal, to have as his objectives the maximization of product
ivity insofar as this maintains an acceptable risk factor. 
Whereas this objective is likely to lie at the heart of many 
table trout production enterprises, it is less likely to he so 
formulated where live fish are being produced as the end-product.

Of the models for salmonid water requirements and hatchery
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carrying capacity considered hitherto, that of Westers(loc.cit,) 
is the most comprehensive. however, it refers specifically 
to Coho Salmon whose oxygen requirements are slightly greater 
than Rainbow trout. Moreover, neither the hydraulic patterns 
nor the altitude are considered; the former may be significant 
where fast flow rates (as in certain raceway farms) force upon 
the fish a higher activity level, and an increase in the latter 
reduces the saturation value of water for oxygen at a given 

temperature. Perhaps the most important omission is reference 
to the initial oxygen content of the influent water. These 
factors have, however, been incorporated into the recent study 
by Liao (1971) who has investigated the dissolved oxygen 
uptake rates of different sizes and species of salmonids 
under various operating conditions. These rates were plotted 
at different water temperatures against different fish sizes 
for Salmon and Trout in Fig. 30 , from which he derived the 
formula; 02 - K . Tn . Wm
where 02 * Oxygen uptake rate in lbs. 02/100 lbs. fish/day 

K = rate constant 
T * water temperature (°F)
W * fish v/eight in lbs./fish 

m, n * slopes
This equation assumes an acceptable water quality and a loading 
density not exoeeding 2 lbs./ft^, and the values of X, m, and 
n used were tabulated, after tests on Coho and Chinook Salmon 
and Rainbow, Lake, Xamloop, Splake, Cutthroat and Steelhead 
Trout. Liao presented another equation relating dissolved 
Oxygen concentration to water temperature and elevation as 
follows;-



TIC URE 30

..''iagram to indicate the relationship between oxygon 
consumption and water temperature for trout of varying 
unit weights. Data derived and modified after Mayo 
(1971).

I = hate of oxygon consumption (Ibs./100 lbs. fish/day) 
Y Water temperature (°G)
X * Weight per fish (lbs.)

Due to the log-log nature of the diagram and the 
consequent closeness of adjacent values, the following 
figures were omitted from the Y axis:
0.40, 0.60, 0.80 and 0.90.
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2 x I6£

where Ce = dissolved Oxygen concentration (mg./l.) at water 
temperature, T, and altitude, E.

£ = altitude (ft.)
Using these two formulae, he could then postulate the water 
flow required per unit weight of fish, i.e. the carrying 
capacity, as follows!

3.130 respectively, while at temperatures exceeding 50°F., they

This contribution by Liao must rank as a substantial 
advance on previous attempts to quantify the water requirements 
of salmonids. The model which he presents provides a means 
of computing the water requirements of Pacific Salmon or Trout, 
of a given weight and eise class, at a particular temperature 
and altitude, provided the initial dissolved Oxygen concen
tration is known. In view of the minimum dissolved Oxygen 
requirements for Trout (see Chapter ^ ), it would be inadvisable 
to incorporate a value (0) of less than 5*0 mg./l. into Liao's 
third equation; also in the United Kingdom, it would be 
convenient to divide this equation by 1.2 in order to convert

S = saturation factor of dissolved Oxygen 
T = water temperature (°F)

Q - 1.2 (Ce - 0)

where Q - carrying capacity in lbs. of fish/g.p.m.
C = minimum dissolved Oxygen concentration (mg./l.) 

For Trout, at temperatures less than or equal to 50°F., the 
values of K, m, and n used were 1.90 x 10“ ,̂ - 0.138, and

were 3.05 x 10“*, - 0.138, and 1.855 respectively.
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from U.S. to Imperial gallons, and this modification is made 
hereafter. One feature of his method, namely the maximal 
loading constraint of 2 lbs •/ft'', could be disadvantageous in 
the context of the Scottish environment. One of the raceway 
farms, whose capitalization is such as to ensure that maximal 
loading is particularly significant, has attempted to operate 
at loading densities of up to 6 lbs./ft. . Under these 
circumstances, it could be that social and other factors 
combine to increase the metabolic rate above levels otherwise 
to be expected. American work (Anon., 1947) has provided 
some evidence to show that if experimental tanks of trout fry 
are reared under identical conditions but at different stocking 
densities, there is an inverse correlation between specific 
growth rate and stocking density over the first four months 
of feeding.

There has been no other critical investigation of the 
influence of rearing volume on growth and conversion efficiency 
under conditions of intensive culture. Figure 31 (after Mayo, 
1971) represents usual practice among salmonid hatoherymen in 
the U.S.A.

Since adequate information on the necessary water flows 
for higher densities is not currently available, it would be 
advisable for trout farmers wishing to operate in this manner, 
to have artificial aeration facilities available9 and if 
possible to utilise some form of continuous monitor for 
dissolved Oxygen levels throughout the system. Even in order 
to utilise Liao9s model at densities lees than 2 lbs./ft5, it 
is obviously necessary to make frequent dally checks of water 
temperature and, if possible, dissolved Oxygen concentration



Diagram to indicate the required rearing volume for 
salmonids, considered acceptable for various stocking 
rates and fish weights, under American raceway conditions 
after Mayo (1971).

T = Stocking rate (lbe./ft^ of water)
X * V,eight per fish (lbs«)

The dirgram assumes that dissolved oxygen levels and 
water temperature are within the acceptable ranges.
The thick line indicates the border above which the 
rearing volume is considered seriously detrimental and 
below which it is considered acceptable.

FIGURE 31
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at the inlet to the system, as well as having an accurate 
means of computing and adjusting water flow rates# In new 
site evaluation, detailed investigations must attempt to 
establish the minimum recorded water flow rates available for 
use in trout culture, as well as the average yearly range for 
the site in question#

In order to make ĉ n assessment of the production capacity 
of a site, more information is required than simply the water 
availability ana a knowledge of water requirements. ater 
temperature is a critical factor b cause of its affect on 
growth rate. However, other variables must be considered 
including some *hich derive from management decisions. Fig. 
32 summarizes the factors involved in determination of annual 
production capacity and these will be examined more closely.

FIGURE 32 - Scheme for evaluation of the capacity of a site

PROFILE OF V7ATEP 
TEMPERATURE THROUGHOUT YEAR ♦POTENTIAL GROWTH RATES

HARVESTING PATTERN
lULTIMATE HARVESTING SIZE 4 GROWTH CYCLES «

TIMING OF 
LIVESTOCK INPUTS

_ i

LIAO MODEL 4 WATER REQUIREMENTS FOR ONE FISII PLUSi
REPLACEMENT STOCK UNDER STBBDY STATE

PROFILE OF WATER VOLUME 
THROUGHOUT YEAR ________ I■* ANNUAL PRODUCTION CAPACITY
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6.3 Theoretical aspects
In Bite evaluation, investigations should seek to 

establish the nature of the seasonal fluctuations in water 
temperature at the site. The more constant the temperature 
regime, the easier it should be to predict the growth pattern 
over time, other things being equal; ground water from 
springs frequently retains a fairly constant temperature 
throughout the year. The use of sea water for all or part 
of the growth cycle is discussed separately.

It has not as yet proved possible to devise a trout 
culture system which is maintained in a steady state. Such 
a system would require constant water temperature and a 
constant supply of eggs. In order to predict the annual 
production capacity of a site, one may assume a steady state 
in order to simplify the problem in the first analysis.

To illustrate the prediction of site capacity for trout 
culture, one may postulate a fresh water resource sited at 
sea level at a constant temperature of 14°C, with a cycle time 
for trout, which are harvested at ¿lb., of 55 weeks. Let us 
assume that harvesting takes place at intervals of five weeks, 
influent water is fully saturated with Oxygen and the mininun 
level of dissolved Oxygen permitted is 5 mg./l. If fed on 
Trouw pellets, the pattern of liveweight gain over time would 
probably be similar to that in Fig. 33 (see Chapter 7).

For a steady state to be achieved, at any one harvest, 
there would need to be a pattern of replacement stock as also 
indicated in Fig. 33» assuming zero mortality. Thus, if one 
fish was being harvested at 0.5 lbs., there would need to be



FIGURE 33

Diagram to indicate the pattern of liveweight gain over 
time for rainbow trout reared at a constant temperature 
of 14°C. This is based upon data obtained experimentally 
by Trouw and Co* for a sample of trout fed on Trourit.

I - Lireweight per fish (g.)
X * A g e  ( w e e k s )

Values in italics within the axes refer to the time-series 
liweweights recorded at interrale of 5 weeks from 5 weeks 
of age (0.5 g.) until 55 weeks (227g.).
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simultaneous carria e of one of each of the following 
replacements! 0*352* 0*264* 0*137* 0*128* 0*082* 0*044* 0*024* 
0*011* 0.006 and 0*001 lbs* The Oxygen and hence water 
requirements* under the stated conditions* of each of these 
fish may be computed by Liaovs method (See ecction 6,2* ).
The results are tabulated (Table 18 )• The sum of the water 
requirements for the 11 sizes of individual fish is 0*1352 g*p*m* 
If 1 ton of fish are being harvested every five weeks* the 
water requirement for the total biomass (i*e* including 
replacement stock) would be 0*1352 x 2240 (lbs*/ton) x 2 
(fish/lb*) = cu. 606 g*p*m*9 i.e* under these circumstances 
606 g.p.ra* will support a production of 11*4 crops p*a. at 
1 ton with a production cycle of 55 weeks* Hence* if it 
.vas desired to produce 1 ton p.a* under the same conditions* 
the required flow rate would be 606/11*4 « 53 g*p*m* In 
a steady state situation* it may be stated thats

Annual production oupacity = f ini mum drought flow x Harvest 
(no* of fish achieving V,aier requirement/ Frequency
market weight p*a.) marketable fish plus (no* of

replacements harvests
P.a.)

As the harvesting frequency increases* the production 
capacity of the site* for a given water flow* approaches 
a constant value which represents the most efficient use of the 
water* This may be compared with the water requirements for 
one harvest p.a.; e*g* if it was desired to produce 1 ton p*a* 
at one harvest* there would need to be sufficient water for 
the carriage of 1 ton of marketable fish* which (Table 18, 
column IV) - 0.0384 (g.p.nu) x 2240 (lbs./ton) x 2 (fish/lb.)
» 172 g*p*m* The production oapaoity is thus dependent upon
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lABXfl 18
Steady state Aater Requirements

I II III IV
weight/fish Oxygen consumption weight of fish/ toiaterflow

(lte) (lbs Oxyren/ unit waterflow per fish
100 lbs fish/day (lbs/g.p.m.) (g.p.m.)

0.500 0.611 13.033 0.03840.352 0.641 12.424 0.0283
0.264 0.667 11.940 0.0221
0.187 0.699 11.392 0.01640.128 0.737 10.805 0.01190.082 0.784 10.158 0.0081
0.04-4 0.854 9.325 0.00470.024 0.929 8.572 0.0028
0.011 1.035 7.694 0.00140.006 1.124 7.086 0.00090.001 1.440 5.530 0.0002

fl.B. Coluurn II is calculated from the formula:
c2 = 3.05 x 10“4 x T1,855 x W”0, 138 9 where I = 57.2°* (14°C)
and -« is taken from Column I.

Co lumn III is calculated from the formulae:
Ce = S x 132 X 760 Q Ce - C

760 ♦ 3773 °2

•her® S * 1, H m 0, I = 51  » 2 °  If (14°C) and 02 1b taken from
Column II. Column IV = Column I/Column III and its sum 
0.1352. t.p.re.j ail symbols »Iter I.iuo (loo, olt.).
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the harvesting frequency under steady state conditions and
the shape of this relationship is shown graphically in Pig* 34
for a constant waterflow* It is not necessarily the best
strategy for a trout farmer to maximise harvest frequency
since market considerations often discourage small continuous
sales. Moreover, if fluctuations in water volume occur and
tnese are predictable, then fewer harvests/cycle :.iight under
certain circumstances use the water resources more effectively,
and it snould be possible to programme production possibilities
at the site as they vary throughout the year.
6.4 Practical Aspects

In practice in Scotland, trout farmers are unable to 
arrive at the conditions for a steady state because of certain 
factors, including :- 
(i; egg production is seasonal
(ii) temperature and water flows exhibit fluctuation
(iii) some market parameters may fluctuate (e.g. there may be 
price rises during the winter in the U.a.).

It is possible to even out the fluctuations in supply of 
market size fish at Scottish trout farms by certain methods, e.g*
(i) buying-in trout eggs from the southern hemisphere in 
order to supplement the natural winter hatch by a summer hatch 
of imported eggs
(ii) genetic selection of brood fish for ea.rly and late 
spawning
(iii) grading a particular age group into weight classes
(iv) differential feeding regimes (e.g. Buagarner, 1971)*
(v) differential heating of hatchery water (bull3id, 1971)
(vi) freezing the product and storing

In these ways, substantial shortfalls are not generally 
a problem except when freezing of the ponds prevents rénovai
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Cteady state Production Capacity

TAb Là  19

I II III IV
Harvest frequency 

(number of 
harvests p.a.)

Water requirements 
per marketable fish +
replacements (* *;.o.m. }

Production of 
marketable fish

per harvest
Annual

production
capacity

1 0.038 3.5 3.5
2 0.048 * 2.8 5.6
5 0.079 1.7 8.6
10 0.135 1.0 10.0

a constant waterflow of 0.1352 g.p.m.# and water temperature of 
14°C is assumed. Shis table is calculated from tne formulai 
Annual production capacity » harvesting Frequency x i inimum 
rought flow/water requirements per mar stable fish and
reĵ laceiiiê it stock.
Column II is calculatea from Table 18; Column III « 0.1352/ 
Column II. Column IV =* Column I x Column III.
* is simplified to the sum of the water requirements of 
1 fish at 0#5 lb.# and the mean of those of 1 fish at 0.128 lb. 
and 0.082 lb. 1.«. (0.0384 + ¿ •011C*) \ r/*0091)



The relationship between annual production capacity 
of a trout farm and the frequency of harvesting. This 
assumes steady state production with a constant flowrate 
and temperature for the water supply of 0.1352 g.p.m. 
and 14°G re spectirely.

Y « Annual production capacity (tons)
X « The number of harvests per annum.

FIGURE 34

Y = 1.46X/3.4«>

r - 0.99 p C O Of

The data is derived from a theoretical consideration of 
steady state production capacity (Table 19 ) and is based 
upon the same assumptions.
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of marketaole fish. Ii the cycle time at a farm is 18 months, 
the diagram (Fig* 35 ) shows the potential shortfalls which need 
to be avoided or minimized (notably during the Spring if there 
is both a Stnmner and a Winter hatch). Another complication 
which often occurs with Scottish watercourses is the marked 
constraints on water volume and higher temperatures (and hence 
reduced carrying capacity) which approximately coincide with 
the summer production peak# Certain farms with marked seasonal 
fluctuations in these parameters attempt to utilise the Spring 
and early Sumner (and/or Autumn) for much of their annual 
production and Btock a relatively low mass during raid-Summer. 
Thus it is possible to achieve an annual production which is 
not constrained by minimum drought flows.

Such variations in growth cycle and annual growth profile 
partly explain the disparity between various •rules of thumb1 
employed for estimation of flow requirements in relation to 
annual production (c.f. value of 53 g.p.m. per ton p.a. in 
above example). Shorthouse (1972) quoted a figure of 0.2 
million gall«./day (139 g*p.ra.) and Sedgwick (personal communi
cation) estimated 1 gall./sec (60 g.p.m.) in order to give 
annual productions of 1 ton of marketable trout. The former 
was referring to single use of water through round fibreglass 
tan* s and the latter to earth pond systems where the outlet 
canal was stocked in addition to ponds. Differences in 
carrying capacity per unit water flow for different husbandry 
systems using the same water source may be largely explained 
by differing degrees of water utilisation. Raceways permit 
multiple reuse of water (until dissolved Oxygen has been
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▲ diagram to indicate the nature of the annual temperature 
cycle for a Scottish freshwater lake (Loch Morar) and its 
possible influence on the duration of the production cycle 
for rainbow trout.

Y1 ■ Mean water te perature p e r  month (°C)
T * Stylised representation of the relative numbers of 

trout reaching Marketable weight.
X m Time (months) over a 2 year period.

Lata on the cycle of water temperatures at Loch Morar is 
derived from Macfarlane (personal coauaunication) and 
reproduced in Appendix HI* If it is assumed that eggs 
hatch biannually in August and February (represented by 
solid triangular symbols), then the largest consequent 
monthly harvests will occur approximately years later 
in the months of January and August respectively» i.e.
17 months later (solid semicircular symbol) and 18 months 
later (stippled symbol). The lower half of the diagram 
represents the approximate availability of marketable 
fish under conditions of regular harvesting; it is not 
intended to describe the precise form of the distribution.
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removed or toxic substances have accumulated to a level 
incompatible with acceptable fish growth) whereas fast flow 
rates through tanks (e.g* fibreglass round tanks) without 
reuse are likely to result in relatively less economical use 
of water«

With the possible exception of those systems whose 
design prevents easy harvesting (e.g# extensive systems, 
floating nets, enclosures, etc*) it is unlikely that differences 
in husbandry system will cause a difference in the ratio of 
carrying capacity s Production capacity for a given site*
This ratio is mainly dependent upon exogenous variables 
(availability of eggs, variations in water temperature, etc.) 
which determine the ability of the trout farmer to achieve 
a steady state production* In U.S* trout hatcheries where the 
cycle time is ca. 18 months, this ratio is commonly ca. 1 : 1 *6 
(i*e. a hatchery whose maximal stocking capacity is 100 tons 
can produce 160 tons p*a.) and Macfarlane (personal communi
cation) has reported success in applying it to trout production 
at two sites in Scotland for the purpose of predicting required 
rearing volume, etc. In the example on page ?7 , the water 
requirements for carriage of 1 ton of fish at J lb. and for 
steady state annual production of 1 ton of fish at lb. were 
172 g*p*ro* and 53 g*p*n. rcîspactively, i.e. in this case the 
theoretical maximuni ratio attainable was 1 t 172/53 = 1 : 3»25* 
In Table 20 , average carrying capacities are given for 
different husbandry systems (based on data derived from three 
Scottish farms* Gateway, West Argyll, [enmure Fisheries, 
Howietoun and Northern Fisheries) and annual production capacity 
is predicted assuming a production ratio of 1 s 1*6.
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On the basis of this comparison, earth ponds appear 
similar to (3) raceways in series which appear nearly twice as 
efficient as single fibreglass tanks in ter b  of water utili
sa -cion (g.p.m./ton)• It might be expected that raceways would
be more efficient than earth ponds since the fabric of the 
latter imposes a B.O.D., and there are more areas of poor 
circulation etc.; some American raceways have up to 10 ponds 
in series (lacfarlane, personal communication) and in such 
cases would probably be more efficient than earth ponds at the 
same site. iinilarly, it is probable that more than one 
fibreglaBS round tenk could be placed in series to increase the 
productivity per unit wuterflow. Robinson and Vemesoni 
(I9 6 9 ) describe a series of three (20f diara.) round concrete 
tan^s fed by 50 g.p.m. and producing 1000 lbs. trout/pond 
p.a. = 1.34 tons p.a. total i.e. production capacity of 
37 g.p.m./ton which is in excess of that commonly achieved in 
Scotland. It may be concluded that trout production per unit 
waterflow is unlikely to show great variation between different 
husbandry systems using the same water source, provided that 
maximal use is made of the water. However, the use of aerators 
and/or recirculation devices is likely to enhance the carrying 
and production capacities of water, particularly under conditions 
of intensive culture where considerable water reuse is practised. 
Nevertheless, assuming the conditions stated in the Table (i.e. 
carrying capacities), the productions ratios implicit in the 
•rules of thumb * (loc. clt) given by Sedgwick (earth ponds) and 
Shorthouse (fibreglass tanks) are respectively 1 1 79/60 *
1 t 1.32 and 1 t 150/139 « 1 1 1.08. Thus more information is 
required on the range of production ratios to be expected

J /
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unaer Scottish conditions which vary at least from 1 : 1.08 -
1 : 1.6 and may vary between different years at one site.
Such information is required at the >lanning stare in order 
to ascertain the size of production facility to be constructed; 
in initial evaluation, it is necessary to make an estimate of 
production possibilities at the site. Since (as will be shown) 
15 tons p.a. may be considered as a breakeven volume of economic 
production, then it may be stated from the foregoing analysis 
that investments utilising a water flow of less than 1,000 to 
It500 g.p.m. may be unprofitable. In the absence of compre
hensive records, the minimum waterflow at a site ay be 
computed from the catchment area. According to Murphy 
(personal communication), the drought flow in Ireland =
0.004 ft^/min./acre (36 galls./day/acre). This relationship 
might hold in some regions of Eastern Scotland (where annual 
rainfall is ca. 27"), but for the West of Scotland, Pasham 
(personal communication) estimated the drought flow would be 
50 galls./day/acre where annual rainfall is 40" - 50", excluding 
areas of bare rock.

For emergency water requirements under rapidly changing 
circumstances, e.g. during drought conditions, other methods 
may be indicated. Unless artificial aerators are utilised, 
the simplest method of reducing the Oxygen consumption of 
a stocx of fish in a fish-farm ia to lo .er the feeding rate. 
According to Stratford (personal communication) trout require 
90 giu. of Oxygen to digest 1 kg. of Trouvit and the latter 
represents 83^ of the total v/ater requirement at 16°C. At 
this temperature, saturated fresh water contains 9«56 mg.Oo/l.
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If the minimum permissible is 5«0 mg./l. of Oxygen, thenI
4.56 rog./l. may be removed. If one considers 1,000 kg. of
trout at 9Mf at 16°C, they require 2£ live weight = 20 kg.
Trouvit/day; which entails an Oxygen requirement of 90 x 20f000
m 1.8 kg* Oxygen. According to Morgan (personal communication)
Oxygen/consumption by Rainbow trout at feeding is a function
of assimilation rate which is completed by ĉa. 8 hours after
feeding. Thus water requirement » 1.8 x 10^ = 49342 1/hr.

4.$6 x 6
* 181 g.p.ra. for carriage of 1 ton at 9"• This may be used 
as an approximate guide to water requirements and/or feed 
requirements when constrained by water flow and Oxygen 
availability and may be formalized for Trouvit as the following 
equation*-
Required waterflow (g.p.m.) =
Q.09(Kft.02A-ii:eBt 1 ky. food) x Feed (lWday) x 0.0r366(l/hr - H (hourB of assimilation; x Cxy^en avallable (ng./1.) x

= ie.716 (g.p.m.) x Feed (lbs./day)/0xygen available (rag./l.) 
Feed (lbs./day) = „ater flow (> .p^m.̂ x  02 available (mg./l.)

= 0.0535 Water Flow (g.p.m.) x Oxygen available (mg./l.)
This relationship is similar to that of Willoughby (1968) who 
stated that (0a - Ob) x 0.0545 x g.p.m. = lbs. of food/day 
where Oa and Ob are the Oxygen contents at influent and effluent 
respectively (mg./l.) and g.p.m. is the influent flow rate.

Since feed guides are designed to take into account fish 
weight and water temperature, use of a relationship which 
demonstrates the effeot on the system of manipulating the roost 
critical variable (Oxygen consumption) by means of feeding rate.
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has simple practical significance as a short term measure.
To operate this method, Oxy en measurements should be made 
at the influent unless the water is fully saturated (when 
temperature data will allow computation of dissolved Oxygen).
It is likely that this method would be less satisfactory if 
the feed was exerting a hiofusLcal Oxygen demand on the water 
before ingestion either because of being uneaten, e.g* with 
excess sinking pellets» or because of dissipation, e«g* with 
trash fieh feeding.
6.5 Summary

The water requirements of salmonids are reviewed, and the 
model of Liao is selected as having particular advantages for 
predictive purposes. If the breakeven level for economic 
production of trout is 15 tons p.a., this is likely to require 
a flow rate of 1,000 - 1,500 g.p.m. Site evaluation should 
seek to ascertain the annual production capacity of sites with 
mean flow rates exceeding this level, assuming acceptable water 
quality. The water requirements for trout under the theoretical 
conditions of a steady state system may be calculated from 
a knowledge of growth characteristics for different levels of 
annual production and different harvesting policies. In 
practice, however, this is complicated by annual changes in water 
volume, temperature, and availability of trout egt’S, which may 
tend towards a cyclical pattern of production. The production 
characteristics for various husbandry systems under Scottish con
ditions are considered. It may be possible to programme 
production so as not to be directly dependent upon minimum 
drought-flows. As a short term expedient, a knowledge of the 
Oxygen consumption per unit weight of feed may be used as a basis 
for manipulating water requirements when constraints are severe|
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C11A.PTLR 7
NUTRITION, FOLDING AND GROWTH OF TROUT

7.1 Introduction
The main feeds utilised as trout diets are either Simple 

(i*e. liverf offals, minced fish, or whole fish) or Compound 
(i.e. moist pellets or dry pellets).

The use of Liver and Offals has been largely superseded in 
all but the smallest hatcheries (or as an occasional •tonic*)• 
Moist pellets, e,g, *Oregonf and •Abernathy* diets are 
increasingly used for the culture of Salmon but have found 
limited use in Rainbow trout culture (with the exception of 
experimental wetted pellets in salt water culture); these 
are well documented and comprise dietary ingredients combined 
with 251* or less water and a binder (Hublou et al,« 1959;
Fowler and burrows, 1971).

Wet fish feeding is practised particularly in Norway and 
Denmark, This practice utilises minced-up sea fish and Is 
discussed hereafter. However, British trout farms probably 
make exclusive use of commercially prepared pelleted diets 
as trout feed at the present time. These have produced 
increasingly satisfactory growth rates over the last decade 
when considerable information on the nutrient requirements of 
trout has become available,
7.2 Nutritional Requirements of Troutx (A Suim.aryj

A comprehensive review of work on nutrition, digestion 
and energy utilisation has been presented by Phillips (1969) 
with special reference to trout, which have been extensively 
studied particularly in the U,S,A,
(i) Protein

The crude protein of the diet should be within the
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rangei 40 - 50.% depending upon temperature and dissolved 
Oxygen of the water. At higher temperatures, the crude 
protein content may be increased to match the increase in 
metabolism. The protein must have a high biological value 
(there are at least ten essential aminoacids for trout) and 
those most commonly used are fish meal, beef greaves, skim- 
milk powder and blood meal.
(ii) Carbohydrates and Fats

The crude fibre content, being poorly digested by trout 
should be not more than 10 (Trouw and Co. regard the preferred 
range as 5 - 6 ')• The upper limit for other carbohydrates is 
ca. 30£. The energy component of a ration for trout is repres
ented by the carbohydrate and fat fractions.

Fats are required by trout both as sources of essential 
fatty acids and as an energy source. If the fat content of 
the diet is increased above 5%  then the increase in energy 
should be balanced by an increase in crude protein. A common 
preferred ratio for crude protein s energy is 65 * 70, and the 
fats utilised for the energy component should be of a low 
melting point.
(iii) Minerals

The minerals generally added to a diet for trout are 
Calcium, Phosphorus, Magnesium and Sodium Chloride. Trace 
quantities of Iron, Manganese, Zinc, Copper, Cobalt, Iodine and 
Selenium are also added although it is preferable to assess the 
amounts of these substances naturally present in the water of 
the trout farm, before computing the quantity to be incorporated 
into the feed.
(iv) Vitamins

Supplementation with those vitamins whioh are insoluble
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in water, i.e. Vitamins A, D , £ and 1C, is particularly 
essential for trout. Requirements have been established for 
Vitamins , B2, B^, B12, pantothenic acid, folic acid, 
choline. Although the stringency of their requirements is 
not fully understood, some manufacturers also add Vitamin C, 
tricotinic acid, Inositol and para-amino-benzoic acid.

7.3 liry Pallet Eeedinfc
The confidential details of the second most popular diet 

for trout culture in the U.iC. are included as Appendix IV 

describing gross analysis, particle size and the master 
formulation for Trouvit. The result of an experiment performed 
by the manufacturers using this diet is reproduced (Fig. 36). 
Details of the experimental design (e.g. stocking densities 
and population size) are not available; neither are details 
of the mortalities occurring, if any. Of interest to the 
fish culturist are certain characteristics shown in this 
figure, notablyt
i) the pattern of live weight gain over time,
ii) the pattern of food consumption over time,
iii) the pattern of feed conversion over time,
iv) the pattern of feed types needed by trout.

Rainbow trout are usually marketed in the U.K. at a
live weight of £a. 200 gins (6 - 8 os.). Under the conditions 
of this particular experiment (constant water temperature of 
14°C), a time of 50-55 weeks was required to achieve market 
weight of 200 gms. from swim up (when feeding commenced).
At 53 w e e k e ,  the individual fish had consumed x ia *  260 gms.
(<UL* 9 oz.) of six (consecutive) trout feeds (i.e. of various 
particle sizes and compositions).



FIGURE 36

Diagram to indicate the pattern of liveweight gain9 
food oon8umption and food conversion rate for one 
rainbow trout reared from swim-up to an age of 
80 weeks* This is based upon data obtained experi
mentally by Trouw and Co* for a sample of trout held 
at a constant water temperature of 14°C** and fed with 
seven sizes of Trouvit pellets* as indicated*

T s Cumulative food consumption (g.) » graph FC (7)
T1- Cumulative liveweight gain (g.) - graph LWG (Y1)
Y11« Cumulative food conversion rate (Y/Y1) m graph FCR (Ŷ ) 
X ■ Age (weeks)

Data presented represent mean values recorded for a sample 
of unknown size*
Broken line indicates duration of feeding of eaoh of the 
seven sizes of Trouvit pellets used - 
Trouvit Nos* 00* 0f I* II* IIIf I? and ▼*
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7.3#1 Theoretical aspects
The conversion of food to growth introduces the concept 

of efficiency# Food consumed in excess of tne aintenar.ee 
requirements is converted pro rata into growth; feeding below 
the maintenance level leads to loss of weight# The conversion 
efficiency may be expressed mathematically as follows (Birkett, 
1972) t the simple or net efficiency, E, is W/ I, where 

W = net body gain and I = total food intake# The pro 
rata or gross efficiency, E*# is W/ (I - Im) where In 
« maintenance requirement#

In the experiment aforementioned, the ratio of total net 
liveweight gain s total food intake at the time of marketing 
was 200 t 260# According to the graph, the Food Conversion 
Rate (FCR) at this stat .e was jja. 1#3# i.e. the trout required 
ca. 1#3 units ox feed in order to gain an increment in live- 
weight of 1 unit# The efficiency of feed conversion is the 
reciprocal of food conversion rate = 1/1«3 * 0#77* and it will 
be observed that trout, which convert with extreme efficiency 
when small fry, exhibit a rapid reduction in this parameter 
from values of 2.0 at a liveweight of 0#5 gras, to values
of 0#77 at 230 gras# liveweight, by which time the rate of
reduction in efficiency has sloped considerably. The gross 
efficiency appears to approach a constant value until g&meto- 
genesis commences when a check is usually observed#

Food conversion rate is a concept of considerable signifi
cance to the fish culturist, who is interested in the valuable 
output which he wishes to maximize at minimum cost to himself# 
However, some confusion has arisen with the use of this concept 
for several reasons. Thus it ma> be misleading if used
without!
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i) reference to the particular range of fish weight under 
consideration. A F.C.R. of 1*3 would be very satisfactory 
in commercial trout farming up to 200 gms., but not if 
recorded up to only 20 gras, liveweight.
ii) reference to mortality or loss in the population, should 
this have occurred.
iii) reference to the nature of the diet used and particularly 
its moisture content. Thus a F.C.R. of 5.5, unsatisfactory 
for a commercial pelleted diet with a moisture content of
5 - 10-, would be satisfactory if it referred to a diet of 
wet fish, offals, etc. having a moisture content of 70 - 80/, 
thus being comparable to a F.C.R. computed on a dry weight 
basis of 0.3 x 5.5 = 1.65. (This problem explains how it is 
possible to achieve F.C.R.fs of less than unity, since when 
feeding dry pellets to young fish, the latter have a greater 
moisture content than their feed).

In commercial trout production, if the goal is simply to 
maximize sales, then the trout farmer would attempt to maximize 
growth. However, this might result in a poor conversion 
efficiency (e.g. Paloheimo and Dickie, 1966) and, since feed 
costs usually comprise the largest element of operating cost, 
the cost of such a procedure is li ely to be prohibitive. In 
practice, therefore, most trout farmers adopt a compromise in 
order to obtain fast growth rates and satisfactory conversion 
efficiencies. The procedure adopted at a particular farm is 
usually based on one or more of the following methods*
i) the use of feeding tables
ii) permitting fish to feed until satisfied.
iii) adopting a feeding regime for the fish which continues 
until the fedge goes off their appetite1•
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The choice between these alternatives is dictated partly 
by the technique used for administering the feed, which in 
turn nay be influenced by the nature of the site, the 
husbandry system used, and the types of feed available«

Until recently a theoretical framework for considering 
these problems had been lacking« However, recent Japanese 
work has explored some of the characteristics of food consump
tion for Rainbow trout held under experimental conditions and 
this work has been reviewed by Ishiwata (1970)« After 
acclimatisation has been achieved, the quantity of food 
required to satiate an experimental school of fish in a single 
feeding (•satiation amount1) may be used as an indication of 
food consumption« As the period of food deprivation increases, 
the satiation amount first increases and then levels off to 
a constant value« Other factors found to increase the 
satiation amount include:
i) palatability of feed
ii) water temperature (within a moderate range)
iii) percentage of dissolved Oxygen
iv) unit weight of fish (us body weight increases, satiation 
value increases proportionately;~ however, the ratio of 
satiation amount i body weight declines)«

One relationship between the daily rate of feeding (mean 
ration per day/body weight), f, and the daily rate of growth 
(mean increase in weight per day/body weight), gf has been 
expressed by the formula g =* af-b« The amount of food 
required to maintain 1 gnu of body weight/day is calculated 
from tills and, when g * 0, for Rainbow trout fed on a compound 
diet, the maintenance requirement was 9»4 mg« at 12«4°0j
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cit ca. 10°C, it was only 4.0 and 4.3 mg. for trout at live-
weights of 83*9 era . and 15.1 gm. respectively (Ishiwata, loo.
oxt. In previous studies, the sane author (Ishiwata, 1969)
had demonstrated that, as the daily rate of feeding increases,
the daily rate of growth increases approximately in proportion.
However, if the daily rate of feeding is increased, the
efficiency of food conversion (daily rate of growth/daily rate
of feeding) does not increase proportionately hut increases so
as to approach a maximum value. It is therefore suggested
that a frequency of feeding in excess of 2 - 3 tiroes per day
will be of very little advantage (since this frequency range
coincides with 9 0 Lj  of the maximum value for daily rate of
growth in Ishiwatafs experiments on Rainbow trout at 12°C.). 
7.3.2. Practical aspe tn

It is hoped that further work might establish the
relationship, if any, between food conversion efficiency and 
degree of satiation. A recent development in trout husbandry 
has been the introduction of self-feeders (demand feeders) 
which are triggered by the fish as required. It is alleged 
by some trout farmers that such devices are wasteful of feed as 
the fish on occasion appear to fplayf with the pendulum trigger 
and release food which is left uneaten. They are certainly 
far more economical in labour and possibly produce a deeper - 
bodied fish than is the case with hand-feeding (Shorthouse, 
personal communication). Against these advantages, must be 
placed the inability to use such feeders in heavily—stocked 
raceways with fast flow rates (Fairweather, personal communi
cation) and the restriction of their use to dry pelleted diets, 
as well as the tendency for some models to have operational 
problems (particularly becoming clogged and sticking due to
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water entering the exit pipe). One trout farmer interviewed 
(¿.¡uller, personal communication) explained that he found self- 
feeders most satisfactory at low temperatures when fish were 
not feeding very much; when the water temperature exceeded 
ca. 6°C., he replaced his self-feeders by automatic feeders.
The latter are commonly in use for fry tanks and are increas
ingly used for larger trout. The most popular design utilises 
a compressed air pipeline which ejects a predetermined weight 
of pellets at time intervals dictated by electrical time switch
gear. The main rationale for the use of such equipment for 
fry has always been the belief among hatcherymen that growth 
rates and conversion efiiciencies are higher if the fish are 
fed *a small amount, often1 each dayf than if they receive 
their total daily ration in 1 or 2 feeds only. This view is 
challenged on biological grounds by the experimental work 
described (Ishiwata, loc. cit.) and also by some practising 
trout farmers (Dessan-ATp, personal communication), and the 
potential for reduced labour costs may provide a more logical 
rationale for such automatic feeding. A disadvantage of 
automatic feeders is the restriction of their use to dry 
pelleted diets. The author has seen one Danish trout farm 
which uses a macnine to deliver wet feed into trout ponds but 
these are costly and rather unsatisfactory (Langrad Jensen, 
personal communication). The most popular automatic feeders 
(compressed air feeders and spinning disc feeders which spray 
the pellets out centrifugally from the centre of the tank or
pond) require a power supply, unlike self-feeders, etc.
However, it is possible to utilise the waterflow in order to
turn a small paddle wheel which delivers the pellets from
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a hopper, and thus obviate the need for a power 3Upply.
The feeding systems described hitherto have the disadvan

tage that the response of the trout is not accounted for during 
the feeding process. Manual feeding (or manual control of an 
automatic feeder) permit® the operator to modify the feeding 
process dependent upon the behaviour of the trout at feeding, 
oreover, the operator is in a position to adapt the iceding 
ref ime to his 'knowledge of certain other factors, e,g, 
environmental: tenperature, turbidity of the water, or
operational: imminence of grading, transportation stress,
which would make it desirable for the fish to receive less 
feed than they might otherwise take.

In the case of self-feeders and hand feeding, most 
hatcheryroen do not use any theoretical framework for deciding 
the amount of trout pellets to be fed, and instead tais is 
determined primarily by the appetite of the fish. However, 
in the case of automatic feeders, it is necessary to establish 
particular feeding levels and these are based, for the most 
part, on tables w.̂ .ich relate the amount to be fed to the water 
temperature and fish size,

Freeman et al, (1967) criticized this method, claiming 
that differences in feeding practices, in hatchery layouts, and 
in pond construction, indicated a need for feeding levels which 
were related also to individual conditions in eaoh rearing unit. 
They cited the different growth rates which result from varying 
water quality throughout a series of raceways or ponds and 
suggested that this called for different feeding levels in 
successive units of the series. An alternative syste: was 
therefore proposed, namely that calculations of feed levels
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be based UDon expected growth. Two methods were described 
(i) Per cent gain and (ii) Length increment and calorie method, 
by Freeman et al. ( )Both methods rely upon historical 
records to make predictions of growth (and, for the per cent 
gain method, of conversion efficiency). The more comprehensive 
•Length increment and calorie1 method utilises the weight/ 
length relationship: to = (Haskell, loc, cit.) where
to = total weight (lbs.); L = total length (inches) and K = 
condition factor (see section 7.5) which Haskell found to be 
0,0004055 from experimental data on various trout eoecies in 
New York State hatcheries. Using historical records of weight 
gain over similar months (and thus temperature regimes), 
predictions may be made as to future weight gains. The work 
of Phillips and Brockway (1959) is cited in order to advise the 
calorific availability to trout of the various food groups and 
suggestions made as to the conversion efficiencies of diets 
with differing calorific values. The degree of empiricism in 
these methods demonstrates the problems associated with 
providing a general model for feeding rate when the relevant 
variables cannot be controlled; hence the reliance upon 
historical models,

7,4 fret Fish Feeding
The culture of trout using diets of fresh or frozen sea 

fish or fishery by-products has been attempted in the U, C. on 
two occasions but has since been discontinued. This method is
the predominant practice in Norway and ] enmark. The species 
of sea fish used roost commonly are;

Herring (Clupea harengus).
Sand eel (Amruodites spp,)> frhiting (lrterlungu>> merifttt&up)»
and Prawns (Pandalus b p p,)



These diets are minced, but otherwise fed unprocessed and 
usually have a ury matter of 20 - 30# (compared with 90# or 
more for Trouvit pellets)# The composition of certain species, 
notably Herring, fluctuates seasonally# The availability of 
other species (notably handsel, which is widely regarded as the 
best wet diet available) also fluctuates seasonally# average 
bod;y compositions of Herring, Sandeel and Whiting are given 
in Table 21#

The main species fed to Trout in Norway are Herring,
Saithe and Prawns, where certain factors, e#g# difficulties 
with communications, encourage the use of freezing facilities 
and the frozen diets are thawed before mincing and feeding, 
market considerations in Norway (unlike Denmark) also 
encourage the production of trout with pigmented flesh, and 
for tnis reason, it is customary to include in the diet either 
whole prawns or prawn-processing offals. These supply 
carotenoid pigments which impart a salmon-pink colour to the 
trout flesh# These pigments have now been successfully 
synthesized and are available at a premium price with 
commercially pelleted dry diets (being customarily fed for 
1 - 3  months prior to slaughter)# The fact that trout are 
cultured to a larger size in Norway permits the possibility 
of feeding whole fish in the diet and this is practised to 
a limited extent# The main species used is Herring and it 
is alleged that where these have been fed to Atlantic Salmon, 
it is diffiou.lt subsequently to enoourage them to take a minced 
diet (Jensen, personal communication)#

In Denmark, the main species used are Herring, Sandeel 
and Whiting# Daily landings are made by an industrial
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^vera^e bod;, compositions lor sorce industrially fished species 
in the north Sea (, of total wet weight): Alter Lund (1966)

Species Dry Matter (£) Protein LJ. Fat (% )

Herring (Jan./April) 23 15.5 4.5
Herring ( K a y ) 26 15.5 7
Herring (July/Sept.) 39 15.5 19
Sandeel 27 16.5 5.7
hiting 22 15 1.5
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fishing fleet at the Jutland ports. The species used would 
otherwise be utilised mainly as fish meal for cattle feeds 
and in the production of Margarine, or sold unprocessed to 
mink farmers. Unless the fish farm is close to a port, 
a haulier is paid to provide a daily service of this unpro
cessed •trash* fish to the farm in fibreglass bins. Kach 
trout farm has a mincing machine which is then used to grind 
the fish into a pulp suitable for feeding. It has become 
an increasingly popular practice within the last five years 
to add a binder to the feed at this stage. This is produced 
by Skretting A/S of Stavanger, Norway and is mainly Carboxy- 
methyl Cellulose, added usually at a concentration of 3 to 6^ 
of the total feed. The feed is generally delivered manually 
to the fish and is fed on average twice each day (sometimes 
excepting Sundays). Conversion rates on trout farms where 
a high standard of husbandry is practised are usually 
5.0 - 6*0 t 1 and the use of a binder is alleged to improve 
potential conversion rates still further. The main problems 
associated with wet feeding are as follows:
(1) Bulk: on account of the high water content, there is 
ca. 4 times the weight compared to the equivalent ration of 
dry feed, and this makes a heavy demand on labour.
(H) Inconvenience: apart from the weight factor, the feed 
has to be minced requiring labour, power and machinery. It 
cannot be stored (unlike dry feeds) unless refrigerated. It 
cannot easily be fed automatically (unlike dry feeds) and is 
unpleasant to handle.
(m)pollution: there is a marked effluent problem arising
from this practice. Herring imparts an oily soum to the
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water and also both increases the i>,0,D, (thus tending to 
stress the fish) in the ponos^ ««¿1 as pollutes the water
course leading away from the trout farm. Dispersion, and 
hence pollution, is reduced by the addition of binders to the 
feed,
(iv) Dietary problems: some of the trash fish used have high 
oil contents, particularly at certain seasons, Ing» stion of 
ouch fish predisposes to fatty degeneration of Salmonid livers; 
for this reason, some horwegian farmers net their trash fish 
in the winter, when the fat content is lower, and keep it in 
cold store. Thus at one Norwegian Salmon farm, bdr, Grjfntvedt 
at Ultra, of a total of 11,500 fish planted out in cages during 
Spring, 1971f only 1,600 were alive at the end of the Summer; 
the remainder were all thought to have died with hepatic 
degeneration due to Herring feeding (Sim, personal communi
cation), Another problem is due to the high levels of 
Thiaminase in certain trash fish (notably Herring), which 
necessitates the addition to the feed of Vitamin under 
certain conditions, by contrast, the composition of a pelleted 
diet is Known and is generally kept stable (e,g. Crude protein 
content of most growers1 pellets is 45 whereas it may
vary from 15 - 20> for trash fish).
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7, 5 Trout growth

The metabolism of fish is directly correlated with water 
temperature (see Chapter 4 )f and optimum temperatures for 
growth of Rainbow trout are probably in the region of 16°C,
If Rainbow trout are held at a constant temperature of 18°Cf 
they may eat more and grow more quickly than at l6°Cf but their 
food conversion efficiency will probably be unsatisfactory; and 
they may be more prone to disease etc,9 since they will be in 
an environment with a little less dissolved Oxygen and could 
thus be more stressed than at 16°C, At temperatures less 
than 16°C# they will eat less food and grow less quickly 
although the food conversion efficiency could be comparable 
with or even exceed that at 16°C.

There is a lack of data on the effect of temperature on 
the growth of Rainbow trout. It has been shown that 
a relationship exists between specific growth rate and both 
water temperature and diet (section 7,3«1). Rato and Sakamoto 
(1969) have shown that the practice of grading trout into 
different weight classes influences growth rate (thus9 if 
a given age group are separated into two subgroups on the 
basis of unit weight9 the heavier fish will grow more quickly 
than those in the lighter subgroup). The possible influences 
of light/darkness periodicity and season have also been cited. 
One unconfirmed report (Campbell9 1969) has alleged that Brook 
Trout maintained in constant light grew at a rate up to 25^ 
higher than similar batches kept in constant darkness and in 
simulated daylight. It is also probably possible to reduce 
the growth constraint imposed by sexual maturation by
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chemically interfering with garaetogenesis, e.g. by the use 
of Cobalt 60.

liulleid (1972) has shown that the incubation of eyed 
Rainbow trout ova in fresh water at temperatures of between 
3#75°C and 8.75°C above ambient resulted in the ova hatching 
13 days in advance of those at ambient temperature and in the 
resulting alevins commencing to feed 27 days earlier. Some 
authors, for example Hiokling (1963). have recommended the use 
of heated water, ae in wanned power station effluents, in 
order to enhance the growth rates of Rainbow Trout. Results 
of such experiments, if they have been performed under 
conditions of intensive culture, are not in the literature, 
biffèrent feeding regimes and the complications arising from 
non-standardization of culture system and genetic strain would 
make any such results difficult to apply to a variety of 
different intensive culture units. Thus most discussion on 
the potential of a body of water with a particular temperature 
regime i*or growth of trout utilises the *ork of Haskell & Wolf 
(1956). These workers collected growth data on 16 lots of 
Irook trout from a single original source. Two lots were 
assigned to each of eight hatcheries and reared under controlled 
conditions from a size of to one of 4?", and it was
demonstrated that, at a given temperature, approximately the 
same number of days was required for each one—half inch of 
growth. Haskell1s theory of trout growth essentially stated 
that the increase in length of immature trout is the same, 
regardless of size, if the fish are held under comparable 
conditions, e.g. a 2 inch fish and a 5 inoh fish will increase 
in length by the same amount in the same length of time if
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kept under comparable conditions. In the same work, Haskell 
stated that the weight and length of trout are related by the 
equation: W = XI v/here W = total weight (lbs.); L = total
length (inches); K = condition factor. These relationships 
were then used to develop a series of tables. Thus a table 
was presented showing growth rates for Brook trout from to
6" in length as computed for water temperatures of 40°Ff 42°F, 
44°F, 46°F, 48°F, 50°F, 52°F and 54°F (i.e. 4.4°C, 5.6°0, 6.7°C, 
7.8°C, 8.9°C, 10.0°G, 11.1°C, 12.2°C respectively). There 
are considerable dangers inherent in adapting such data for 
Rainbow trout being cultured to table size (e.g. 10”) under 
intensive conditions. One of the largest problems involved 
in even testing whether such a comparison might be valid, 
arises from our ignorance of the weight distribution in 
a population of trout (Rainbow or Brook) and how this varies 
over time. It may safely be assumed that th* variation in 
unit weight of a batch of trout under intensive culture will 
increase with age, but there is an absence of data on the 
shape of the distribution and how it alters with age. Despite 
these drawbacks, empirical use of Haskell*s data in planning 
Rainbow trout culture systems has provided a reasonable guide 
to the average growth expectations in populations grown under 
raceway systems (Macfarlane, personal communication). In 
Appendix III, average monthly water temperatures at one fresh 
water looh (Table 22 ) have been used to predict potential 
monthly length gains for trout and hence predict monthly weight 
gains per 1000 fish stocked at 1" on the 1st of each month 
from December to June. These tables, which are computed using 
the growth model of Haskell & toolf(loc.clt. )lndloate that trout
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2 2 i Prediction of trout length and wight u.ln.
Haskell formula, fro* mean monthly water temperatures. Loch Mess

Month Water 
Temp. (°F)

Daily length gain (inches) Monthly* length gain (inches)
January 42.5 0.0090 0.279
February 41.5 0.0069 0.193
March 41.0 0.0029 0.090
April 41.5 0.0069 0.207
May 43.0 0.0090 0.279
June 48.0 0.0193 0.579
July 53.0 0.0297 0.920
August 55.0 0.0359 1.112
September 52.5 0.0297 0.890
October 49.5 0.0234 0.725
November 46.0 0.0152 0.456
December 44.0 0.0111 0.344

* Notes Projections from 1st of Month
Temperature data after 1.S« Maofarlane (personal communication)
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whose mean length is 1" on 1st February at Loch Hess might 
achieve a mean length of 10.71" (equivalent to unit weight of

■ m 2  (s te a l i lb.) on 8th September the following year, when reared 
intensively. similarly, fish whose mean length is 1" on 
let June might achieve a mean length of 10.7V on 6th October 
the following year, i.e. due to the temperature cycle at this[ n f a o4 loch, the growth cycle (from 1" to market size) commencing
1st June might be 493 days or 92 days less than that which

Xi'Untfit commenced 1st February.| hOIBM Trout reared intensively on Irouvit at a constant
IliqA temper-ture of 14°C have a r. ean growth cycle (from swim-up fry)

x s of 55 weeks. Trout farmers in Scotland using freBh water
teurl claim an average growth cycle of ca. 78 weeks. The diagram
vlx/b ( ig. 37 ) indicates average growth cycles attainable at mean

ten u/A temperatures of 19°C, 14°C and 9°C. It is likely that, where
‘XectasJ’qeS fluctuations in water temperature occur, in order to maximize

*X6»<iot,oO growth, the culturist should plan his operation so that peak
Tad revoia temperatures coincide with the later (more exponential) part
xedpieoeU of the growth cycle; unfortunately concurrent fluctuations in 

water volume often prohibit this.
toî i seioK # 7.6 Summary
6 rtu^ aiiqurt Considerable knowledge exists on the nutrient requirements 

of trout. Compounded pellets are commercially available and 
the patterns of liveweight gain, food consumption and food 
conversion obtained for Rainbow Trout fed on suoh diets are 
described, together with their implications. The factors 
affecting ths ohoios of feeding method are disoussed. The 
practice and problems of feeding wet trash fish diets are 
considered.



PIG UR£ 37

Diagram to indicate the probable relationship between the 
duration of the production cycle o f  a rainbowtrout fora 
and the mean water temperature.

Y = Cycle time from eyeing-up of eggs until a mean 
market weight of 7oz. is achieved (weeks).

X » Mean water temperature (°C)

The three plots were obtained by prediction from Haskell 
(loc. cit.) and by interviews with trout farmers.
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The optimum temperature for culture of Rainbow trout is 
ca. 10°C« Growth rate is affected by temperature, diet, 
grading, light, season, sexual and genetic factors, etc«
The first three factors are most likely to be manipulated in 
the short term to enhance growth rates by the culturista The 
annual water temperature profile at a site will determine the 
growth cycle of trout cultured there; thus water of a constant 
temperature offers a more easily predictable growth cycle«
The length of the growth cycle (to 0«5 lbs) in Scotland is 
ca, 18 months.
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CHAPTER 8
iJOO.UQi.il Go OP TROUT. .„r ̂ X UG

8.1 Introduction
Trout require protein of a high biolo, ical value for 

growth, and for fast growth with a commercial trout diet, it 
has been found necessary to introduce a hirh proportion of 
fish protein into the diet. It is of considerable signifi
cance that the cost of production in trout culture is influenced
by the cost of sea fish and their by-products.
8 2Pelleted (Dry) Diets

For the above reasons, the cost of production, and hence 
retail price, of commercial trout pellets is influenced by the 
price of fish meal. The availability of the latter is deter
mined to a significant extent by the state of the very large 
industrial fishery of Peru. There has recently been a short
fall in the Peruvian landings of sea fish, causing a considerable 
escalation of international fishmeal prices. This phenomenon 
has been observed before and the landings are expected to 
return to near-norral levels by 1974 with a consequent 
harmonization of fish meal prices (Mace, personal communication). 
The escalation in fish neal prices (ca. 100# price rise from 
Jan. 1972 - Jan. 1973) has coincided with, and heavily influenced 
concurrent escalations in prices of other raw materials used in 
production of trout pellets (Table 23 )• Current restrictions 
on American exports (e.g. of Soyabean meal) may prevent or 
hinder any future harmonization of fish meal prices causing 
a similar reaction in the market for these other products.
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TA-uLfc. 23
I-ricea ja ld  by an #nl ; ia l - f fcedB laa^uiaoturer U ’rouw L .£ .  ¿ .M . )  

f a r  trcut feed raw .satcr la lB  U o u r c e :  b t r a t f o r d .  peru . comia.)

Raw Material
Old Price 
U/ton)

Date of 
Old Price

New Price Date of 
New Price

European 
Herring Meal 110 June 1972 220-230 ?eb. 1973
Soyabean Meal 70-80 Oct./Nov. 1972 125 Jan. 1973
Wheat
(•off field') 28-29 Aug. 1972 43-45 1'eb. 1973
Skim Milk 
powder 100 (?) 1971 260 Sept.1972

Mainly due to these raw material price rises, the retail 
prices of the main pelleted diets available in the U#iC# (Coopers9, 
Trouw, and Clarks1) increased by 20 - 30% over the period 
March, 1972 - March, 1973 (Table 24). Knowledge of the 
conversion efficiencies attained with these diets permits 
computation of the cost of unit liveweight gain for trout#
Under farming conditions, conversion efficiency values are 
likely to be poorer than the results obtained by Trouw & Co# 
under experimental conditions (Chapter 7)# Trouw1s data on 
feed consumption of various pellet sizes may, however, be used 
to establish the minimal farm feed costs likely to be incurred 
in rearing trout to portion size ( /f* 10 oz# unit weight)
(Table 25 )• Prom the summated feed cost/fioh reared to 10 oz#, 
the feed cost/ton Q 10 oz# may be calculated « (2240 (lbs/ton) x
1.6 (fish/lb#) x 0#06128 (feed cost/fish)) - £220 on Trouw 
(and £207 on Coopers9)# Prom the Trouw data, it is also 
possible to compute feed costs/ton of fish at various unit
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weights (Table 26). The observed increase in feed cost/ton 
liveweight gain with increasing unit weight despite the decrease 
in unit cost of pellets consumed is probably due entirely to 
the concurrent reduction in conversion efficiency. The Trouw 
data indicates an exponential decline in cumulative feed 
conversion rate to a value of 1.3 at a unit weight of 0.5 lbs., 
at which wei ht the feed cost/ton liveweight gain = ¿210 
(Table 26). Thus the average feed cost must be 210/1.3 = 
£l62/ton for Trouw (the average feed cost for Coopers* diet may 
be calculated similarly and is £152/ton, if it is assumed that 
Coopers* and Trouw diets have the same growth and conversion 
characteristics for trout).

Any change in conversion efficiency will tend to alter 
feeding costs, and the sensitivity of feed costs per unit 
liveweight gain to changes in conversion efficiency for Trouw 
at £l62/ton and for Coopers* at £152/ton may be calculated 
(Table 27)*

The Trouw graph of conversion rate/time was corrected for 
zero mortality (i.e. any decid fish counted and their weights 
included in the calculation). low level mortality is expected 
under commercial conditions and conversion rates attained 
under these conditions are not usually corrected for mortality 
(see under •Looses*)• The usual range of conversion rates to 
portion size at trout farms using these two diets in the U.K. 
and in continental .̂urope is 1.4 — 1«8, assuming normal husbandry 
methods of intensive culture, healthy stock without *above 
average* losses. Thus the feed cost incurred by rearing one 
ton of trout to a unit weight of 0.5 lbs. may be expected to 
lie within the range £213 - £292 depending upon feed tyoe and
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TABLE 26
Feed ooaWton U t— lght gain of fiah to different uqlt Wight.. 
geared on Trouw diet,, predieted from reeulte of Troaw. fegi WgUMBfc

VI waight/fiah
lifefii

emulative Feed Coat 
per unit fish on Trouw

111 No. of fish/ton
Feed ooet/ton 
liveweight gain

i £ l

0*0011 0*0003 2,036,364 61

0*0084 0.00056 266,667 149

0*0330 0*00298 67,879 175

0*1322 0*01141 16,944 193

0.2974 0*02789 7,532 210

o.jooo 0.04645 4,520 210

0.9912 0.09478 2,260 214



-.un^ixivltv of freed Costs/Unit Ilveweiftht gain 
for two diets to variations in Conv rsion Katg

Pood
Conversion

Kate
Average feed cost/ton 

on Trouw
(fi) (fish 9  h l b . l

Average feed cost/ton 
on Coopers 

(£) (fish <2 Mb.l

1.0 162 152
1.1 178 167
1.2 194 182
1.3 211 198
1.4 227 213
1.5 243 228
1.6 259 243
1.7 275 258
1.8 292 274
1.9 308 289
2.0 324 304.

A
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conversion rate. An average standard cost/ton liveweight gain 
under farming conditions at the present time, is considered to 
be ¿260 (i.e. FGR = ca. 1.6).

Of interest is the profile of food consumption, and hence 
food cost, over the life of an immature individual fish (i.e. 
before the onset of active gametogenesis)• The data in Table 28 
relates to one trout reared at 14°0 on Trouvit up to 1100 gm. 
unit weight (ca. 2.4 lbs.). The feed cost incurred per fish 
reared to _£&• J lb. weight is calculated to be £0.04678 (i.e. 
one ton & ilb. would cost (4480 x 0.04678) = £210 as calculated 
previously). Graphs constructed using both previous and 
current prices for Trouw diet and plotting cumulative feed cost 
against time indicate an exponential increase in the former 
with increasing age (Fig. 38). The relationship between 
cumulative feed cost and cumulative liveweight gain is, however,
linear (Fig. 39).
8.3
Trash Fish (Vet) Diets

The feeding to trout of trash fish (whole or minced) hae 
already been referred to, and is the predominant method of 
feeding cultured Salmonids in certain countries, notably Norway 
and Denmark. This type of diet hae been used occasionally in 
the U.K. and is currently arousing interest. The economics of 
trash fish feeding will therefore be examined in terms of 
Scandinavian experience and an attempt will be made to derive
implications for Scotland.
8 .3.1
Economics of trash fish feeding in Norway

Trash fish feeding is employed wholly or in part on nearly 
all Norwegian trout farms. The fish is either caught by the
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ILvOiL̂  28
Cumulative feed coat incurred by Kainbow 1’rout reared 
on Irouw diet (predicted fro. Trouw data)

Day
«0,

Cum*Liveweight
ill? si

Incremental 
Feed Consumption

.Ufrsj
Feed cost (£ x 10-5)

Cum. Feed 
Cost „ 

(£. x 10-5)

21 0.0011 0.0003 0.03 0.03
70 0.0057 0.0032 0.31 0.35
105 0.0110 0.0053 0.46 0.81
140 0.0242 0.0132 1 .02 1 .83
175 0.0441 0.0221 1.68 3.50
215 0.0881 0.0529 3.96 7.46
249 0.1322 0.0529 3.96 11.42
287 0.1983 0.0881 6.40 17.82
329 0.2974 0.1388 10.08 27.90
382 0.4956 0.2666 18.88 46.78
459 0.9912 0.6939 49.14 95.92
501 1.4868 0.7115 48.45 144.37
529 1.9824 0.7269 49.50 193.87
546 2.4229 0.6608 45.00 238.87



FIGURE 38

The relationahips between cumulative cost of feed per 
fish reared and the age of rainbow trout for two 
different feed prices. The data is derived fro» 
Table 28 based upon the results of an experiment by 
Trouw k  Co. using Trourit at a constant water 
temperature of 14°C.

T ■ Cumulative feed cost per fish (£ x 10~3)
X - Age from swim-up (days)
The two curves were fitted by eye.

The new price data refers to current retail prices 
for Trouw diets, delivered Scotland. The old prioe 
data refers to equivalent Trouw prices charged 
12 months previously. ..
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FIGURE 39

The relationship between cumulative feed coat and 
cumulative liveweight gain for rainbow trout.
The data is derived from Table 28 based upon the 
results of an experiment by Trouw k  Co.f using 
Trouvit at a constant water temperature of 14°C.

T - Cumulative feed cost per fish (£ x 10"5)
X - Cumulative liveweight gain per fish (g.)
T - 0.22 X

Infom&tion was not available on the nature of 
the scatter of individual plots in this experiment! 
thus it is assumed that r - 1 .0 .
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farmer or purchased as (usually) unprocessed frozen blocks 
before oeing minced and fed. The farmed fish are generally 
grown toca*1 kg. (2 . 2  lbs) in unit weight and fed snrimp in 
order to pigment the flesh. Table 29 summarizes data on the 
cost/effectiveness of Norwegian trout diets, derived from 
berge (1968) and the Norwegian School of Business Administration 
(1971)« The mean food conversion rates for dry feed (for fry 
and finger lings) , Herring, Coalfish and Shrimp were 1.95. 6.25, 
6.70 and 5.75 respectively. The mean feed costs per ton 
liveweight gain for Dry Feed, Herring and Coalfish were £185, 
£112 and £138 respectively (£194, £105 and £ 1 3 8  if only the 
1969 sample is considered). The variation in Shrimp costs is 
large and its nutrient value is secondary to its pigmentation 
factor for the farmer. This range of costa for trash fish 
was confirmed for Atlantic Salmon culture also (Devik, personal 
communication); wet diets at Afiowi A/S, Bergen were as follows:

Coat of feed* i ood Conversion Feod cost/ton 
Biot (£/ion) ft ate llveweir.ht gain (£j

Small Herring 26 4.75 124
Coalfish 20 6.4 128
* ($ Exchange Rate (April 1971) of 18 kr. * £1.00)

Comparisons between wet and dry pellet feeding should also
consider (i) possible incremental operating costs (discussed
hereafter) for wet diets and (ii) the fact that in Norway dry
feeding is practised only with small fish whose conv rsion
efficiency is higher than that of Norwegian trout at slaughter
(i.e. if the effect of dry feeding between fish 0  0.5 lbs. and
2 . 2  lbs. is compared, there is likely to be a difference of
ca. 8 # in conversion efficiency in favour of the former unit

r  \
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TJUjàJìì 29

Jumruary of cost/effectlvcness of Norwegian wet fish 
feeding in trout culture 
Sources* (i) Berge, L. (1968)

(ii) Norwegian School of Business Administration (1971) 
M.B. Costs are given to the nearest £ (Sterling) after conver
sion from Norwegian kroner using the appropriate exchange rates.

A. DRY FEai)

Year
Food

Conversion
Rate Food Price (£)

Food Cost 
ton liveweig]

1969 2 . 0 95 190
1969 2 . 0 89 178
1969 2 . 0 95 190
1969 2 . 0 89 178
1969 2 . 0 107 2141969 1.9 113 2151965 1.7 92 156
1965 2 . 0 79 158
B. ilr,RRINO

Food
Conversion Food Cost (£)/

Rate Food Price (£) ton livewelght gain
1969 7.0 1 2 841969 (heads) 
1969 5.5 2 0 1 1 0

(small herring) 5.0 24 1 2 0
1965 4.5 15 691965 6.5 23 1491965 8.5 19 1601965 5.0 17 831965 8 . 0 15 1 2 2

c. coAipiaH
Food Food

Conversion Price Food Cost (£)/
Rats u a ton jUvewetaht gajji

1969 (young coalfish) 7 . 0  
1969 " " 6.0 
1969 (udult coalfish) 7 . 0  
1969 (young coaifish) 7.5 1969 " H 5 . 5  
1969 (adult ooalfish) 7.0 
1969 (young coalfish) 7 . 0

2418
20
18
24
24
15

168
108
140
135142
168
105
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Table 29 (continued)

D■ SHRIMP

Year
Food Food

Conversion Price Food Coat (£)/ 
Rate (£) ton livewelaht gain

1969
1969
1 9 6 5 (shrimp waste) 
1965
1965
1 9 6 5 (shrimp waste)

7.0 36 252
7.0 36 252
7.0 26 178
4 . 0  5 2 0  
6.5 15 99
3 . 0  26 77

\
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weight; tills difference, which is correspondingly reflected
in the cost of unit liveweight gain, will be increased with
comparisons between fish Q 2 . 2  lbs. and fish 0 . 5  lbs. unit
weight)•
8.3.2.
.conor.ic?-. of trash-fi3 h feeding in - enmark

In Denmark, where trout are reared to >  10 0 2 s. unit 
weight and trash-fish feeding is almost universally e ployed for 
trout, other than fry, food conversion rates vary from 4 .5 - 8 , 
depending on quality of the diet, use of binder, standard of 
husbandry, etc. The price of trash fish (c.f. Norwegian; 
incl. uiand ^els, excl. Shrimp) which is delivered to the farms, 
varies considerably from one year to another and also exhibits 
seasonal fluctuations# For the decade preceding September 
1971, maximum and minimum prices for trash fish (excl. transport) 
were £26/ton and £15/ton respectively (l essau-. rp, personal 
communication.). During 1972, as the international fishmeal 
market began to harden, price levels were higher throughout the 
year and the (characteristic) seasonal price extremes in £arch 
and September were £28/ton and £20/ton respectively (Jensen, 
personal communication) 5 in karch 1973, prices were at a 
record high of ca. £31/ton (Jorgensen, personal communication).

a / ton
In the latter case, assuming: Feed Cost =» 31

Binder cost (included d 4 of feed) = 5
Feed transport cost * _2

22
If Food Conversion rate » 5#0, then food coet/ton liveweight 
gain « £195.

It in claimed that incorporation in the diet of an alginate 
or methylcellulose binder (Skretting A/S, Stavanger, Borway)
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enhances food conversion rates by 0.5 when fed at 4 of total 
feed (Jensen, personal communication)• At this level, the 
binder cost £5«1 per ton of feed in April 1972 and the alter
natives would be: (i) without binder (e.g. Feed 31/ton)
Feed cost/ton livewei_ht gain = -¿31 x 5«5 (FOR) = ¿¿170*5 
(ii) with binder, and consequent claimed reduction in FCR 
Feed cost/ton liveweight gain = (£31 + £5*1) x 5 = -1B0.5*
Thus addition of a binder would appear to be uneconomical on 
tnia basis. It could be that a greater increment than 0*5 in 
conversion efficiency aoex ies at the 4/ rate. Also, legal and 
husbandry constraints might appear in the absence of a binder 
( • • due to pollution problems preventing as high stocking 
rates in the ponds and causing a social nuisance at the outfall).

The cost of feed transport is dependent upon the distance 
of the farm from the nearest port. In Denmark, communications 
are simple and distances to ports relatively small; ^3/ton is 
an average transport cost for an inland farm. Transport costs/ 
ton liveweight gain for wet diets are ca. 4 times those of dry 
diets because of the higher moisture content, and hence maos.

In attempting to compare the economics of dry and wet 
diets, it is important to consider tne fluctuations in the 
prices of each o v r  time as well as the variations in conversion 
efficiency (e*g* due to disease outbreaks) wnich may occur even 
at one farm, e.g. Forsrfgsdambruget brons (Table30 ). In this 
example, it may be observed that in only one ¿ear (1966), of 
tne five under consideration, was the dry feed relatively more 
attractive than the wet, and this coincided with a high price 
and poor conversion efficiency for the wet food. Ho..ever, this
analysis ignores certain incremental operating coots associated 
with trash-fish feeding, notably the cost of plant and machinery
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T1BUS 30
Coat/effeot Ira gees of dry ana wet diet« on a ¿&afafe. ijaaH9i4-12_6fii 
Souroai 8r««nb*Uo (Peyonal goaBwloatiog)

tv̂ raat f v A  £St«1 
jlnftU ■t«t.t.‘S29,dL/

c°»t P* Jf*ft flt, 
P” 9 « # W l of. M U ’Year Diet Conversion Hate livewelaht »in 1 Cl -)goduotion ooetmSSSrn «•—5■—

1964 * * n 1 .6 123 52
w«t 18 6 .6 119

1965 95 1.6 152 54
V*« 81 5 .2 109

1966 DrT 38 1 .6 128 55
Wet 21 7.3 153

1967 Dly 94 1 .6 150 49
Wet 19 6.05 115

1268 D*y 116 1 .6 187 48
trot 17 6.86 117

W#B. On thiu farm, fish were reared entirely on dry diets until 
£&• 7 om, in length and thereafter exclusively on wet diets.
Since conversion efficiency naturally declines with age, a mean
ingful comparison of dry and wet dlet6 i s  not possible in this case.
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for mincing (including power costs),-possibly increased labour 
costs and (on certain farms, especially in Norway) freezing 
and cold store costs.

The average cost of dry feed in Denmark during 1972 was
£110 (Clarks' 0rredfoder), At that time, in comparing the
wet and dry diets available in Denmark, it was stated by one
authority (Nielsen, personal communication) that it was possible
to produce 1 ton of trout at a cost for wet feed of 141, but
impossible to produce an equivalent weight with dry feed at
less than ¿.170 (assuming an exchange rate of 18 kr./£)
including all costs. If it is assumed that any subsequent
price escalations of wet and dry diets have been equivalent,
then it may be concluded, other things being equal, that wet
diets permit the possibility of certain economies compared
with dry diets in Denmark, Nevertheless under conditions of
relatively high trash-fish prices, poor conversion efficiencies
and/or high incremental operating costs with wet diets, this
situation may be reversed,
8.3.3Trash-fish feeding: Implications for Scotland 
4i) experience

' One English trout farm (fansford) fed Herrings and Sprats 
@ £20/ton delivered and claimed conversion rates of ca, 4.0; 
this practice was eventually prohibited by the local river 
authority because of alleged pollution (Danin, personal communi
cation), Sedgwick (1970^) attempted to summarize the feed 
costs at Howietoun and Northern Fisheries, Loch Strom, which 
used wet fish offals from a Lerwick processing plant, as 
Table 34.
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talli: 31
\'o e à  Posts at Howletoun (Shetland): after ;Sedr.y/icl: (1970) 

Coi ' * "eed Jood Conversion Cost/ton 1 weight gain

However, tula analysis is unrepresentative since after 
three months1 operations, the cost of wet feed escalated to 
¿20/ton (Shorthouse, personal communication). Moreover, 
hedgwick*s estimates of conversion efficiencies on dry feed 
for •large* and •small1 trout appear to be mistakenly 
juxtaposed,

A recent cost-effectiveness study compared the costs to 
one (west coast) Scottish location of three diets as feeds for 
marine flatfish. It is probable that conversion efficiencies 
obtained for Trout would not be dissimilar to those recorded 
for Plaice in this experiment, if reared under similar 
conditions (Table 32 ) •

Feed
Wet 6 7 42
Dry 110 1,5(Large Trout) 

2,0(bmall Trout) 165  -  220

Cost/effectiveness of three diets for farmed Plajee
Feed c o s t / t o n

Queen offals 95 6.5 617.5
Heclaimed Cod flesh 140 3*7 - 4.1 518 - 574
Trout pellets 157 1.2 - 1.9 188 - 298

This evaluation incorporates all delivery and processing 
costs and clearly demonstrates the superiority of the pellets
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over the two alternative diets, 
j Future implications

Experience with wet fish diets in Scandinavia and the 
U.K. would indicate that certain factors are likely to be of 
significance in considering its further development in 
Scotland:
i) the probability that it would be prohibited at fresh 
water sites on grounds of pollution
ii) the absence of an industrial fishing fleet to provide 
a regular supply of trash fish
iii) problems of poor coramunication, especially in the West 
of Scotland.

The possibilities for a trout farmer at a marine location 
in Scotland wishing to feed trash fish might then be:-
i) Siting of the farm in close proximity to a port or fish- 
processing factory
ii) provision of cold-store facilities at the farm
iii) the farm fishing, or contracting to fish for, its own 
supply of trash fish.

Consideration of the third alternative is strengthened by 
the existence of hitherto unexploited stocks of certain •trash1 
species (e.g. Blue Whiting ( (.adu, aoutaHHOU)) in ar.a. 
around the horth-western Scottish seaboard. For the annual 
production of 1f000 tons of trout, ca. 6f000 tons of trash 
fish might be required. Johnston (personal communication) 
estimated that this annual landing would require 8 x 55* fishing 
boats, each of which might bear a second—hand purchase cost of 
£a. £22,500 plus £18,000 for gear and annual operating costs 
as follows:

4
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Wages and Fue l..... ........................• •••• £7»500
Depreciation on b o a t ........ •••••••..........• •« £2»250
Depreciation on n e t ................... • «•...... £.5«000

ca • £1 6m 000

The cost/ton livewei^ht gain on this oasis would be
(6 x 1,5.000)

TooS £128, excluding extra and incremental operating

costs, notably mincing and cold store«

8.4 summary
An analysis is made of the biological and economic 

problems involved in trout feeding with special reference to 
dry pellets and wet fish diets« The price of dry pellets is 
rising but is expected to stabilize; at a conversion rate of 1«6, 
the cost/ton liveweight gain is currently ca« £2 6C for Trouw 
and CooperB1 diets« By comparison, at a conversion rate of 6, 
the cost/ton liveweight gain for wet feed might be ca« £180 if 
bought-in but might fall to ca« £128 if fished by the farm 
itself (these costs excluding mincing» freezing and incremental 
labour costs)« feet fish feeding involves higher operating 
costs than dry feeding and the possibility of pollution increases 
the attractiveness of a marine rather than fresh water site«
Dry pellets have certain fringe benefits, notably suitability 
for automation and ease of storage without cold store 
facilities« It could be that dry feed is inferior to wet feed 
with respect to growth rate and conversion efficiency (on a 
comparable base, e«g« dry matter) under certain circumstances«
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QhAPXLR 9
CAPITAL COSTS

9.1. Introduction
Kingsbury (1951) referred to *a great divergence of 

opinion as to the cost of producing trout1 5 he suggested that 
the greatest cause for such divergence v/as the lack of 
a standard method of keeping hatchery records which would 
ensure uniform production statistics and permit direct compari
son of costs« Although this statement is still valid at the 
present time, it may be argued that disparities in capital cost 
represent the largest problem involved in making comparisons of 
cost data for trout culture«

Numerous factors influence the capital cost of a trout 
farm, among which are:
i) the husbandry systems used
ii) the natural characteristics of the site
iii) the cycle of operations performed and scale of production
iv) the constraints on finance, labour, etc« of the investing 
organization«

It does not necessarily follow that a highly capital 
intensive farm will incur larger annual costs of production than 
a farm of low initial investment; the former may have a longer 
economic life, permit economies in certain operating costs (e«g« 
maintenance, labour) and be associated with a more favourable 
risk factor.
9.2 Methodology

Capital costs will be considered under the three categories 
of (i) Hatchery, (ii) Karly rearing, (iii) On-growing, of which



either one or two categories may be wholly or partially omitted 
with specialization under farm conditions. A major problem 
arose in attempting to arrive at real or notional costs for 
current investments in trout culture in the U.K. Much cost 
data obtained was historical and in some cases related to 
foreign investments and was in the currency in which it was 
incurred. Since it was desired to bring all cost data (at 
least relating to capital costs) to a common base so as to 
allow a trout farmer to make meaningful estimates and compari
sons for 1973 in Scotland, Starling was employed as a common 
currency. The exchange rates used were mid-point rates at the 
end of the year. While it is not necessarily the case that an 
investment in one country outside the U.K., when converted to 
Sterling using the appropriate exchange rate, gives the value 
of an identical investment in the U.K. at the same time, it 
was decided to make this simplifying assumption.

It was desired to make an attempt at updating historical 
costs to the present in order to provide a cost basis for 
assisting current investment decisions. This was performed using 
the index numbers for wages and wholesale prices in the U.K. 
construction industry (Table 33 )• Where the cost elements 
for labour and materials could not be differentiatedf the mean 
of the two sets of indices was used. The conversion factors 
used are thus only approximate. However, they are used 
primarily in order to permit comparisons to be made (e.g. 
international comparisons of costs and viability being relevant, 
since the product is traded on the open market). For compara
tive purposes, the errors attributable to inaccurate conversion 
factors are less important.



Table 33 Cost Indices used ior converting historical data
to g g

I II
Wa/:e

III
Construction

IV
Mean

?
Mean Conver

Year Index Index Index Factors
1964 100 100 100 1.89
1965 104 105 104.5 1.81
1966 110 110 110 1.72
1967 117 112 114.5 1.61
1968 128 117 122.5 1.54
1969 132 122 127 1.49
1970 151 130 140.5 1.35
1971 172 140 156 1.21
1972 172 1.10
1973(March) 189 oo.T”

Column II is derived from the index numbers of basic weekly 
rates of all manual workers in the U.JC. Construction industry 
and Column III from the index numbers of wholesale prices in 
new construction in U.K.; data expressed for 1965 datum and 
corrected for 1964 (Source: Monthly digest of Statistics, 
H.M.S.O. Jan«, 1972).
Column IV = (Column 11^ + Column III^)/2. Column V^ = 189/ 
Column IV^. Mean indices for 1972 and 1973 are each 110/« of 
previous year’s mean index (Woodward, personal communication).

All costs referred to hereafter are converted to Sterling 
where necessary, and are inflated to present day costs, unless 
otherwise stated.

9.3 hatghesy
If a hatchery is used merely to accommodate incubation 

systems up to the stage at which alevins are coming on to feed 
then the total capital cost iB usually small.

Investment is usually required for egg trays, piping and 
some form of shelter. A standard Aluminium egg tray (Grice 
and Young Ltd.) for 50,000 eggs bears a retail price of 
£18.50 and may be inserted in an early-rearing trough costing
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£,259 the whole system being capable of rearing to fry stage 
(i.e* potential production of ca, 10 tons of portion fish). 
Piping connections at one unit producing 200f000 fingerlings 
per annum cost £128 (Fessler and Scott, 1969). The provision 
of shelter is likely to incur capital costs in excess of the 
sura of the fittings contained inside.

The use of embryonator systems would permit economies in 
the cost of the incubation facility and in the volume of space 
required. However, such systems function more efficiently 
when the water is filtered at additional cost; also the alevins 
require ar. alternative facility to the embryonator.

9.4 ^arl.v Rearing
It i8 no longer common practice to place fry in the same 

forn of facility as used for on—growing of trout. iiarly 
rearing usually employ one or two different facilities, and 
there is not generally a requirement for housing if some 
protection against predators (e.g. nets) is provided. Ranges 
of cost for this stage under different conditions may be 
illustrated by Table 34 and by five examples:
(i) unit producing 10 tons portion trout p.a. (Howietoun and 
Northern Fisheries Co. Ltd., 1972).

(ii) unit producing 200,000 fingerlings p.a. - equivalent to 
45 tons of portion trout p.a. (Fessler and ¿¿oott, 1969).

£
six 6f x 6f x 2 9 fibreglass tanks 
six demand feeders (small) 
piping, valves, etc.

330
48

100
478

Shelter (16f x 12f - Aluminium roof) 
three concrete tanks (16f x 3f x 2.51) 
three hatching troughs 
Piping

64
193
193

gross
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Ta bLtù 34

Commercially available Mbregla8a harly-rearlni; tanks in UtK,.

Advertised
carrying

Manufacturing
ComuanY Limeneiona

Volume
LSIil

capacity
(lb/fVJ

Retail
Price

Grice & Young Ltd. 2.5' x 2.5' X 10" 5.2 - 16
Grice éfc Young Ltd. 6' x 6* X 2* 72 4.9 67
Piade Ltd. 6* x 6* x1 .5' 54 3.7 55



(iii)unit producing 80 tons portion trout p.a. (¿ensure
Fisheries Co« Ltd« - personal oomxnunication)

£

twenty 201 x 2i* x 2 • concrete formed fry tanks
(incl« building) 2,*00

Twenty D.O.F. automatic feeders with time switch etc« 280
Piping, valves, etc« 120
Excavating and levelling site 150

£ 2 4  ¿ 0

(iv) unit producing 100 tons portion trout p.a. (Lacfarlane, 
personal communi cation)•

£

burrows filter, concrete round tanks 1,500
eighteen 10f x 10* x 2f fry ponds (fibreglass) 5,280
including all piping and valves, filters, excavation,
etc« ______

£6.780

(v) unit producing 534 tons of portion trout p«a. 
personal communi cation)«

Filters (incl« excavation, building and gravel)
40 ponds 0 6* diam. (fibreglass)
40 ponds 0 12* diam. (fibreglass)

(Maciarlane,

£

1,697 
1,880 

10.000 

£121.51?

The capital costs incurred by early-rearing comprised 
15 ', 9;', 8*, and 8/ of the total capital costs of the farms in 
examples (i), (iii), (iv) and (v). These various early-rearing 
systems are designed to bring fish through from first feeding 
to a unit length of ca« 3" (6 - 8 cm.). Factors which have 
a significant influence on capital cost includei- 
(a) whether early rearing is a single or two-stags process.
The latter, as in examples (iv) and (v), usually incurs heavier 
capital costs but is often associated with operating economies
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(reduced losses» economies in water» feeding» etc#).
(t) ability to obtain first feeding fry throughout the year.
A comparison of the second stages of early rearing of examples 
(iv) and (v) demonstrates considerable economy in rearing 
volume requirements with the larger unit (v)» i.e. 6t800 ft^
(534 tons p.a.) against 3t600 ft^ (100 tons p.a.). This is 
achieved by buying-in eggs throughout the year and obtaining 
an approximate steady state with a consequent reduction in 
number of early rearing facilities.
(c) provision of shelter. Unless obtained as e.g. war surplus

p(example (iii))» this may cost ca. £4/ft for an area in excess 
of 1f000 ft^. Many Danish farmB cover only the feed store.

9*5 Cn-Urowing
Capital outlays for on-growing may be classed under six 

categories: ( i) Land»(ii) Excavation»(iii)HoIding facilities»
(iv)Bams, Pipelines and valves, etc., (v) Buildings and
(vi)piant and Machinery etc. (pumps, processing equipment, 
miscellaneous)•
9.5.1 Land

There ie great diversity in land prices which generally 
reflects the usefulness of the site for construction. In site 
purchase for fish farming, however, the water supply is usually 
the most critical factor and may similarly influence the price.
A 3 acre site in Dorset with a guaranteed 600 g.p.ro. supply of 
bore—hole water (formerly a water—cress farm) is currently for 
sale at an advertised price of £28,000. On the Scottish west 
coast, good arable land is available in one location at sa. 
£400/acre (Kenneth, personal communication), while two sites
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under consideration for trout forming were available at 
£1 5 0/acre (Kacfarlane , personal communication). Using the 
latter figure, it is evident that land purchase is likely to be 
a small part of total cost (Table 3 5 )f unless the price is 
elevated because of the water supply,

9 , 5 * 2  a^AiC%*¥Lfc»ticn

During site evaluation, a survey of the ground con itions 
is undertaken whose results are used to assist the choice of 
husbandry system to be adopted. Thus excavated earth pond 
systems are usually only considered where the terrain may easily 
be excavated. The presence of rock can cause considerable 
cost escalation for excavation which may increase the attract
iveness of alternative systems reqiiiring minimal excavation, 
e,g, round tanks, raceways, iixcavation is usually also 
required for provision of hatchery, store, pumphouse and piping 
as required. The largest cost for excavation recorded at a 
com. ercial trout farm in operation was 1 0 .' of the total capital 
cost (Shorthouse, personal communication)• Contracted 
excavation oharges currently average ca. 5 0p,/yd^ (Macfarlane, 
personal communication). The volume of an earth pond = ca,
5 5 5 yd^ and the volunie/pond of inlet and outlet channels *= ca, 
1 2 2 yd5, which would entail a total excavation coet of £a. 1-339/ 
earth pond, if no rock, although these charges would be greater 
for small quantities»,
9,5*3 uoli*Ln* ^cilities
(i) Excavated earth ponds and raceways

These are of variable dimensions and generally the raceways 
will be depreciated ovrr a shorter period than earth ponds 
because of the higher flow rates and erosion problems. For
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the same reason, fittings (control sections, etc,) usually 
hear a larger capital cost for raceways than for earth ponds.
The cost of excavation (Table 36 ) assumes that a contractor is 
employed and that no rock is encountered. However, if the 
farmer excavates his own ponds or racewayB, reduction or omission 
of labour costs at opportunity cost rates will often permit 
apparently lower excavation and total pond costs. These 
costs may be compared to American costs reported by Fessler and 
Scott (1969) as follows:
Initial investment costs per raceway:-

£
JSarth raceway (1009 x 309 x 39) •••••••••••••• 161
Concrete control sections ..... ........ 161
Screen ( 91 x ¿”) , 10
One set of dropboards ....... _______________________ £

<•*337

(ii) Fabricated Raceways
These are constructed currently in concrete, fibreglass 

cement or brick, and are typically of dimensions: 1009 x 8 9 
x ca, 31 (depth of water is usually ca, 1,59» giving a usable 
volume of 1,200 ft^), curability of construction permits fast 
flow rates and high stocking densities (e,g, 2,8 lb./ft^) and 
a long economic life; the fabric may be depreciated over 
a period of 20 years, although for financial reasons an assumption 
of 10 years might be preferred. Unit coots for various fabri
cated raceways in Table 37 are derived from Gateway Y/ert Argyll 
Ltd,, Highland Trout Co, Ltd, and I • S, Kacfarlane (personal 
communication) and make the following assumptions:
(i) brick and concrete raceways are constructed in parallel and 
share a common centre wall.
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o(ii) Concrete bases cost oa. £3/yd
2(iii) Brick walls cost ca. £7/yd

(iw) Moulded raceways in fibreglass cement of these dimensions 
cost ca. £7/running foot.
(y) Concrete raceways of these dimensions cost £725-£933 per 
raceway (the latter includes all concrete work9 inflow pipes9 
drainage9 filters9 shuttering9 etc.).

Mayo (1971) indicated the existence of economies of scale 
for capital cost in relation to rearing volume of raceways and 
holding ponds in the U.S.A. This might be expected for a 
fabricated system from theoretical considerations. In this 
case, if no excavation is required and the cost of land is 
ignored9 it is likely that capital cost will be related to the 
surface area of materials used in construction. Since capital 
cost and rearing volume are thus likely to be proportional to 
the square and cube respectively of the linear dimensions of the 
system9 it follows that capital cost is likely to be proportional 
to rearing volume raised to i f power.

Cost/volume relationships are likely to be different for 
excavated systems. In this case9 cost is likely to be related 
to the volume» or mass9 of earth removed9 i.e. both capital cost 
and rearing volume are likely to be proportional to the cube of 
the linear dimensions of the Bystem. Thus one might expect 
a linear relationship between capital cost and rearing volume 
for excavated systems and this is supported by data from a sample 
of seven earth pond systems which indicate an approximately pro 
rata increase in capital cost with increased annual production 
oapaoity (*ig. 40).
(ill) Lining materials

The use of certain synthetic materials is being explored



I

..elationahip between total capital coat and *axim m  

annuel production for a paxpie of »even trout f?ns 
in the U*£«f Ireland and I enroark, w .ich uae only 
excp.v ted earth ponda*

Y » lotal capital cost (l x 10^)
X = ¿aximui annual production (tona)

Y *= 0.69 X - 7.19
r * 0.87 O -Ol
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e.g. for lining earth ponds in order
(i) to reduce erosion
(ii) to ease disinfection,
(iii) to permit trout farming in porous soils. Relevant 
costs are given in Table 38«

(iv) Circular tanks
Circular tanks are becoming increasingly common for trout 

culture because of certain operating advantages (e.g. self- 
cleaning) and are fabricated in fibreglass, concrete, etc. 
Robinson and Vernesoni (1969) described a circular tank 
constructed by the use of preformed concrete silo staves in 
the U.S.A. These are nowjavailable in the U.K. and the unit 
costs of these and other circular tank systems are given in 
Table 39* The same sample (Fig. 41) indicates that economies 
occur with increased rearing volume, and the relationship is 
possibly of the order postulated above for fabricated systems. 
It is probable that some of the other operating advantages of 
circular tanks are reduced or lost with ponds of large 
diameter (e.g. 7301).







FIGURI; 41

The relationships between capital cost and rearing 
volume ior a sample of eight fibreglass circular 
fish tanks 9 commercially available in the U.K#

a) 1 a Capital cost ( L  x 102)
4. * Hearing volume (ft^ x 10^) 
1 = 4.65 X 0,7
r »  0.99 f <  O - O O I

b) Capital cost per unit capacity (£ x 10“Vft^) 
rearing volume (ft^ x 10^)
0.46 -0.3

P <r 0.99 Oft |
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(v) Floating Facilities
Bag nets with a flotation collar are currently in use at 

two Scottish sites: a freshwater loch on Lewis and a sea loch 
in Argyll. In addition, bag nets were used on a metal frame 
in a fixed enclosure at a sea loch (Loch Strom, Shetland), from 
1968 - 1^70 and floating metal cages have been used by Unilever 
Bros, at Lochailort, Inverness-shire for trout culture in 
a sea loch, but no details are available. The cost of nets 
(Table 40 ) depends on (i) dimensions, (ii) material, (iii) mesh 
size.

If it is assumed that water exchange is sufficient to
7enable fish to be held at a stocking density of 2 Ibs./ft , and 

that a maximum height of 3f of the Shetland net is exposed and 
thus unproductive, then the carrying capacity of these facilities 
may be commuted and hence the production capacity, assuming 
a production ratio of 1 : 1 . 6  (Table 4 1 ) .

The annual production coBt is computed assuming an economic 
life for each net of 3 years. It excludes the cost of 
a flotation collar, which may be constructed in a variety of ways, 
e.g. wooden frame, air filled drums, fibreglass filled with 
polyurethane, styrofoam covered with aluminium, etc., the cost 
of which is usually small relative to that of the net it 
supports, unless additional investments are made, e.g. in 
predator proofing and access walks around the perimeter of the 
net, as at one site in Scotland (Marine Harvest, Lochailort) 
from which costings have not been obtained.

Studies by Berg# (1968) and the Norwegian School of 
Business Administration (1971) have demonstrated a declining 
co81 of 'flouting ponds1 per unit volume with increasing total 
rearing volume. These costs have been converted to Sterling
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íáStiLáú
Charaetertatlaa of Scottish oattad systems C_I_1

Site C°at GCl O1

Material lu.“?«»)
Stornoway,Lewis* 20'x20'x6' 250 10.4 - -

Argyll 35 2.0 Waren Tory lene -
Strom,Shetland 45'x30,x10' 274 2.0 Courlene 0.4"

? 12,x12'x12l 87 5.0 Knotted Polythene -

TABU a i
Characteristic» of 3»ottl»h a*tt»d «OÙ—  (Hi

aita
Carrying Capaei ty per net p.a. (tona)

Production Capacity 
ÿar^nat^a.

Coat for depr< per ton of fit
H I

Urta 2.14 3.43 24.30

b w 1.54 2.47 4.72

Shetland 8.44 13.50 6 .77

t 2.47 2.47 11.74
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and updated in thegrrph (iiifc,* 42) which incorporates
xa sa pie of 17 farms with rearing- volumes from 710 ft to 

37,070 ft^. The sample is of sea water farms and flotation 
is provided by wood and/or polystyrene. The graph would 
appear to indicate that there is a rapid decline in unit cost

xfor floating ponds whose volume is in excess of 1 ,OOO.ft .
(vi) Other Systems

Other systems on which cost data has been obtained include 
v rious sublittoral systems notably fixed sea enclosures. The 
only sueh system which has been operated in Scotland used mesh 
bar nets suspended from a fixer framework of scaffolding poles 
in Loch Strom, Shetland (nee under (v) Floating Facilities),
The cost of the fixed framework and catwalk (incl, piling) =* 
<6,908. Therefore, total cost (incl. 14 nets) = -10,746 (for 
total production capacity of 13.5 tons p.a. per net).
Cost p,a. of each net = ^91.3 (depreciated ov r 3 ye. rs) 
dost p.a. of franework/net » ¿49.3 (depreciated over 10 years) 
Hence total cost/ton production p.a./net » ¿10.4.

jjicloBuree in Norwegian trout culture generally comprise 
systems of nets in sea water, i>uta derived and odified fro 
the orwegian School of .business Administration (1 71) is 
presentable. 43). Graphs of capital cost against c 
-Ü a*^roxi:~~tcly J^var relationship between rearing volume 
and * or capital cost, Such systems are very variable in 
design, and hence cost, since they are adapted to nuit and 
exploit a particular cove, sound, etc.

Time, wlpeliacs uxu* ?*1vs*. eto.
.Jams and associated inlet screens arc of extremely variable 

design and costs, -¡Jams jay be constructed of timber, concrete.



FIGURE 42

Relationship between capital cost per unit capacity 
and rearing volume for a sample of 17 Norwegian 
floating net systems (modified after the Norwegian 
School of business Administration 1971)«

« O  TY a Capital cost per unit capacity (£ x 10 /ft')
X - Rearing rolune (ft3 x 102)

T - 39.84x”0,6
■ 0 . 7 5  p <  G  o  o ir



t capacity 
raglan 
Norwegian

0“2/ft5)
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rtlatlfBfkii Stifter, total t&piu.l eofet &¿- x» ira.
ptkueti»  c¿; oity fer &. oavplo of nia* lomo^lái 
Tr s t t  1a _ n « f ix*í » « í ercloreree. l*t*
oeriTcC a^c a o : l f l t d  free the lorreflai School of
i/ULl&esi c i.rJ.Ftratior. (1971 )•

1 = I s t c l  c a p i t a l  CCBt ( £  X 1C5 )

X * Axira pro'llz X ior. oep c c i Ty (tono;

T 0.122 X ♦ 1.102
>d*oo5r C.64



¿na xi ¿au. 
ftgian
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brick, inflatable Butyl etc, and screens are usually of cast-
iron, Inlet channels nay be excavated earth, concrete etc,,
or may be piped. Unit costs of pipes are variable (Table 42)
and there are usually quantity discounts available. It is
not possible to give cost statistics for piping, valves, etc.
at fish farms , as these are dependent upon the design, site
plan, etc.»

TABUS 42
Unit costs of iioing

Retail Price/foot Retail Price/foot
bianeter of Warin* pipes of Polyorc pipes
(Inches) i & l L L l

6" 0 .4 6p. 0.37p.
8 0 . 7 0 0.56
9 0.88 0.70
10 1 . 0 5 0.84
12 1 . 3 5 1.08
u 1.83 1.46
16 2.12 1.70
18 2 . 7 9 2.23
20 — 2.37
22 — 2.87
24 — 3.41

* (Yorkshire Imperial Plastics)

9.3,5 Buildings
The cost o f  shelter for hatchery, processing machinery 

and pump is described elsewhere. Office accommodation and 
I'ood Stores may be provided and are often prefabricated in 
construction. Two Scottish farms have erected such v/ooden 
buildings with their ov/n labour. Total cost (approx, 150 aq,ft, 
floor; incl, drainage) was £a., #600 excl, of labour.
Alternatively, building contractors may be hired; this is 
commonly undertaken for construction of pumphouses. Current 
price quotations for the various operations are as follows 
(Macfarlane, personal communication)$ r 1 • 1

4#
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Blocks for building
Base ...............
Excavation (no rook) 
Roof ..............

£
3/yd2
2/yd2

0.50p./yd3
1.25p./yd2

9.5.6 Ilazit wjid * r cl^i^ry
Investraents may be made under the following categories 

(i) Pumping equipment, (ii) Processing equipment, (iii) FreeBing 
equipment and (iv) Others.
(i) Pumping equipment

The main investments are in pumps and pumphouse.
Pumps a

It is standard practice to purchase a standby pump in case 
of emergency breakdown. The two pumps are usually either electric 
(with a diesel generator standby power supply) or one electric 
and one diesel. The latter system has a lower capital cost 
but requires more maintenance than two electric pumps; 
deliveries of diesel fuel are also required and diesel pumps 
are not favoured by trout farmers (Macfarlane, personal communi
cation Table 43 and Fig. 45 indicate the influence of power 
rating (or equivalent) on oapital cost of pumps. It will be 
observed that bronze pumps (used for sea water) have higher 
costs than cast-iron pumps (which corrode with sea water).
Outlays for cable, isolator box, D.L.L. starter (or switchboard) 
roay or inay not be included in the cost of the pump. bieuel 
generators retail at £1,700 - £2 , 5 0 0  at the present tine 
(M&of&rl&ne, personal communication)• The pumps and fittings 
may be depreciated over 3 years. The relationship between power 
rating of pumps at different heads with waterflow rate, and henoe
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The rel tionship between capital investments for punping 
and maximum annual production on nine land-based 
Norwegian trout farms. Data is derived and modified 
from the Norwegian School of Business Administration (1971).

Y = Capital cost of pumps and associated buiDdings 
and equipment

X =* Maximum annuel production (tons)
Y» 0.605 X - 0.746 
r *  0 .9 7  p  <  O - ' > 0 \

frJdURl; 45

The relationship between capital cost of nunpe and the 
advertised pump rating, for a eanple of 13 pumps 
commercially available in the U.K. This sample 
includes eight bronze (marins) and oast-iron electrical 
pumps, and also five diesel pumps.

Ï ■ Capital cost (X)
X - Pump rating (km)
* - 56.67 X ♦ 143.46 
r - 0.90 p < O 'OOI
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purapinp coet per unit of fish production is discussed in jj. 1 0 .
uav« jiuuicates an approximately linear relationship 

between pumping investments and maximum annual production (Fig*44)
TaBL-. A “3

Canital Cost and Power Hating for Punps

* *aii tìfacturer description OtPfc Kw Price (£

1. Sumo Aluminium 2.45 188
2. » n 4.15 235

3. J. Beresford 4 2.9 358
4. » it 16 11.0 975

5. Godwin Diesel pump 4 (2.9) 287
6. •* H N 21.5 (15.7) 879

7. ilygt pumps Complete: on-line 7 5.06 320
8. n h n 1« 3 2.17 198

9. Sumo Bronze(seawater) 7.4 5.36 605
10. n Cast-iron 7.4 5.36 500
11. tt Bronze(seawater) 10.7 7.75 649
12. ii Cast-iron 10.7 7.75 564
13. it i.ronze (seawate r ) 1.52 1.1 281

Pumphouse 1
Outlays are for excavation, for the base and or the 

building and roof (.¿motion 9.5*5« Buildings)* Construction is 
ore costly if it is a seashore location (with tidal changes in 
water level), if rock is discovered and if rcave—ins" occur 
during excavation. The cost of the pumphouse may be depreciated 
over 10 - 20 years* One site (Gateway West Argyll) which had 
bud, eted ¿.2,500 for excavation and forming the base for a pump
house under contract, required outlays of ca» 1.9,000 because oi 
problems with rock*
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r.nmhUMjfy 0 1 CaoiUl Twvh«tn»eni*. fur ÛBiDiu*.:
These may be illustrated by the three Scottish
(a) Gateway West Argyll: Pumping head = 32f; 
70 tons. Capacity: 2 electric pumps - 7,500 
2 electric pumps and 1 diesel - 10,500 g.p.ra. 
Capital cost of pumps: i) electric =

ii) diesel =*
iii) flygt (15 H.P.) =

farms which pump. 
Wax. production = 
r  . p • n •

£1t000 
£800 
£780

Capital cost of pumphouse:
i) Excavate and form base = £9,000

ii) Pumphouse and roof = £720
Total investment = £12.300

(b) Highland Trout: Punping head = 42*; Wax. production » 
12 tons p.a. Capacity of all 3 pumps =* 3,200 g.p.m.
Capital Cost of pumps: 1) Lister diesel (16 H.P.) = £850

ii) ¿in, le phase electric (6 H.P.) = # 200
iii) Sin# le phase electric (8 H.P.) = *,240

Capital cost of pumphouse (built by farm staff and labour
charge not specified) - raw materials = ca. £500.

(Lxcl. labour) total investment « ca. .,1,800

(c) fenmure: Pumping head = 9*; Wax. production » 80 tons p.a. 
Capacity of 2 pumps =* ca. 8,000 g.p.m.
Total capital cost of pumps and pumphouse *= £10,000 
Pumpin investment costs as a fraction of total initial invest
ment costs for a, b and c are 16 , 5 and 47 respectively.

The Norwegian Cchool of Business Administration Ugc.tjfli-) 
gave data on seawater pumping investments in Norway. These 
have been modified and sum arized by Pi#. 46.
which appearsto indicate a higher capital cost for farms which
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Relationships between total oapital investment and 
maximum annual production for land-based Norwegian 
trout farms which utilise (a) gravity-fed water and 
(b) nunped water. Data i6 derived and modified from 
the Norwegian School of Business Ad"inistration (1971).

Y = Total capital cost (£ x 10^)
X * Maximum annual production (tons)

San*pie A (6 farms)s using gravity-fed water 
Y * 0.278 X + 6.398 
r * 0.86 p<0*oZ

Sample n (7 
Y « 0.829 X 

r  « 0.99

fanne): using pumped water
- 1*953
C <  9-00}
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pump water compared with uae of gravity feed, i.e, l.nd-based 
farms which pump seawater instead of wholly freshwater farms.
The Scottish farms(a) and (c) appear to have a considerably 
lower investment in pumps relative to annual production. The 
latter pump freshwater and it could be that capital costs for 
seawater pumping are larger. Sedgwick (personal communication) 
claimed that cost was a major reason for the closure of some 
Norwegian punping farms but further statistics are not available, 
(ii) Processing equipment

In Denmark, investment is required in mincing machinery 
for trash fish food. This usually has a concrete base and 
brick shelter and the total cost is unlikely to exceed £1,000 
(Jansen, personal communication). The capital cost of machinery 
for mincing or for processing the finished product may be 
depreciated over 3 — 10 years. Most U.K. farms sell trout 
unprocessed. The capital coat of one machine (Bader) suitable 
for gutting and gilling up to 1,000 tons p.a. installed at 
a Scottish trout farm (Gateway West Argyll) was £6,000 in 1972. 
(ili)Freezlng equipment

hither Plate or Blast freezers may be used.
Piute freezers g

A horizontal plate freezer with an effective plate area 
of 18.6 ft^ (61" x 44"; 12 - 15 stations) would require qu.. 1j
hours freezing time for a load of 150 stone (2,100 lbs.) depend
ing on the block thickness. A machine of these specifications 
at a rating of 100 H.P# is currently available at a retail price 
of £14,000 - £15,000 installed, and would require a minimal 
volume of water for recirculation (I/orrice, personal com uni- 
cutionj



b l u e t  f reezeroj
a  50 H.P. freezer is currently available at a retail price 

of £6,000 and is capable of blasting at a rate of 40 stone/hour 
(560 lbs./hour) (Aorrice, personal communication) •
(iv) Buildin , etc.

Accomr odation is required for the capital equipment 
involved in processing. Other items required include some form 
of weighing and/or grading apparatus, and a cold store for 
maintaining the frozen product. A building to contain a plate 
freezer and cold store facilities for 1 ton would require

2a capital cost of ca. *'4,800 (incl. concrete bane) 4/f t ,
and probably *,6,000 (incl. cold store, weighing equipment,
fittings) (Ivin c far lane , personal communication).

Total capital costs for the operations of e:utting and 
filling, blast freezing and holding one ton in store would be 
OH. *118,000, and, if piste frozen was undertaken 26,500.
Capital costs would be reduced if any or all of these operations 
were either (a) omitted, (b) contracted out (c) performed 
manually, although all other things being equal, it is likely 
that this might entail incremental operating coots. Processing 
and freezing equipment may be depreciated over a period o f  

j - 10 years.
(v) iriscellaneous

Other items of capital expenditure might include:
Access roads and p rimeter fence« Vehicles — cars, trucks, 
boatsg Equipment - grading, seines, aerators, eters, etc.

ĵ etailec4 capital costs are not available. isee3laneous 
costs are variable, dependent upon site conditions, etc., and 
individual requirements of the farm. Scottish trout farms 
usually possess one car and one truck (for transporting product.



etc.), with a total capital cost of ca. a'4,000 and a
oi 1 ion period oi ci, u y v: . iViacf? rlane (personal 

con .unication) presented the following capital coetp for a farm 
producing 100 tons of trout per annum, exclusive of costs
considered hitherto:-

/*V-/
Vehicles 3,300
Power installation (floodlamps, connections, etc#) 4,200
Hoads (main road and tracks between raceways) 3,000
¿tores (general) 1,200
Fencing 2.000

£13,700
ihese ’other costs’ represented 16 of the total capital 

cost of a projected raceway farm, of which costs and design were 
based upon pre-existing farms in the U. r. Only one item (roads) 
would be likely to incur a lower oapital cost on an alternative 
system (earth ponds). These costs are likely to increase 

r >ta with increased scale.
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9.6
Total Capital Costs

One may attempt to predict the total capital cost 
required for construction of a fish farm at a particular site 
by consideration of historical data for similar systems.
Such data was, however, difficult to obtain, particularly for 
certain systems, e.g. floating nets, which are not commonly 
used at the present time in Scotland. Data was available for 
most of the components of capital cost and could therefore be 
aggregated to derive total capital costs. Comparisons might 
then be made between (a) aggregated total capital cost data 
and (b) historical costs of total investments where known, the 
results of which might then be of use for predictive purposes«
9.6.1 Aggregated Costs

Capital costs of holding facilities for various production 
capacities may easily be computed from the foregoing data, 
summarized in Table 44 , if a linear relationship between capital 
cost and usable volume is assumed. Of the capital requirements 
for other items previously considered, some, e.g« excavation, 
are unique to a particular site and therefore les3 amenable to 
prediction. Certain items, e.g« buildings for offices and 
pumps, are likely to show economies of scale in capital cost, 
and certain specialized items, e«g. processing equipment, may 
be to some extent indivisible« Sufficient information is 
available to make atte pted predictions of total capital cost 
ranges by aggregation of cost components. For particular 
systems, this i3 simplified by the absence of certain components; 
thus in the case of floating systems, it is not necessary to 
invest in eite purchase (usually), or dams, pipes and valves« 
Aggregation of these various cost components to give a compre-
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TABS. 44
.r-.. ----- -’.et. ooc-ti.- Tar lILCv«.; -, ,^î l - faoilltlflB

lllicl. .o.jrectaticti ̂ - 1 ^ .  a-il cart.aa-jQlatLd agitai aouiL ¿t t.;o l.-vclo of

-y-Vartla: cyxcilY

Bepreoietian Depreciationcoot/too/yr.
Capital Coot at 2 lovele of 

(C r 1o3)Doriod
îyZflsJ M

91 arth ponde
2 Harrow earth

10 1.350 9.000
racotmyo 5 16 1,200 8.000

3 idc earth
laoewayw 5 10 0.750 5.000

4 Bdd: raceways
5 Pibrŝ Iawe

10 27 4.050 27.000
celant
roconr.yc 10 29 4.350 29.000

6 Concrete
raceways 10 39 5.Q50 39.000

7 Poljfihone-liiMd 9.000cor^onde 10 9 1.350
O.raLainer-linod 17.000earth -oondfl 10 17 2.550'
9 Butyl-Lined

19 .0 0 0earth rŷ nds 10 19 2.050
10 Tlbraglaae

e on ont 
ĉ ro lier 
tanta 10 41 6.150 41.000

11 Fibreglass
circular 
tonka oiM 1 10 52 7.000 52.000

12 Fibre -lane
cire ̂ lur 
tanks oiM 2 10 24 3.600 2 4.0 0 0

13 FibroÿLaoa
circular 
tanks oiac 3 10 35 5.250 35.000

14 Fibre ¿-ln es
circular 
tanta siM 4 10 22 3.300 22.000

13 Concrete forued
cire lier 
tanks 10 46 6.900 46.000

eontinuod
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Depreciation Depreciationoost/ton/yr*
Ü 1

Capital Cost at 2 levels of
period
ivrfls)

16 Preformed Silo-ctave circular tanks 
else 1 10 26 3.900 26.000

17 Preformed Silo-stave circular tanks size 2 10 17 2.550 17*000
18 Preformed Silo-stove 

circular tanks size 3 10 15 2.250 15.000
19 Floating systems size 1 3 24 1.080 7.200
20 Floating systems size 2 3 5 0.225 1.500
21 Floating systems size 3 3 7 0 .3 1 5 2.100
22 Floating systems size 4

10 * 3 n̂ct)
12 0.540 3.600

23 Enclosures 10 0.050 5.700

N.B. This assumes a linear relationship between capital cost
and rearing volume, an assumption which is more probable for the
excavated than for the fabricated facilities*
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hensive range of total capital cost for each main system at 
four levels of production capacity was performed (fables 45-48) 
and included consideration of the effect on cost of investments 
in pumping and processing#
9.£#2# ¿»ctu&X co«t& and ucmparleons

The total capital costs of the Scottish trout farms from 
w ich datd was available indicate a reasonable agreement, when 
compared with the values predicted by aggregation (Table 49)

Two farms (College »«.ill and Cantray ¡-ill) of low investment 
are below the predicted cost range for tneir capacity and system# 
Both these farms (like most small trout farms) were constructed 
by the owner; it is likely that laoour was not charged at 
opportunity cost rates (on which the aggregated cost predictions 
were based)#

Total capital cost uata was also obtained for a 6arr,ple of 
seven earth pond systems in Denmark, England and Ireland, and 
was used to construct a graph of capital cost plotted against 
production capacity (i*ig# 40)# This latter sample also 
indicates a reasonable agreement with predicted values, although 
the upper end of rctnges for a given capacity tends to exceed 
tne upper predicted values, e#g# 2 farms, eacn of 100 tons p#a# 
capacity, had total capital costs of £36fOOO and £63#OOOf 
whereas the equivalent predicted range was £28,000 - £44,000#
In comparing observed ana predicted values for total capital 
costs, it would seem possible that the range of total capital 
costs for historical investments, at a given capacity of 
production, tends to be broader than the ran*e predicted by 
aggregation« Another consideration is the breakdown of the 
components of total costs of historical investments#
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Table 45
nummary of total oaoltal coat structure for farms with an 
annual production capacity of 15 tong

A «
Range of Capital cost 

(JÙ x 103 unless

Hatchery and early rearing system 1 - 2
Land and excaratlon 0-10* T.C.C. (0)
* i s ce liane ous ( vehi des 
mincing machinery)

etc., incl»
2 - 4 (2 - 3)

Buildings (Food store and office) 1 - 2
Contingencies (incl. .Dams, 
Pipelines and Valres) 10* T.C.C.

Pumps and pumphouse 1 - 16

B.

System
Range of total 
capital cost 

U  x 1 0 *)

T»C»C* + range of 
total capital cost 
for pumping all 
water (£ x 103)

Earth ponds & raceways 6 - 1 1 7 - 2 7
Fabricated raoeways 9 - 1 7 10 - 33
Lined earth ponds 6 - 1 3 7 - 2 9
Circular tanks 7 - 1 9 8 - 3 5
Floating 4 - 9 5 - 2 5
Enclosures 6 - 9 7 - 2 5

(1) T*C.C* « Total oapital cost
(ii) Figures in parentheses indicate most likely relues

on ranges of relues.
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Table 46
summary of total capital cost structure for fagm_e_wlth_an 
annual production capacity of 50 tons

A •
Range of Capital coot 

(£ x 103; unless

Hatchery and early rearing system 1 - 4
Land and excavation 1-105È T.C.C. (0)
miscellaneous (vehicles etc«, incl. 
mincing machinery) 6 - 8 (3)

Buildings (Pood store and office) 2 - 3
Contingencies (inol« Lams, 
Pipelines and Valves) 10>i T.C.C.

Pumps and pumphouse 4 - 1 8
Processing plant and equipment 18 - 27
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Tabla 46

•nm^ry of total capital Post struoture for farms with an annual production 

capacity of 50 tons

B.
T.C.C. rang© T*C.C. rang® T.C.C. cost

3yst«m

Range of 
total capital 

cost
(£ * 103)

of total capital 
cost of pumping 
all water
U  x ip3)

of total capital 
cost of 
processing 
(£ x 103)

of purging 
cost of 

pronessin/?
«  * IQ3)

Farth ponds 
and raoeways 14 - 24 18 - 42 32 - 51 36 - 69

Fabricated 
racewaya 26-42 30 - 60 44-69 48 - 8?
Lined earth
ponds M 1 o 21 - 48 35 - 57 39 - 75
Circular tanks 20-50 24 ~ 68 38 - 77 42 - 95
Floating 8-15 12 - 33 26 - 42 30 - 60

Inolosuros 10 - 14 14 - 32 28 - 41 32 - 59
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gable 47
Summary of total oapjtal cost .structure for fame with an 
annual prgductlpn capacity,of 100 tone

A#
Range of Capital cost 

(£ x 103 unless 
otherwise stated)

5 - 8
1 - 10^ T*C*C* (0)

12 - 15 (5) 
2 - 4

1 0 *  T . C . C .  
7 - 2 1  
18 - 27

investment ,Lgxglt holding facility;
Hatchery and early rearing system 
Land and excavation
Miscellaneous (vehicles, etc*, incl* 

mincing machinery)
Buildings (Food store and office)
Contingencies (incl* Jams, Pipelines 
and Valves)

Pumps and pumphouse
Processing plant and equipment
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Table 47
Sumsary of total capital cost structure for farms with an annual production 
capacity of 100 tona

T.C.C. range T.C.C. ran^e T.C.C. cost

| ti vc taavA}. 1

in* 1 System

Bango of 
total capital 

cost 1 
(t X 1031

of total capital 
cost of pumping 
all water 
( t x 103>

of total capital 
008t Of 
processing
i t  X 103)

of pulping 
cost of 

processing
U L  ».¿fill

>xe iui btuhL I
roam»! I eofllM I

Tartb ponds 
and raceways 28 - 44 35 ~ 65 46 - 71 53 - 92

un a/rlonla | 
[) . }nlbilud 1

Fabricated
raceways 5 2 - 8 0 TO - 107 59 - 101 77 - 128

»lor.B I 
iswf V ban 1 Lined earth 

ronds 32 - 5« 50 - 83 39 - 77 57 - 104
rq bruQ aqsa/4. |

«¿12Qut)0O'X 1
Circular tanks 39 - 96 57 - 123 46 - 117 64 - 144

Floating systsiaw 1 5 - 2 6 33 - 53 22 - 47 40 - 74

T nclonurea 20 - 25 38 - 52 27 - 46 45 - 73
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ïable 48
summary of total capital cost structure for faring with aa 
annual production capaolty of 500 tons

A •

Investment (excl. holding facility)
Hatchery and early rearing system 
Land and excavation
Miscellaneous (Vehicles etc«, incl. 
mincing machinery)

Buildings (Pood store and office)
Contingenoles (incl. Baras,
Pipelines and Valves)

Pumps and pumphouse
Processing plant and equipment

Range of capital cost 
(£ x 103 unless 

otherwise stated)
14

4 - 10# T.C.C. (0)

60 - 75 (25) 
6 - 1 2

1 0 :' T.c.c.
30 - 45 
21 -  30
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TABIg 48

WT*1*" o f SQQ to m

».

mnaal mÈÊÊÈlm

T*C.C. ranfie T.C.C. range T.C.C. coat
Bangs of 

total oapital
of total capital 
oost of pumping

of total oapital 
oost of

of punping 
oost of

oost all water 
C 103)

processing processingbris System (£ z 103) ÌL2 U  X 103) i â * 103)
bxe >h ü feruti
[/osagli ©') e JL«! 
o-n siilo ri ir

Tarlh ponds 
and raceways 120 - 177 150 - 222 141 - 207 171 - 252

S ) p 4nt f)i t»/& 
« to t8 j t f i-oO

Fabricated
raceways 241 - 358 271 - 403 262 - 388 292 - 433

rseniieqi 1
fc/cr b A aqam.

Lined earth
ponds 142 - 237 172 - 282 163 - 26? 193 - 312

q ^11188000^ Circular tanks 175 - 437 205 - 482 196 - 467 226 - 512

Floating 61 - 95 91 - I4O 82 - 125 112 - I7O

Enclosures 8 0 - 8 7 110 1 M U# ro 101 - 117 131 - 162
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Unfortunately, itemized data was obtained from only one Scottish 
farm (Table 50 ) • In this case, 46 of total capital cost was 
for pumping with the costs of holding facilities the only other 
large item (33 ).

By contrast, predicted values tended to show a greater 
proportion of total capital cost comprised of miscellaneous items 
(not greater than 5 0 y for earth ponds; greater than 50/ for 
some floating systems and enclosures)«

Table 50 Capital Cost Structure of e maure Fisheries

Capital cost component
Capital Cost 

U  x 103)
Cost of component 

as > of
total capital cost

Hatchery & early rearing 3.9 1 2

Plant A machinery 15.4 46
Site purchase 
and excavation — -

Holding facility 1 0 * 8 33
Dams, pipes and valves • -
Buildings 1 . 6 5
Miscellaneous 1 . 6 5

Both aggregated and actual costs would otherwise indicate 
that the total capital costs of systems which utilise fabricated 
raceways and circular tanks are highest of those considered, and 
that those of systems which utilise floating systems and 
enclosures are lowest; the costs for earth ponds and raceways 
and for lined earth pond systems are intermediate in range, with 
the former rather less than the latter.



9.7 i-overnroent & istance
In order to assist the regional economy in Scotland (and 

in some other parte of the U.K.), the Government is prepared, 
under certain circumstances, to offer assistance to companies, 
or individuals, wishing to invest in fish farms. This can take 
the form of technical assistance and also of financial aid, 
v ich is usually mediated at the present time by either the 
_ii. hlands and Islands Development Board (HILB), the u/epartment o.t 
Trade and Industry (DTI), or the relevant local Authority, or 
more than one of these bodies.

For financial assistance from the HIDB, it is necessary for 
the investment to take place within the six counties of Argyll, 
Caithness, Inverness-shire, Ross and Cromarty, Sutherland and 
Zetland. Such assistance may be in one of several forms, e.g. 
Special Grants, Loans, and Equity capital, whose sum is commonly 
up to 50^ of total initial requirements with a theoretical ceiling 
of 70>i (i.e. the HIBb offering finance on a £ for £ basis up to 
50 of fixed and first year working capital requirements, of 
w .ich up to 25/ may be as grant aid and up to 25.̂  as loan).
Unlike special grants, loans are usually closely tied to the 
consequent employment factor at the proposed site. Such loans 
are usually at a current interest rate of 7i/* but may occasion
ally be free. Repayment nay be deferred for an agreed period, 
e,£. related to the production cycle time; in this case, the 
accumulated interest is often capitalized (*/.cPhail, personal 
communication)•

Financial assistance to investment in buildln s, plant and 
machinery in Scotland nay be provided by the I>TI. Assistance, 
if given, is generally in the form of grants, which are commonly
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20/ of the capital cost* In such cases, the investor may also 
be permitted to write off the entire capital outlay in the first 
year (it is not yet clear whether HIDB special grants may be 
treated in the same way or whether they will be taxable, e,g, if 
grant is 2 0/, whether only an 80/ initial write-down will be 
permitted)•

The influence of these considerations upon the profitability 
of fish farms is examined later under •Financial Assessment* 
(Chapter 11)#

9«8 ¿Summary
Capital costs in trout farming ray be classified into four 

functional types:
i) capital cost of a hatchery
ii) capital co8 1 of an early-rearing facility
iii) capital cost of an on-growing facility
iv) capital cost of plant and machinery 
¿'Upending upon the operations of an individual farm, 

investment is required inder one or more of such categories.
*’or a farm which undertakes at least i, ii, and iii, as a 
proportion of total capital costs, hatchery coots are likely to 
be insignificant and early-rearing costs to be less than 1 0/, 
except where annual production is very low (10 tons). Capital 
costs for pumping vary considerably depending upon requirements 
and site conditions, and may on occasion be the largest element 
of total capital cost. Capital costs for pumphouses and for 
processing are likely to exhibit economies of scale. The scope 
of investments required for on-growing depend partly upon the 
system utilised, and comprise six main elements:

i) Site Purchase
ii) Excavation
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iii) Holding Facility 
i▼) Daroe, Pipes and Yalves 
▼) Buildings
vi) Miscellaneous
Of these six cost components, where relevant it is possible 

to predict the cost of holding facilities for various capacities 
if one assumes an effectively linear relationship between their 
capital cost and production capacity«

However, rearing volume, which is directly proportional to 
production capacity, is not necessarily related in a linear 
fashion to capital cost« Although this may be the case for 
excavated systems, a Vs power relationship might be expected for 
fabricated systems« There may also be economies of soale for 
certain other components of total capital investment.

Nevertheless, an attempt was made to aggregate the cost 
component predictions in order to derive a predicted range for 
total capital cost under various circumstances« This was 
undertaken and such predictions showed reasonable agreement with 
observed total capital cost data except at very low production 
capacities for earth ponds and raceways. Commencing with the 
lowest investment per unit production capacity, the order of 
ascending cost was (i) Floating systems and Enclosures,
(ii) Earth ponds and raceways, (Hi) Lined earth ponds,
(iv) Fabricated raceways and circular tanks«

It is possible for investors within the H.I.D.B. area to 
obtain 50j£ of fixed and first year working capital requirements 
in the form of grants (not greater than 25^), loans, equity, etc« 
Outside the H.I.D.B« area, some assistance may be available, 
notably grants for plant and machinery from the D«T«I«, which are 
commonly 2 0 ^ of capital cost«
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QH-PTER 10 

OPERATING COSTS

10.1 Introduction
Operating coats in Trout farming comprise varioue elemonts, 

including both fixed and variable costs.
I. FIXED
i) capital charges of fixed investment
II. VARIABLE 
1 ) feed costs
ii) labour costs
iii) losses and insurance costs
iv) po er costs
v) selling costs (incl. transport)
vi) maintenance costs
vii) costs of ova
viii) administration and miscellaneous (oorae of w ich ir«ay be 

fixed costs).
B m  capital costs and feed costs have already been disoussed. 

The regaining elements of operating cost, i.e. the variable costs 
will be considered individually (excluding; feed) and as a whole 
(including feed).
10•2 Labour costs

Trout farms in Scotland have been operating for insufficient 
time to provide much information about the cost of labour, 
experience elsewhere would indicate, however, that this problem 
is influenced by several factors.
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10.2.1 Scale
Bata was collected from a sample of 1 1 farme in the 

U.K., Ireland, Denmark and Italy, all of which undertook 
hatchery, early-rearing and on-growing operations (Table 5 1 ).
This may be compared with a sample of 24 farms in Norway, 
the nature of whose operations is unknown except that some 
were operated on a part-time basis (e.g. subsidiary to fishing 
activities) and laoour was charged accordingly (Table 5 2 ).
The mean values of production per employee per year (i.e. 
production per man-year) for the •international1 and Norwegian 
samples are 19.6 tons and 9 . 1  tons respectively, which may be 
related to the mean values of maximum annual production, i.e.
78.6 tons and 18.8 tons respectively. This might indicate 
that there are economies of increased scale with respect to 
labour.

The relationship between production per employee and 
the number of employees (Fig.4 7 a ) would tend to confirm this 
for farms in the international sample employing more than one 
man; for the Norwegian sample, the individual output per 
employee showed considerable variation and insufficient data on 
large farms was available to draw meaningful conclusions.
Farms with a large annual production are more likely to under
take ancillary operations, e.g. processing, which require 
additional units of labour. However, the possible diseconomies 
of scale which might be expected to result are not apparent in 
the relationship between maximum annual production and number 
of employees (Fi«.47b )f notwithstanding thedat* inadequacies.

Omission of certain steps of the production cycle is likely 
to reduce labour demands. The practice of buying-in fingerlings, 
omitting early-rearing stages, apparently permits labour economies 
on e.*rth pond farms (Fig. 4 8 ).
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Table 51

La ouur requirements In relation to maximum annual production 

on 11 trout farma

»«.axircum annual production 
(tona)

10
722
2530
40
70
70
150
300
140

Number of 
employees

Production per 
employee (tons) 

ier

1.5
2.0
2.5 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0
4.0
3.54.0
7.0
4.5

6.7 
3.5
8.8
12.515.0
20.0
17.5
20.0
37.5 42.9 
31.1

Table 52

Labour requirements in relation to maximum annual production 
on 24 Norwegian trout farms (data modified from the Norwegian 
Sonool of Business v-dninlatration. 1971).

.aximum annual Number of• rnoloyeee

Production per 
employee (tonsproduction

(tong)
per year

70 3.0 i o
23.25.0

5 1 • V•z l 21.4
70 3« j  o G* 6.0
15 a  n 15.0
60 4

0 .1 7.0
0.7 6.7

1 0 .0 1 #5 
1 .0 
O R

11 .0
11 10 .0
25 A • D o c 4.0
10 a r\ 2 .0

2
3

1 .U
0.75 4.0

12.8
45 1 .0

1 .0
1.0
3.0

3.0
3 5.0
5 10 .0ooT- tA 10 .0
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52
Table/(continued)

. axlmuB annual 
production Number of

Production per 
employee (tons)

(tons) employees Der year

16 1.6 10.0
8 1.0 8.0
16 1.5 10.7
11 1.0 11.0
7.5 1.3 5.6
10 1.0 10.0
8 1.0 8.0



Relationship between maximum annual production and labour 
requirements for two samples of trout farms.

a) Ï = maximum annual production (tonn)
X = dumber of employees per annum

=11 farms in U.K., Ireland, Denmark and Italy

y = 6.7X2 - 1.8X
¿ample B =» 24 farms in fcorway (data from Norwegian school 
of iiutineea Administration, 1971).

Y -îÿ? ♦ 3.JX

b) Y » Production per employee per annum 
X = Humber of employees p®r a»num

Sample A (as abovo)
Y = 6.71 X - 1.75
r « 0.86 p > frOO I

Sample B (as above)
Y - 3.03 X - 3.96
r = 0.61 p y  0 .O c’5





i'IVuKJ 4-B

•J?he relationship between labour requirements and 
maximum annual production for trout farms which
a) buy-in fingerlings annually and do not operate 
a hatchery or early-rearing facility, and
b) undertake all aspects of the protaction cycle 
(ireluding hatchery and early-rearing operations)

Y = iiuxsber of employees per annum
a = axinum annual productions (tons)

¿»ample A (4 farms): farms which buy—in fingerlings
Y =* 0.01 X + 2.04
r = 0.90 p/i o  o <  *

Sample B (12 farms)* farms which undertake ell aspects 
of production cycle
Y « 0.18 X ♦ 1.79
r = 0.96 j ^ '!

Æ k

\
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10.2.2. Season

If 9 as usual, there is a seasonal pattern of production, 
then it is likely that labour requirements will fluctuate 
seasonally. In Denmark, certain farms recruit additional 
labour during the Summer, e.g. two farms with an annual 
production of 80 tons and 120 tons required two workers during 
the winter and three during the sunnier (see ¿figure Aj )

(Jensen, personal communication).
10.2.3 Hus banary systems and coito^ation

It is possible to automate certain operations (e.g. grading) 
which should reduce labour requirements. The feeding of wet 
food with increased bulk and difficulties of automation might 
be expected to result in greater labcur requirements than for 
dry feed. In Denmark, the production of 15 tons/man year is 
considered to be a standard for profitable operation (i-erge, lot?* 
cit.) and labour costs a e  approximately equal to the sum of all 
other operating costs excluding feed (Table 53 )• Some 
Norwegian fanes have managed to produce corresponding levels 
of production also using wet feed (berge. loc.cit.).There is no 
evidence that the feeding of dry food in the U.JC. has caused 
a substantial reduction in labour requirements below these 
levels. However, it would seem probable that, under certain 
circumstances, automated dry feeding will permit economies in 
labour relative to wet feeding which will become increasingly 
significant with increase in annual production.
10.2.4 Others

The coot ol labour for trout culture is likely to be 
influenced by the foregoing factors, which affect the demand 
for labour. An analysis of labour coeto may be complicated 
further by factors such asi



FIGURE 49

Diagram to indica te the probable rel tiorship between 
labour requirements and annual oroduction for Danish 
trcut farms, which undertake both hatchery and wet 
feeding operations•

Y = Humber of employees per annuir 
X * Annual production (tons)

lhe stippled areas represent the fstep—up zones of 
annual oroduction*. Depending upon the efficiency of 
manpower, at sore level of production within these ranges, 
it is necessary for tne farms to recruit an Additional 
employee if an increment in production is required.
Since there is a greater workload in summer than in 
winter, ..here possible certain farms annually recruit an 
additional employee for the former only. The broken 
line in the diagram Indicates the nature of the 
relationship from November until April for those farms, 
with an annual production exceeding 70 tons, which obtain 
seasonal labour economies in this manner.
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Table 53
Annual operating costs (exclusive of feed coats) as 
a percentage of total production coats at loraaftsdaMbruget
ÉrenB. 1>*lunark; 1964 - 1968

Year
1964

Coat of Wages 
as i>ags of total 

annual Production CoBta

Other operating costa 
(excl* feed, wages) 
as ^age of total 

Annual Production costa

25 23
1965 22 24
1966 25 20
1967 25 26
1968 29 24
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i) the possibility that labour is not charged at 
opportunity cost rates, e.g. snail farms may utilise family 
labour at deflated cost levels.

ii) the possibility that labour is hired in excess of 
its strict requirements, e.g. because of the existence of 
certain regional employment incentives.

Except for possible seasonal labour increments as 
described, units of labour, and hence annual labour costs, 
are indivisible. Therefore the relationship of labour cost 
with annual production is likely to exhibit a step progression 
(Fig. 49 )• For a given annual labour cost, other things 
being equal, it follows that the most economical use of 
labour is represented by the level of production to which 
output may rise before it becomes necessary to increase 
labour costs (excl. overtime). A component of labour cost 
may, however, be wholly or partially unrelated to the level of 
production, e.g. due to employment of a nightwatchman, 
directors, etc.
10.2.S wpflre levels

The wage levels at the Banish Experimental Trout Farm, 
agreed upon by the Danish Trout Farmers1 Association were as 
follows in April, 1972:-

Fish-master - £2,200 per annum 
Labourer - £1,400 per annum 

The relationship of labour cost to production over a period
of five years at the same farm is given in Table 54#
In the absence of information about (i) the number of
employees during a given year (2 - 3)# (ii) the profile of
wage inflation, if any, during the period under review, it
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lap le 54

i  reduction cjid labour atatiotlep .  or»eKsaai.-.bru«<et ; 1'̂ o4-196fr

I ear______ 1964 1965 196b 1„67 1363

iotal production (tons) 47 61 53 69 61
Cost of labour (£/ton produced) 55 48 64 61 74
Labour cost as percentage of 
total production cost (/*) 25 22 25 25 29
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is difficult to make Meaningful conclusions. moreover, it 
is probable that particular circumstances (e.g. a high 
incidence of furunculosis disease in 1 9 6 8 ) affected labour 
costs. Nevertheless the mean labour cost as a percentage of 
total production cost at Forsogsdaml rugat (25 ) may be 
compared with the value of 23, predicted by foacfarlane for 
a 50 ton p.a. production raceway farm; values of 17/# 15/ and 
12 for the same raceway syste: were predicted at production 
capacities of 1 0 0 # 2 0 0 and 5 0 0 tons p.a. respectively 
(liacfarlane# personal communication). In the U.K. , 
agricultural wage levels are those generally used as a basis 
for negotiating fish farm wages: currently £ 1 , 5 0 0  - £2 # 5 0 0  

per head p.a.
1 0 *2 . 6  conclusions

On the above basis, the ranges of feasible labour cost 
at four levels of production at a Scottish site may be 
computed (Table 5 5 ), assuming that, if processing of the
product is undertaken at the highest level ( 5 0 0  tons p.a.), 
with bader processing equipment, it will entail basic costs 
of £2 0 , 0 0 0 and incremental labour costs of £14,000 (Macfarlane# 
personal communication)•

Table 5 5

Annual labour Copts for U. ... ïrout /ar:~,8 at 4 levels of 
production

Annual
production level
iigaaj_________ 5 0 1 0 0 ¿ 0 0:
Probable ranre 
of annuallabour cost (£) 1,500-2,500 3,000-7,500 4,500-12,500 7
Probable average 
annuallabour cost (£) 2,000 4,000 6,000 34,00'
•S-------------------------------------------------------incl. processing
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10.3 Cost of Losses
10.3.1 Introduction

As with other activities involving the rearing of animal 
livestock, losses of stock may occur during the production 
process and these may achieve particular prominence in fish 
culture which has hence been termed a high risk activity 
(Sedgwick, 1970). Berge (1968) referred to this problem in 
the context of Norwegian trout culture and listed nine cate
gories of such loss: 

i) Climatic 
ii) Pollution

iii) Pish enemies
iv) Silting, etc.
v) Faulty construction
vi) Wear and Age

vii) Breakdown
viii) Hunan Errors

ix) Mi scellaneous (e*g. transportation, diseases, spawning) 
The Norwegian Business School (1971) attempted to quantify the 
causes of such loss as followst

1) Disease 27.9*
ii) Climate 18.6*

iii) Faulty construction 16.3*
i ▼) Pollution 9.4*
t ) Breakdowns 9.4*
▼i) Human errors 6.7*

Tii) Fish enemies 4.7*
▼iii) Transport 4.7*

ix) Wear and Age 0*
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They also presented a table showing a wide range of losses at 
different fish sizes on different farms, of which the average 
loss from eyed egg to swimup stage was 36,4 and the average 
loss from swimup to summer stocking fish was M  Norwegian
data refers mainly to marine systems, e.g. floating nets and 
enclosures. Small scale losses may be regarded as •normal* 
and it is generally not easy to predict such losses at any 
stage or to predict the pattern of mortality over time. All 
other things being equal, the scale of overall losses at one 
farm is lively to reflect the degree of control exercised 
by the husbandry systems employed. It is probable that the 
highest losses occur in extensive systems where, e.g. it is 
diffioult to prevent predation, and the lowest losses are 
likely to ocour in small tanks where continuous observation 
is possible, i.e. a possible sequence with respect to losses:-

i) extensive systems (high losses)
ii) Earth pond systems 
ill) Raceway systems
iv) Tank systems (low losses)

Obviously, poor husbandry or the introduction of severe disease 
or a failure in pumps, filters, etc. could create large or 
even total losses in any one of these systems! such losses may 
be described as 9abnormal losses9.
1 0 . 3 . 2  f o r m a l  l o s s e s

Trout farms expect, and budget for, small-scale losses 
which may be regarded as a normal cost of production. If, 
as is usual, records of suoh mortalities are not kept, they 
are manifested by a reduced food conversion rate (l.e. based
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upon a liveweight gain which excludes the weight of mortalities), 
food conversion rates on dry diets including •average* losses 
expected for earth pond systems are ca. 1.6 at 2 it weight of 
0.5 lbs. (comparable standards for wet diets are complicated 
by the variability of the diet). By comparison, American 
fabricated raceway systems aim for mortalities not exceeding 
15/É from swimup until off the first fry diet, 5^ of the 
residual until transferred to the raceway, and 2^ of the 
residual until slaughtered at 0.5 lbs. (kacfarlane, personal 
communication). For 10,000 first feeding fry ( T a b l e  56) 
this pattern of losses would result in 7,914 fish at 0.5 lbs., 
whose feed cost would be £379, equivalent to £215 per ton 
liveweight gain; this represents an incremental cost per ton 
liveweight gain, due to losses, of £28 which is equivalent to 
an increase in food conversion rate from 1.3 to 1.5* It has 
been claimed (Shorthouse, personal communication) that 
circular fibreglass tanks (Si* 30* diameter) may be operated 
so as to achieve food conversion rates, including mortalities, 
of not less than oa. 1*3, !••• comparable to experimental data 
(Trouw, loo, clt.). It might be that such results are 
obtainable under farming conditions only when a degree of 
natural feeding exists.

Therefore, it seems likely that, due to its effect on the 
magnitude of normal losses, the choice of husbandry system may 
influence the food conversion efficiency (uncorrected for 
losses), which might be not less than 1.3 for circular tanks, 
ca. 1.5 for fabricated raceways and qa. 1.6 for earth ponds.
As well as the increased expenses on feed consequent upon 
•average* mortalities, another consideration is that revenue
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labié 56

É> 9 : *r Ci - Irouw diet): (Source: toacfarlane. personal communication)

frri iowevil *<>• of fish mortality Pellet J O B t  Of Cumulative
ex>9ionl ns at start of over period size feed over Peed Cost

period (*) ( Trouv* ) ueriod (¿) U)
leil».lO it99ci

10,000 15 00 0.3 0.31 i L u o i l o
8,500 5 o, 1 21.675 21.975

B  o t  dâ 08
8,075 2 2, 3, 4 356.8 378.775eol ton to

ol • wi/oi 2 )
B Îd & n lB & 'io

el L i i u t n n
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is foregone, since the farm is then operating below capacity, 
10.3*3 Abnorrual losses

Above fnornal losses9 may occur for the reasons described 
previously by Norwegian workers, notably Disease, Systems 
failures, and Pollution. Lloyds have recently agreed to 
underwrite the risks of such losses (fciacfarlane, personal 
communication). They are prepared to offer world-wide cover 
under four categories:

(i) cover against losses due to Viral Haemorrhagic 
Septicaemia and Infectious Haematopoietic Necrosis.
(ii) cover against losses due to Infectious Pancreatic 

Necrosis
(iii) cover against losses due to pollution and malicious 
poisoning
(iv) cover against all other losses if they are incurred 

within a period of 24 hours.
The total insured risk is of two types:
(A) for category (i)i computed as the sum of the disinfection 
cost and the multiple of annual working cost and cycle time, 
i.e. the total cost of returning to the position before the 
1 o b 8 was incurred.
(B) for categories (ii) — (iv): computed as the assessed 
net loss, i.e. market value of the actual loss which occurred.

For making decisions upon the premiums applicable in the 
U.K., 'base rates' exist below or above which a particular 
farm is rated according to particular conditions. These 
base rates are: (i) 1*f (ii) 20*, (iii) dependent upon 
franchise, e.g. 1.6 with a franchise of 10*| 1 / with
a franchise of 75*« A franchise is the same as an 'Excess
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clause1 In motor insurance, i*e. if the franchise is 75>S, 
claims will only be met where losses comprise 75>* or more of 
the total stock* (iv) dependent upon franchise, e*g* 1 $  

with 10:' franchise; 2 i  with 75j£ franchise. These rates 
are applied to the maximum value of stock on the farm at 
any one time*

The annual cost of insuring stock against various 
categories of loss nay be computed if assumptions are made 
about the maximum biomass of the stock at any given time and 
the value of the stock at that time* It is likely under
Scottish conditions that one may assume a maximum biomass 
equivalent to 62*5^ of the animal production (i*e* a production 
ratio of 1s1*6)* This may be valued at current dead weights 
of ca. £650 per ton for roarket-size fish* However, a more 
rational valuation would be that based upon restocking prices 
for live fish (since one may assume that the farmer would wish 
to restock after a loss)* Restocking prices vary with fish 
length as described, and an average value of £1 , 0 0 0  per ton 
i8 assumed in Table 5 7 #

10.4 Power Coat*
Power is required for lighting, heating (e*g* office), 

pumping, processing, freesing, etc*, where these operations 
are performed* It may be provided by electricity, or (less 
commonly) diesel/fuel oil, or both*

Pish farming has been accepted by the electricity Board 
for charging under Farm Tariff, which includes two alternatives: 
(a) Standard Tariffs 1,400 primary units p*a* 9 2*99p.

6,800 secondary " w n 1*216p*
Further H H " 0*756p*
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ïafcle 57

¿y=ÇMÎ§LÎ4oii_oi bas«—rates (fc) for fish farming Insurance, 
at_ four lerels of annual production, assuming naxirrum value 
of.stook le £1.000/ton llveweleht

Annual production (tonsi
15 52 100 ¿00

Value of total annual 
production (£) 15 § 000 50,000 100,000 500,000

Maximum value of stook
at one time (£) 9,375 31,250 62,500 312,500

I/« Kate 94 313 627 3,133
1.6 Rate 151 503 1,007 5,033
2 Rate 188 627 1,253 6,267
7 Rate 657 2,190 4,380 21,900
10 Rate 939 3,130 6,260 31,300
20 Rate 1 ,875 6,250 12,500 62,500



(b) Day/flight Tariff: 1,400 primary unite p#a. 0 5#98p.
Further day unite (0730 - 2330 hre.) 0 0.84p.

" night " (2330 - 0730 hrs.) £ 0.357p.
Tne breakeven point between usage of the two Tariffs is 
14,500 units p.a. costing ca. £176, for annual consumption 
rates above which it is cheaper to utilise the Day/Kight 
Tariff#

Power costs for lighting and heating are likely to be 
insignificant# Power costs for processing and freezing are 
difficult to ascertain; the latter depends upon the time 
held in cold store# Average contracted costs for plate 
freezing are ae follows (Morrison, personal communication)#

Poet (p#B9#/,tentI

Receive into store 1p#
Freeze and hold for 1 week 5p.
Holding in store per week 1p#

On this basis, it would cost ca, £8 per ton to freeze and 
a further £82 per ton if kept in store for 1 year#

For pumping, power consumption is proportional to the 
flow rate and to the height pumped. Assuming a 5k , head 
and that an annual production of 1 ton of trout requires ca.
60 g.p.m, waterflow, one may derive from Figure 5 0 that an 
annual production of 10 tons would require continuous energy 
consumption of oa# 7#9 kW. Since there will be a linear 
relationship between water flow and production capacity, it 
io possible to calculate annual costs for pumping all water to 
achieve various levels of production capacity (Table 58),
These costs would be modified under different oiroumstances of 
height pumped and if tariff rates increase, etc#



Relationship "between advertised water flow rate 
capability and power rating for centrifugal pumps
at two different heads, commercially available 
in the U • C.

Y = ».8ter flow rate capability (g.p.m.)
X k Power rating (kW)

PIG U a., 50

Sample (16 pumps) pumping head 
Y = 82*75 i ♦ 222.53 
r = 0.80 p o o o l

16»

Sample b  (17 pumps) pumping head 
Y = 70.10 X ♦ 89.87 
r -

- 32

p ̂  o ■ oo \
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Relationship between advertised water flow rate 
capability and power rating for centrifugal pumps 
at two different heads, commercially available 
in the U •.[«

Y = Aster flow rate capability (g.p.m.)
X «= Power rating (k*)

Sample (16 pumps) pumping head * 161
Y - 82.75 a ♦ 222.53
r = 0•80 p f  3 oo

Sample B (17 pumps) pumping head »32*
Y = 70.10 X + 89.87 
r ■ 0.93 p o - oo \
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gable 58
Annual power consumption and co^ts for pumpir.p, all water 
at a 5 . , head (Day and Night Tariff)

Annual
Production
Capacity
items)

Required
water
flow

Required
power
rating
(kO

Annual
power

consumption 
(lev. lira, x 103)

annual 
cost for 

electricity
U )

15 900 11.8 103 800
50 3,000 39.4 345 2,400
100 6,000 79.0 690 4,800
500 30t000 394.9 3,451 23,800
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10*5 Selling f j o a t a

Selling costs include costs of packaging and transportation 
and administrative sales expenses (e.g. agency fees and 
commissions as appropriate).

Fresh trout are usually sold on ice in polystyrene boxes 
(in half stone and one stone sizes^ Half stone boxes retail 
at 7*7p.f i.e. £&» £25 per ton, and are often not returned 
(particularly from wholesale markets); one stone boxes retail 
at 9*4p*» i.e. ca. £15 per ton.

Home-produced trout in the U.X. is usually transported to 
the purchaser by road or rail transport. Bulk transport 
incurs a significantly lower unit cost. Rail freight in the 
U.JC. of a one ton load for a Journey of 250 miles would cost 
ca. 0.6p./lb (i.e. ca. £13 per ton) and loads of less than 
one ton would have a higher unit cost for transport.

Thus, for example» a trout farm in mid-Scotland wishing 
to sell one ton of fresh trout per week at toanohester and 
sending the product in half stone boxes by rail would incur 
selling costs (excl. agencies) of ca. £2f000 per annum (1.7p. 
per lb; £39 per ton). A farm in Lire (40 miles from Dublin) 
which sent 70 tons of fresh trout per annum to Billingsgate by 
Road, Ship and Rail freight incurred selling costs of £55/ton 
(incl. agency fees» etc.). This is the order of cost to be 
anticipated by a farm in Scotland (100 miles from Prestwick 
airport) whose capacity is being built up to ca. 200 tons per 
annum, which will be sending fortnightly air-shipments of 
8 tons of frozen trout to Montreal. Larger farms would be 
likely to gain economies of scale» particularly in transport



costs« Smaller farms would probably make local .¿«liveries 
by van or truck.

Costs of renair and maintenance are likely to reflect the 
husbandry system in use. Fabricated système have a far 
longer life and require less uaintenar.ee than earth ponds, 
barth raceways and particularly netted systems deteriorate 
rapidly and require relatively high maintenance costs as does 
most plant and maoiiinery (e.g. pumps).

Annual far: costs for upkeep (repair and maintenance) may 
be assumed to be proportional to the sun of the annual 
depreciation provisions for the various components of total 
capital costs. The proportion will be assumed to be 201  

(kacfarlane* personal core unication), although it is likely 
that small fartrs constructed cheaply might require higher costs

1*1 o t u q

£ 1 l  i/o it 1

10.7 ÇT- MéMà *****
annual costs for ova may be calculated (Table 5 9 ) 

assuming 80% survival at current costs for disease-certified 
eyed ova of £1.50 per 1*000. If broodstook are reared, ova 
supplies will be necessary only for the first two years.
io.e .tfttttwi g a l l

Annual costa for administration include Travel expenses* 
Rates, Audit fees, Telephone, Postage, etc. and are likely to 
comprise both fixed and variable costs. Table 60 shows 
ag, regated values for these costs from four different trout 
far* s (three in ' cotland, one in Ireland), given as unit costs 
and also as n percentage of annual operating costs. These 
cost iy do compared with predicted miscellaneous costs 
( ucfarlane, personal oomxnunloatlon) for raceway farm# at

ou/ rma
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lable 59
Annual costs for bou.:ht-in ova supplies for 
various annual productions of portlon«alge fish

Annual
"ish

proauction of portion-size 
(tons) 10 50 100 500

Annual 
(x 10

production of fish
5) 44.8 224 448 2 9 240

Annual requirement for ova with 
80% survival (x 1 0*) 56 280 560 2,800

Annual 
(« <u1

cost for ova 
•50 per 1 9000) 84 420 840 4 9 200

Approx« 
incl•

annual cost for ova9 
agency9 freight (£) 1 0 0 450 900 49300
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(table 60
•miscellaneous* operating coats (lncl, administration) 
of four Trout farms in the U.K, and Irelrgid

Brick raceways
iiarth ü&rth ponds Karth (and pumps

» J f l f B _______________ Eaaâa____tfegd p u m p q j__Bands_____and proc^flp^nfj

Annual production
capacity (tone; 15 70 70 150
Cost as a /Sage of 
total annual 
operating costs 8 13 9 7
Co81 in £/ton
production 27 57 36 33

Table 61
' '1 scellaneoua* operating costs Unci, administration) 
for a raceway gyetera at four levels of production 
capacity (after Macfarlane. personal communication)

Annual production capacity (ton»)_______50 100 200 -goo

Co3t3 as a pproentage of total 
annual operating coots
Cost In £/ton production

7 6
25

5 ♦
1821 11
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four different levels of production (Table 61).
1acfarlane1s suggested scale-economy seems intuitively 
probable, although not obviously borne out by the historical 
values given* It might be concluded that these rriscellaneous 
costa are likely to show considerable variation depending 
upon a fan's individual circumstances and could ce in the 
approximate ranee of 5 - 15 of annual operating costs.
A consideration which will influence the magnitude of such 
coBts in the future is whether fish farus are rated at the 
lower agricultural rate, instead of the current Industrial 
rating.
10.9 or c-lu ;lor-e> . /-.re;.^i. Q-T-iâ

The various components of operating cost may be aggregated 
to provide ranges of total operating cost likely to be 
encountered, excluding depreciation provisions. A matrix of 
these ranges at four different levels of production is pres
ented (Table 62 ), which incorporates feed costs previously
considered. A value for the *roost likely* cost of eaoh ele
ment is liven with the ranges of each cost| such single 
values obviously assume that the *aost likely* operating costs 
at a given production level are not influenced by the 
husbandry system. This is not necessarily the case, however, 
and variations do occur (e.g. due to automation) and are 
e;-braced by the ranges of cost given; such variations are 
brought out in the case studies (see under •Financial 
Assessment1)•

It may oe concluded that feed costs comprise by far the 
largest ooropone t of operating costs (excl. depreciation).
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Table ¿2

Aggregation of annual operating c sts (excl • depredation) at four levels
of production (C)

Cost element Level of annual production (tons)
ii 50 TOO 500

1. feed
1.1 • £120 - 
t?00 ton live-

1,800-4,500 6,000- 15,000 12,000-30,000 60,000-150,000

weight gain
1.2 e £260/ton 
liveweight gain 3,900 13,000 26,000 130,000
1.3 - 1.2 as %
cf total cost

2* Labour
2*1 * £1,500 - 
£27500/head

40.5 45.7 47.5 50.3

1,500-2,500 3,000-7,500 4,500-12,500 15,000-42,500
2.2 * £2,000/ 
head 2,000 4,000 6,000 20,000 (TIP)—34 , 000(F)
2.3 = 2.2 as % 
of total cost 20.6 14.1 11.0 7• 7(NT) ’■ 12.4(P)
3* Insurance
¿.1 • 0—20%

0-62,500rate 0-1,875 0-6,250 0-12,500
il2 O 10* 
rate 900 3,100 6,300 31,300
3.3 » 3.2 as % 
of total oost 9.3 10.9 11.5 12.1

4. Power
4.1 (Upper 
limit includes 
pumping all 
water) 0-1,000 0-2,500 0-5,000 0-24,000
4.2 - 4.1 
(upper limit)
ae * of total
oost 10.4 8.8 9 .1 9 .3

9. Ova
¿.,1 • »1.50/ 
1000 100 450 900 4,300
5*2 = 5.1 as 
% of total oost 1.0 1.6 1.6 1.7
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Table 6 2  ( o o n t l n u e d )

Cost el ernent

6. Selling

Level of annual production (tons)
1 1  -----55------- iW-------  50£

6 .1  l £ 30  -

¿¿O/ton
7* Maintenance
7>1 * 20* of 
depreciation 
p.a. of range 
of system*
7*2 « mean of 
range of 7*1 
U+4?)
7.3 - 7.2 a. f
of total costa

and liscellaneoua
8a * 5-15* of
total ocsta8.2 » lOt of
tctal costs
8.3 • 8.2 as

450-900 1# 500-3 f000 3 #000-6,000 15,000-25,000

15-156 50-520 100-1,040 500-5,200

100 300 600 2,900

1.0

t

1.1 1.1 1.1

1

193-1,947 550-6,215 1,025-11,989 4 ,740-52,235

963 2,844 5,478 25,833

10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0

5,220-12,978 14,540-41,435 27,502-79,929 133,614-342.

9,639 28,444 54,778 258.333

Total Operating 
Costa.

1« Aggregated
range a

2. Aggregation 
of 'moat likely9
values

-tli. (P) m lnol. Processing» (KP) - axel. Processing» all values are (NP) 
unleaa otherwise stated.
Total aggregated range (P) » £148,351 - £358,824?
Aggregation of 'most likely9 costs (P) « £273,889.
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OIL .PT.&R II
FIK^CIAii Â b̂ SSiva.14 T A UP u.^CloiG^ /iS^CTS 

11.1Introduction
It is of interest to compare costs and revenues for 

trout farms operating under different conditions in order to 
evaluate profitability. Foregoing data is sufficient to 
provide general information on likely ranges of trading 
profit, which might then be related to likely ranges of 
capital investment. A more specific anpraisal of trout 
farming as an investment may be obtained by examining the 
discounted earnings of specific trout farming situations as 
these are modified by various factors.

1 1 .trading Profits
The preceding analysis of operating costs at different 

levels of production (Table 62) may be suramated with corres
ponding revenues, at various alternative prices, to provide 
a matrix of upper and lower limits and most likely values for 
trading profit under these different circumstances (Table 63). 
Comparison of trading profits with upper and lower limits to 
possible ranges of total capital cost (Table 64),derived from 
Table 0 4^8) provides a simplified summary of the financial 
returns to trout farming under various conditions (Table 65-68). 
It will be observed that positive trading profits occur at 
all the various price levels considered for the lower limits 
of production cost. Trading losses occur, however, at some 
of the price levels considered for the most likely values of 
production cost and especially for the upper limits of 
production cost. For the latter, the breakeven sales price
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..nr.ua 1 tradm, profit for four levele of production capacity. 
at ttirse lercle of operating coat ar.6 five different sales 
prices U  x 10* -

I-able 63

I
Annual revenue A production » 1 5 tons D.a.

7.5 9.0 10.5 12.0 13.5
Cost 1 *= 5.0 2.5 4.0 5.5 7.0 8.5
Cost a - 9.0 -1.5 0 1.5 3.0 4.5Cost u - 13.0 -5.5 -4.0 -2.5 -1.0 0.5
annual revenue production - 50 tons p.a.

25.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 45.0
Cost 1 = 14.5 10.5 15.5 20.5 25.5 30.5Cost a - 26.5 -1.5 3.5 8.5 13.5 18.5Cost u - 41.5 -16.5 -11.5 —6 • 5 -1.5 3.5
Annual revenue *. f production - 100 tons p.a.

50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0
C081 1 » 27.5 22.5 32.5 42.5 52.5 62.5Cost a - 51.0 -1.0 9.0 19.0 29.0 39.0
Co 81 U s 30.0 -30.0 -20.0 -10.0 0 10.0
annual revenue i t production » 500 tons p.a.

250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0
Cost 1 - 133.5 116.5 166.5 216.5 266.5 316.5Cost a « 241.0 9.0 59.0 109.0 159.0 2 0 9 . 0Cost u = 342.5 -92.5 -42.5 7.5 57.5 107.5

*«B, Cost 1, Co81 a9 and Cost u represent lower limit, 
commonest value and upper limit of operating cost 
respectively. (Cost a excludes pumping costs).

(
(



Table 6A
Lower and upper values lor the ra.ru e of total capital costs
predicted for different systeria at four levels of production
capacity ( £ 1

Annual production capacity (tons)
bystero

iiarth ponds A raceways
Cl

Fabr icated raceways

Lined earth ponde

Floating systems

Enclosures

lower value 
upper value

of cost 
of cost

M L

e—~riT gyo lier

ft L.
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1 a oJ
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Trading profit as a percentage return on two levels of capital
Table 65

investment, at three levels of operating costs and five
different Drice levels. for various farms with a production
capacity of 15 toneUB.tSj

sales 500 600 100 800 900
Larth ponds ¿t raceways
K.O.I. of £6,000 Cost i 42 67 92 117 142

C08t a 25 50 75Cost u 9
R.O.I. of £11,000 Cost 1 23 37 50 64 78

Cost a 14 28 41
Cost u 5

Fabricated raceways
R.O.I. of £9,000 Cost i 28 45 62 78 95Cost a 17 34 50

Cost u 6
R.O.I. of £17,000 Cost 1 15 24 33 42 50

Cost a 9 18 27Cost u 3

Lined earth ponds
R.O.I. of £6,000 CO 81 1 42 67 92 117 142Cost a 25 50 75Cost u 9
R.O.I. of £13,000 Cost i 20 31 43 54 66Cost s 12 23 35Cost u 4
Circular tank»
R.O.I. of £7,000 Cost 1 36 58 79 100 122Cost a 22 43 65Cost u 8
R.O.I. of £19,000 Cost 1 14 21 29 37 45Cost a 8 16 24Cost u 3

/



labié 65 (continued)

Sales Price (£/ton) 500 600 2 0 0 800 900
Floating systems
R.O.I. of £4,000 Cost 1 63 100 138 175 213Cost a 38 75 113Cost u 13
R.O.I. of £9,000 Cost 1 28 45 62 78 95CO 81 a 17 34 50

Cost u 6
enclosures 
R.O.I. of £6,000 Cost i 42 67 92 117 142Cost a 25 50 75Cost u 9
R.O.I. of £9,000 Cost 1 28 4 5 62 78 95Cost a 17 34 50

Cost u 6

(1) R.o.I. * Return on investment (positive)•
(ii) Cost 1, Cost a and Cost u represent lower limit, 

commonest value, and upper limit of cost range respectively.
(iii) All missing values indioate negative percentage returns
(iv) Notes (i), (ii) and (iii) apply to Tables 65-68 inclusive•
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Table 66
Trading profit, as a percentaf;e return, on two levels of 
capital investment« at three levels of operating cost, and 
five different price levels, for various farms with a 
production capaolty of 50 tons p.a.

. . .  I Sales Price (£/ton) 300 600 700 800 900
I iìarth Donde and raceways
I R.O.I. of £14,000 Cost 1 75 111 147 183 218

Cost a 25 61 97 133
* * • I Cost u 25

I R.O.I. of £24,000 Cost 1 44 65 86 107 127
Cost a 15 36 57 77

• • • 1 Cost u 15
I Fabricated raceways
I R.O.I. of £26,000 Cost 1 41 60 79 98 1 18

Cost a 14 33 52 72
Cost u 14

1 R.O.I. of £42,000 Cob t 1 25 37 49 61 73
Cost a 9 21 33 44
Cost u 9

I Lined earth ponds
1 R.O.I. of £17,000 Cost 1 62 92 121 150 180

Cost a 21 50 80 109
.. 1 ; I Cost u 21

1 R.O.I. of £30,000 Cost 1 55 52 69 85 102■ Cost a 12 29 45 62
Cost u 12

- j 1 Circular tanks
I R.O.I. of £20,000 Cost 1 53 78 103 128 153Cost a 18 43 68 93Cost u 18
I R.O.I. of £50,000 Cost i 21 31 41 51 61

Cost a 7 17 27 37Cost u 7
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Table Aft (continued)

HR Sales Price C£/ton) 500 600 700 800 900
f  jaficsy I Floating: eyetema

 ̂ JL 1
O ttO iJo O lq 1

R.O.I. of £8,000 Cost
Cost
Cost

1
a
u

152 194
44

257
107

319
169

382
232
44

li t c I
11QQ_E

R.O.I. of £15,000 Cost
Cost
Cost

1
a
u

70 104
24

137
57

170
90

204
124
24

1 jin closure 8

• . • 1
R.O.I. of £10,000 Cost

Cost
Cost

1
a
u

105 155
35

205
85

255
135

305
185
35

R.O.I. of £14,000 Cost
Cost
Cost

1
a
u

75 111
25

147
61

183
97

218
133
25

1
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labié 67
Trading orofit. as a percentage return on two levels of
caDital investment. at three levels of operating cost. and
five different nrice levels. for various farms with a
production capacity of 100 tons p.ai.

Sales price (£/ton) 500 600 2  00 800 900
^arth ponds and raceways
R.O.I. of £28,000 Cost 1 81 116 152 188 224

Cost a 33 68 104 140
Cost u 36

R.O.I. of £44,000 Coot 1 52 74 97 120 142
Cost a 21 44 66 89
Cost u 23

gaurlcated raceways
R.O.I • of £52,000 Cost 1 44 63 82 101 121

Cost a 18 37 56 75
Cost u 20

R.O.I. of £80f 000 Cost 1 29 41 54 66 79
Cost a 12 24 37 49
Co 81 U 13

.uined earth ponds
H.O.I. of £32,000 Cost 1 71 102 133 164 196

Cost a 29 60 91 122
Cost u 32

R.O.I. of £56,000 Cost 1 41 58 76 94 112
Cost a 16 34 52 70Co 81 U 18

Circular tanks
R.O.I. of £39,000 Cost 1 5B 84 109 135 161

Cost a 23 49 75 100
Cost u 26

H.O.I. of £96,000 Cost 1 24 34 45 55 66Cost a 10 20 31 41Cost u 11



Table 67(continued)

Sales price (£/ton 
Floating syatema 
R.O.I. of £15,000

R.O.I. of £26,000

j.ncloBure8 
R.O.I. of £20,000

R.O.I. o t £25,000

500 600

Cost 1 150 217
Cost a 60
Cost u
Cost 1 87 125Cost a 35
Cost u

Cost 1 113 163
Cost a 45Co 81 U
Cost 1 90 130
Cost a 36
Cost u

J 0 0 800 200

284 350 417
127 194 260

67
164 202 241
73 112 150

39

213 263 313
95 145 19550
170 210 250
76 116 156

40
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ilable 68
xradine profit, as a p e rcer.tage r e t u r n  on two l e v e l «  of 
capital investment, at three levels of operating: cost, and 
five different price levels, for various farms with 
a production capacity of 500 tone pAaA

Sales price (£/ton i 500 600 700 800 900
^arth ponds and raceways
R.O.I. of £120,000 Cost 1 97 139 181 222 264

Cost a 8 50 91 133 175
Cost u 7 48 90

R.O.I. of £177,000 Cost 1 66 94 123 151 179
Cost a 5 34 62 90 118
Cost u 5 33 61

fabricated raceways
R.O.I. of £241,000 Cost 1 49 69 90 111 132

Cost a 4 25 46 66 87Cost u 4 24 45
R.O.I. of £358,000 Co 81 1 33 47 61 75 89Cost a 3 17 31 45 59

Cost u 2 16 30
Lined earth ponds
R.O.I. of £142,000 Cost 1 82 118 153 188 223Cost a 7 42 77 112 148

Cost u 6 41 76
R.O.I. of £237,000 Cost 1 50 71 92 113 134Cost a 4 25 46 67 89Cost u 4 25 46
Circular tanka
R.O.I. of £175.000 Cost 1 67 96 124 153 181

Co 81 a 6 34 63 91 120
Cost u 5 33 62

R.O.I. of £437,000 Cost 1 27 39 50 61 73C08 t a 2 14 25 37 48
Cost u 2 14 25
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'iable 6S( continued )

bales price (£/ton) ¿00 600 200 800 9Q0
i'loatin« systems
R.O.I. of £61,000 Cost 1 191 273 355 437 519

Cost a 15 97 179 261 343
Cost u 13 95 177

k.O.I. of £95,000 Cost 1 123 176 228 281 334
Cost a 10 63 115 168 220
Cost u 8 61 114

Enclosures
R.O.I. of £80,000 Cost 1 146 209 271 334 396

Cost a 12 74 137 199 262
Co 81 u 882 72 262

R.O.I. of Ju87 9 000 Cost 1 134 192 249 307 364
Cost a 11 68 126 183 241
Coot u 9 66 124
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is reduced with increased annual production, e.g. the breakeven 
sales price at 15 tons p.a. production is £800 - £900 per ton, 
and at 5 0 0 tone p.a. production is £600 - £700 per ton, 
indicating economies of scale. The relationship between 
trading profit and capital cost (upper and lower limits of 
range), given as a percentage return on investment, is also 
highest at 500 tons production, i.e. at a price of £900 per 
ton, for the lower lii.it of production cost, the return is 
ca. 500# when using a floating system (lower limit of capital 
cost range)« In general, tnis relationship is very sensitive 
to changee in 6ales price and it reflects the low ratio of 
fixed to working capital inherent in trout farming« This is 
particularly evident for low capital intensive systems, e.g. 
for the upper limit of capital cost of a 500 ton p.a. floating 
system (£95,000), the ratio of fixed to working capital 
requirements is ca.<:2.6 for the most likely value of production 
cost. The current wnolesale price of fresh trout is ca.
£650 per ton and if, for a 15 tons p.a. production farm, the 
•most likely* value of production oost is incurred (£9,000), 
a net trading profit of £750 would accrue. Since capital 
charges have not been considered in this analysis, it may be 
concluded that trout farms with an annual production not 
exceeding 15 tons per annum are unlikely to be profitable 
investments .• This is in agreement with the claim of certain 
trout farmers (e.g. Gordon, personal communication) that, at 
current price levels, an annual production of 15 tons p.a. 
approximately represents the breakeven scale of production.
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-1-1 . 2 Model of trout Xarming evaluation
The foregoing examination of the profitability of trout 

farming may be extended, and linked with preceding consider
ations, to provide an overall model which analyses the 
biological, technical, and economic factors relevant to 
investment decisions« The model (Fig« 51 ) may be used to
provide a framework for the sequential decisions to be made 
during evaluation of a site for its trout fanning potential.
11.4 The use of case studies

The various criteria involved in decisions relating to 
trout farming investments may be illustrated by the use of 
case studies« This approach has several advantages, e«g«
(i) to demonstrate the quantity and quality of information 
which is usually available to the investor«
(ii) to provide worked examples, using the sequential questions 
and decision rules previously considered, of the evaluation
of a site and investment«
(iii) to examine how the attractiveness of an investment may 
be modified under different circumstances«
(iv) to consider the overall potential of the Scottish highlands 
and islands for trout farming developments«

Three case studies are described; these are hypothetical 
but none of the details of the cases may be regaroed as improbable. 
CAS* STUDY I
(Legend; - question; A » answer)
W• 1 • An estate bordering a deep freshwater loch in Inverness- 
shire wishes to investigate the possibilities of utilising 
some unproductive land for trout farming. The site under



i 11» UK* 51

odel of the variables to be considered when reeking 
investment decisions relating to trout culture*
The model is represented by a flow chart of the 
sequential decisions which are required*

Major decision nodes are represented by solid circular 
symbols. #Stopf decisions to abandon further 
investigation are represented by hollow circular 
symbols. It should be noted that, although many of 
the interdependencies have been indicated (e.g. by 
feedback loops), this iodel has not attempted to 
consider all such relationships and the whole decision 
procees must be regarded as iterative.
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consideration borders the loch and is transected by a small 
river as it enters the loch* It comprises an area of 15 acres 
and is connected by a forestry road (uninstalled) to the estate 
office, which is at a distance of one mile, and thereafter by 
metalled roads to the nearest township, Mallaig, at a distance 
of 15 miles* Does a market exist for trout farmed here and, 
if so, what is the likely product-type(s), price, volume, etc* 
and is the market accessible from the farm?
A.1. A fish wholesale company in London has agreed to pay 
a minimum price of 2p*/lb* less than the first-hand Danish 
import price C*I.F. billingsgate for fresh trout, on ice,
•in the round1, provided
(i) 240 stone are delivered weekly in polystyrene boxes, the
fish being of suitable quality and accurately graded into 
three weight classes: 5-6 os*, 6-7 oz*, 7-9 oz*
(ii) the deliveries commence within a 24 month period from
the time of contract and thereafter continue uninterrupted for 
a further 12 months, before which time the price cannot be 
subject to renegotiation*
A fish haulage contractor making weekly rune by road from 
Mallaig to Billingsgate has agreed to carry up to 2 tone per 
week as required at £30 per ton, if the load it, in excess of 
1*4 tons per week*

At current first hand prices (ca* 29p«/lb*), this contract 
would permit the farmer a minimum price of 27p*/lb*, assuming 
prices did not decline during the year and provided the first 
year9e production was in excess of 78 tons per annum*
Delivery charges from Mallaig to London would be oa* £2,300
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per annum and revenue would be ca. £47*200 per annum for an 
annual production of this scale.
Q..2. What is the water availability at the site?
A. 2. Comprehensive records of water flow for the river do not 
exist and wide variations occur* A 10 year-old survey by 
the Hydroelectric board advised a mean flow rate of ca. 4*000 
g.p.m.* and stated one recording in late May of 850 g.p.ro* 
Installation of pumping facilities on the lochside would, 
however* appear to be feasible.

If an 18 month production cycle for portion size fish is 
assumed and a potential production of 1 ton p.a./60 g.p.m. 
water flow* then the potential productions based on 4*000 g.p.m. 
and 850 g.p.m. would be 67 and 14 tons p.a. respectively. It 
is likely that a constant supply of 4*000 g.p.m. would be 
insufficient to achieve the minimum price contract* and 
a constant supply of 850 g.p.ra. would be insufficient for the 
farm to break-even (if selling F.O.B. farm at the same price). 
Provision of a water supply adequate for an Annual production 
of 78 tons would probably require oa. 4*700 g.p.m.* or more 
should the cycle time be in excess of 18 months. This would 
entail installation of pumping facilities from the loch* with 
the option of supplementing from the river supply* should this 
be practicable. Data supplied hitherto would indicate that 
pumping investments may be economical at a production capacity 
of 78 tons p.a. There would appear to be sufficient evidence 
of possibilities for trout farming at this site* when considered 
together with four other factors -
1) high unemployment and the availability of local labour* 
e.g. from Mallaig port.
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louiitiut i»q ii) the existence of road and rail transport to Mallaig,
e.g* for feed supplies*

.5. iii) the absence of any industrial activity on the watershed

. . under examination, i*e* lack of possible pollution.
bos fsixe iv) possibility of H *I*D*B• assistance. - to indicate the
>0-1 o t i f advisability of a technical appraisal at the site*

• • • . C*3* Following the technical appraisal, what factors of water
f  IlsJinl quality and ground conditions were found to exist relevant to
,1 live ■ oi the feasibility of trout fanning at the site?

tB 11 A.3.1. Water temperature.
ub bemraas The annual temperature range was estimated from (i) actual
roll i s t a w recordings, (ii) comparative studies existing for similar
9 0?8 b a a systems, (iii) consideration of the altitude of both the site
\£•>lx a 1 (ca200f above sea level) and the total watershed, and from the
loillifanl effect of the distance from the coast (5 miles) and the
niilenoo fi prevailing climatic characteristics etc* The range was
d ol rrrXBl estimated at 2°C - 17°C with an overall mean of ga. 9°C*
nolBlvoxi A*3*2* Other water characteristics*
nol 8f lo dissolved oxygen levels indicated full saturation in the river
dt bluoda and surface layers of the loch* pH levels varied between 5*2
nl £ I n f n o and 7.2 in the river mouth, with a mean value of c a *  6*6*
o l f q o  axil The fluctuation in pH levels was probably due to the low levels
ifofixq o d of dissolved salts recorded (¿•©•¿fi*10 P*P*™» Calcium). Heavy
1 aniqmuq metal ions were detected only in trace amounts and there was
not 8V lo no evidence of any pollution, e.g* sheep dips, or substances
dleaoq lo likely to prove toxic to fish* The surface of the loch
lorlte .»ot exhibits variation in level over a vertloal distance of ca.1 *5*.
rt .Id (1 brown trout were resident throughout the river and loch system*

>1 , . . • Migratory salroonids also occurred but were unable to negotiate



the waterfalls which exist at a distance of £ mile upriver 
from the loch.
A.3.3« Ground conditions
The land bordering the river mouth and lochside is composed 
of a 2• depth of peat/top-soil, overlying igneous rock strata. 
The shore rises to 2f vertically above the upper limit of the 
loch surface at a horizontal distance of 6f from the shore; 
thereafter, there is a slight gradient until at a horizontal 
distance of j&a. 6,000* from the loohside a vertical escarpment 
occurs« The river bed is ĉa« 30* wide at the mouth beyond 
which it falls away sharply into the loch« The unfenced land 
on either side has an average gradient down towards the loch 
of ca. 1/100«

The temperature of the water would indicate a probable 
growth cycle of_ca.li years for Rainbow trout« The poor 
buffering capacity would suggest that there might be advantages 
to be gained by addition of Calcium Carbonate to the water to 
prevent sudden changes in pH, e«g« following spate conditions, 
causing stress to farmed fish« The erection of a fish barrier 
at the mouth of the river and the killing-out of wild fish 
above might reduce the possibilities of disease conditions 
arising from the natural stocks« The nature of the terrain 
would exclude the possibilities of using conventional 
excavated earth ponds for rearing trout« The steep submerged 
gradient of the loch would reduoe the possibilities of using 
fixed enclosures within the lochs The site would appear to 
be suited to the use of either raceway and/or circular tanks 
on the shore, or floating facilities within the loch. Use 
of the former would require provision of pumping facilities
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lone rt

to raise water from the loch in order to supplement the 
gravity-fed supplies diverted from the river,
î ,4. hat is the annual production capacity of The site, and 
how best might this be exploited technically, if there is 
a financial constraint of e.g, £100,000 for fixed and first 
yearfs working capital (i.e, including total capital invest
ment)?
A.4. The production capacity using floating systems would be 
limited only by the area of the loch which might be utilised 
and cost considerations. However, a problem would arise due 
to lack of control. Grading and harvesting are a particular 
problem with floating nets and/or cages and the minimum market 
constraint of 1* ton per week would discourage the use of such 
systems, bince it would be necessary to pump in order to 
satisfy the market requirements for fish from a shore-based 
facility, production capacity in this case would be limited 
primarily by the nature of the pumping investment. In order 
to achieve a steady supply of marketable fish throughout the 
year, it would be necessary to have fish hatching during the 
summer, i.e. supplementing the natural winter hatch with 
imported eggs. The tendency for shortfalls in supply of 
marketable fish would be reduced with an increase in production 
capacity above the minimum market sales volume, due to the 
consequent added flexibility for differential feeding rates, 
etc. Thus, it is likely that the choice of annual production 
capacity would be in excess of 78 tons, and at a production 
level wnioh permitted economies of scale (particularly for 
labour), while satisfying the maximum oost constraint.
Assuming that diseconomies would not arise (particularly for

1
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marketing), cost evaluation would seek to discover the level 
of annual production which permitted maximum scale economy 
within the cost constraint. This could be at a proauction 
of e.g. 100 tons per annum, but evaluation is likely to 
comprise an iterative procedure as each search provides 
further information for subsequent searches.
Q.5. What are the likely costs and profit potentials of both 
raceway and circular tank trout farms producing approximately 
100 tons per annum at this rate?
A.5. The ranges of total capital costs likely for fabricated 
raceway and circular tank systems at a production capacity of 
100 tons per annum may be predicted as £70,000 — £107,000 and 
£57,000 - £123,000 respectively (excluding processing; 
including pumping investments). The range of operating costs 
at this scale of production may be predicted as £23,000 - 
£80,000, with a current •likely value1 of £55,000 (exclud
ing depreciation provisions; including pumping costs for all 
water up a 161 head and assuming feed costs at £260 per ton 
liveweight gain, insurance at 10 4, total labour costs of 
£6,000 per annum etc., as in previous analyses). Thus it is 
likely that the minimum cost constraint would be exceeded at 
this scale of annual production.

A 10^ reduction in planned production capacity (i.e.
90 tons per annum) would have a most likely annual operating 
cost of xa. £50,000. The revised capital cost structure for 
circular tanks would have a lower limit of the same order,
i.e. using 30f diameter tanks constructed from preformed silo 
staves. The annual trading profit may be calculated in this 
case:
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inimum annual revenue & 27p«/lb for 90 tons production =
ca. £54,400

Operating costs*
(i) Feed £ £260/ton liveweight gain « £23#400*
(ii) Labour costs = £6t000
(iii) Selling costs = £2,700
(iv) Power (pumping ca# i water requirement) * £3,000
(v) Maintenance and ova ** £1,500
(vi) Liscellaneous (incl. insurance Q 10#) = £10,000

Total operating costs * £46,600
Gross trading margin * ca. £8,000

» Return on fixed investment(£50,000) of 1 
.6 « hat is the net present value of this investment when

discounted at different rates of return, and how is it altered 
by changes in sales price, feed cost and capital cost?
A.6 The following assumptions will be made*
(i) The farm operates substantially over a period of 10 years, 
designated years 1 - 10.
(ii) imring year 0, the farm is constructed, commencing with the 
hatchery, which is first stocked with eyed eggs in February.
The resulting fry are reared to become fingerlings by the end 
of year 0, and are first marketed as f lb. fish in July of 
Year 1.
(iii) J)uring year 11, the only cash flows are tax outflows based 
on the profits of year 10. Corporation tax is charged at
a rate of 42.5# and is paid one year in arrears.
(iv) The cash flows in year 0 are all negative, and comprise 
fixed capital investments and some working capital. The
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former ie composed of buildings and construction and of 
processing and pumping machinery. The latter is composed 
of the operating costs incurred in rearing fish resulting 
from tne eggs first introduced to the farm in February; this 
is computed as 20^ of the annual operating costs incurred when 
the farn is fully on-line (i.e. after July of year 1).
(v) The cash flows in year 1 include positive and negative 
flows. The positive flows represent revenue which first 
starts to accrue in July and thereafter continuously; the 
total revenue accruing in year 1 is half of that in year 2; 
this is because a steady state is not achieved until July of 
year 1# after which the farm is maintained to produce its 
maximum annual capacity until year 10 (inclusive).
(vi) Investments in buildings and construction are completed 
by the end of year 0, after which they are depreciated over 
10 years by the straight-line method. Investments in 
processing ana pumping machinery are completed by the end of 
year 0 # after which they are depreciated over a period of
3 years by the declining balance method; new investments are 
made in years 4 and 7, at the end of their economic life, and 
appear as negative oash flows in those years. Zero scrap- 
value is assumed for all investments.
(vii) The cash flows in years 2 to 10 comprise the positive 
anc negative flows associated with the revenues and operating 
costs respectively due to the annual production of 90 tons
of trout. In certain cases, negative flows occur in years
4 and 7 due to new investments; these (see (vi)), and all 
other cash flows are assumed to accrue at the end of the year.
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The discounted caBh flow calculations were largely

t 1 H B 1*0 OX.:
performed using a computer program in Fortran IV, written

fO S i1 t
by S .  Jones (fnet present value 72f). A sample input file

an& «ro^tl
and output data are given in Appendix 31

ucmoo ai
The net p r e s e n t  value ( N . P . V . )  of this investment when

• r ia l  9cit
the costs and earnings of the project are discounted at a 1056

•HI’ ( t ) rate of return is -  £-28,000. The discounting procedure thus
• 'Ox

makes this investment appear unattractive compared with the
-J ati&ta

value of its undiscounted percentage return on capital employed
r9i lot of

(16,<). This is largely due to the greater consideration
a i  m in t

given to the cash flows in the early years than to those in
. t w « x later yeare. The fact that the farm is not working at
rax/cn ixuw

capacity until year 2 and the explicit consideration of the
v a i  ( iv)

co81 of new capital investments in years 4 and 7, make the
9 Hii.t

project appear less attractive when discounted.
niar*X Ot

The influence on the ti.F.Y. of various alternative
laavooiQ

assumptions is considered (Table 69). It may be concluded
.0 1 ̂ Y that only in the event of a 30)4 increase in sales price, with
81B 9Y  5 costs remaining constant, is the project likely to appear
a l  ebani attractive when discounted in this manner, in which case the

a  ‘i s s q q a solution rate of return would be ca. 2O $0
ai ei/I-JV
edl( iiT)

H^JCl ■ OM

a J a oo
ii/oii lo

V ona b

130 19(iJO



Table 69

N.PtV. of Case 1 under 10 different conditions

N.P.V.(£ x 105) 
(0 10 rate of 
return, unless

Assumption otherwise stated)

1. 30' increase in sales price(to 35p/lb.) 30
2• 30% increase in sales price;

20% rate of return 1
3. 30% increase in feed cost & in sales price 4
4. 50 ' decrease in capital cost

(buildings and construction) -11
5* 20 * decrease in capital cost

(buildings and construction) -21
6. 50% taxable grant for buildings and

construction in year 1 -12
7* 20% taxable grant for buildings and

construction in year 1 -21
8. 50% taxable grant for fixed and first

year working capital in year 1 1
9. 20% taxable grant for fixed and first

year working capital in year 1 -16
10« 100% depreciation of building and

construction in year 1 -10
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CASE STUDY II
Q.1. The farmer in Case I has been advised that a very large 
trout farm, which produces 500 tone p.a. might permit certain 
economies. In addition, the previous cost constraint has 
been removed and he has decided to use raceways rather than 
circular tanks because of certain operating advantages. What 
would be the minimum capital cost at this site?
A.1. Apart from individual characteristics of the site 
topography, this would be influenced by the necessity to pump 
water and by the anticipated cycle time (18 months) and 
harvesting pattern. a  holding : production capacity 
(production ratio) of 1 : 1.6 may be assumed from biological 
data already obtained, and it is anticipated that a minimum 
of 6 tons would be marketed per week (average of 9.6 tons per 
week). This would entail provision of facilities for holding 
oa. ^50 tons of marketable fish at any one time. There would 
be a requirement for facilities to pump ca. 30,000 g.p.m.
If sited on the land perpendicular to the shoreline, raceways 
could be constructed with minimal excavation because of the 
suitability of the ground and gradient* brick raceways have 
a lower cost than concrete or fibreglass, and probable outlays 
for this and other items of fixed capital investment are 
estimated as followst
(i) Hatchery and early-rearing (concrete fry tanks, automatic
feeding for fish up to a length of 3M)••••.... • •••• £14,000
(11) Land (sero opportunity cost in this case) .... 0
(ill) miscellaneouss Vehicles - £8,000 (truck, tractor, feeder 
truck and dumper); Roads - £2,000 (7,500f 0 80p./linear yard);
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Boundary fence and lights - £3,000; Others - £2,000...• £15,000
(iv) Pipeline« - £6,000 (1,500f of 8" and 1?" diara. plastic 
piping); Water channels - £15,000 (1,500* inflow channel and 
supplementation channel from river; 500f outflow channel
<J £7/sq. yd. for wall and <8 £3/eq. yd, for bases); Bams for 
river - £4,000 .........................................£25,000
(v) Buildings
a) 1110f x 15f & £3.50/sq. ft. - £5,575 for processing
b) 60f x 20f & £4/eq. ft. - as feed store and office

adjoining - £6,425 ........... . £12,000
(vi) Pumps and pumphouse. Pumps: 5 pumps; priming
equipment, generator, other electrical equipment - £20,000;
Pumphouse and excavation to deliver a 15f head utilising an 
inlet pipe on a floating pontoon - £15,000 (some blasting
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required) ...... ..................... ...................£35,000
(vii) Raceways (brick and concrete bases) and initial
excavation and levelling ........................•••••• £150,000
(viii) Contingencies (including cost inflation between
estimate and all contracts) <& 1 0 > .... . £25.000

Total capital cost « £276.000

<4.2. What are the operating costs and revenues with two 
alternative assumption» (a) selling fresh 'in the round9 at 
Billingsgate, at the price the market would bear; (b) selling 
to Clouston9« of Montreal, Canada: gutted and gilled frosen 
trout 3 40p./lb. P.O.B. Montreal if transport costs from farm 
to port of delivery using road and air freight for weekly 
deliveries of 9«6 tons are £56,000 per annun?

1

\



A.2. (i) Annual uE,rating costa:

ng freshl£oz«n

£130,000
20,000

31,300
24,000
4,300
10,000 (© £20/ton) 
2,900

[elling (tf £112/ton)
Maintenance

8* Miscellaneous
£244,800£300,900

(ii) The capital costs for gutting and freezing would be 
£18,000 - £26,500 depending upon the method of freezing.
The total incremental capital cost (including capacity to 
hold 10 tons in cold store) would probably be ca. £30,000, 
depreciated over 3 years.
(iii) The revenue accruing from sales of fresh trout at 
prices of 25 ard 29p./lb. are £280,000 and £325,000 respect
ively (giving consequent values for G.T.M* of £35»OCO and 
£80,000 respectively). Frozen trout production involves 
processing and consequent weight loss of ca. 20j4 of the 
product. Assuming there is no market for trout viscera, the 
revenue accruing from sales of frosen trout at prices of 3 0  

and 40p./lb. are £323,000 and £358,000 (giving consequent 
values for G.T.M. of £22,000 and £58,000 respectively).

These four options all give a negative N.P.V. when 
discounted at 10/, as follows!
* Gross Trading Margin

( bail*/ pei
SOI (JlVy

noO(illv)

^S^AlII 1

* to
lo iioq oi 
sellavi!eb
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i) F r e e h  trout <J 29p./lb.; N.P.V. * -£16,000
ii) Freeh trout 27p«/lb.; N.P.V. « -£106,000
iii) Frosen " 0 40p./lb.; N.P.V* * -£146,000
iv) Frozen " V 36p./lb.| N.P.V. * -£304,000

Thus» it is not apparent that there are significant 
economies of scale in this case when compared with an alternative 
smaller investment at the same site. However, the larger 
annual production might allow the farm a greater ability to 
influence the market and thus obtain higher prices than in 
Case I.
<4 . 3  »«hat would be the comparative cost/effectiveness of 
purchasing second-hand fishing boats in order to obtain trash 
fish as an alternative feed to bought-in dry pellets?
A. 3. At current prices and likely conversion rates, the feed 
cost for the production of £ 5 0 0 tons per annum using bought-in 
pellets is jja. £130,000. The same annual production would 
require jca. 3 t 0 0 0 tons of trash fish which would probably 
require four x 55f fishing boats. There would be incremental 
capital and running costs, notably for freezing, cold store, 
mincing and transport. The various capital costs are 
summarised belowi-
A, Fresh trout production - Capital costs
i) 1 0 year economic life - £3 5 2 ,0 0 0 , made up as farm costs 
(£256,000) ♦ boats (£9 0 ,0 0 0 ) ♦ mincing and cold store (£6 ,0 0 0 ).
ii) 3 year economic life - £9 2 ,0 0 0 , made up as:- fishing 
nets (£72,000) ♦ pumps (£2 0 ,0 0 0 ),
£• ro^en trout production - Capital costs
i) 10 year economic life - £349,000, made up as:-
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farm coûte (£256fOOO) + boats (£90,000) ♦ mincing (£3,000) 
ii) 3 year economic life - £122fOOOf made up as:- 
fishing nets (£72*000) + processing and cold store (£3 0 ,0 0 0 )
+ pumps (£20,000)

Incremental annual operating costs would comprise wages 
( £ 7  §5 0 0 ) and transport (£5 *0 0 0 ) giving total annual operating 
costs for fresh and frozen trout production of £127,000 and 
£183f000 respectively.

Using the prior a-ssumptions, the consequent cash flows 
may be discounted to evaluate investments using wet feed 
trawled for by the trout farm vessels (Table 7 0  )• These
are obviously more profitable investments than those using 
dry bought-in diets at current price levels.

Although a comparison of the probable differential prices 
for frozen and fresh trout ( 3 6  - 40p./lb.; oa. 29p#/lb.) 
would favour the production of the latter, the ability of the 
farmer producing frozen trout to perform the following1-
i) hold it in store until prices are favourable.
ii) transport product to markets at a greater distance than 
would ordinarily be possible for fresh trout.
iii) exploit a world narkst for frosen trout which is 
potentially larger and increasing more rapidly than (and 
poscibly at the expense of) fresh troutf_

should be considered important factors in making the 
choice between frosen and fresh trout sales.
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».P.V. of a 500 ton production trout farm usinn trash fieh 
(^elf—caught) under six different conditions

Product
(trout)

Selling Price
■Ut/ikii

N.P.V. rate of return
iil

N.P.V. 
u  x ioli

fresh 29 1 0 289

fresh 29 2 0 48

fresh 29 30 -89

frozen 40 1 0 156

frozen 40 2 0 -67
frozen 36 1 0 24
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CASS STUDY III
.1. Since trout farms operate profitably in other parts of 

the U.a.f Ireland and Scandinavia with annual productions of 
15 - 30 tons per annum, as #far.ily concerns* , would there be 
a possibility for similar farms in the West Highlands and 
Islands of Scotland?
A.1, Such fanne in the U.K. and Ireland are usually for 
restocking, but certain earth pond systems exist profitably 
for production of table fish, and certain marine systems are 
operated similarly in Norway, These small table farms may 
be an adjunct to various other enterprises (mostly agricultural 
or fishing), and either sell their produce localD.y, or to 
a larger farm (e.g, in Ireland), or to a co-operative sales 
organization (in Norway and Denmark), The choice of sites 
suitable for earth pond systems in this area of Scotland is 
very limited. There are many coastal sites very suitable 
for marine culture, e.g, using floating nets. However, unlike 
Norway, a market does not currently exist for large trout 
(ca.2 lbs.), and marine culture of 3mall trout ( 6 - 8  oz.) is 
difficult technically and economically• It is likely that 
tae natural resources of the area are most suited at low levels 
of production to utilisation of either floating nets/enclosures 
in fresh water (e.g. fresh water lochs) or cheap circular 
tanks (e.g# with preformed silo staves).
W«2. What are the likely costs and profit potentials of low 
production fresh water systems using floating nets/enelosures 
and/or low cost circular tanks?
A.2. The ranges of total ospitai cost for farms with a production
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capacity of 15 tons per annum are as follows*
u) Circular tan*8 - £7#000 - £19 #000
ui) Floating systems - £4,000 - £9#000
(iii) Enclosures • £6,000 - £9#000
Operating costs (excluding depreciation) are likely to be 
within the range £5#000 - £13#000 with a probable value of 
ca» £9•000• At a sales price of £650/ton, annual revenue
would be £9#750, i.e. a gross trading margin of £750, It is 
possible for one man working alone to produce up to 30 tons 
per annum, although 25 tons may be considered a more usual 
maximum• An annual production of 25 tons would permit more
efficient resource allocation» There would be certain capital 
cost economies, e»g. vehicle, hatchery, although the cost of 
holding facilities would probably be increased pro rata. and 
an increment of 50/ over the capital cost at 15 tons capacity 
may reasonably be assumed — giving capital costs for 
a production capacity of 25 tons per annum for
(i) Circular tanks * £10,500 - £28,500
(ii) Floating systems * £6,000 - £13#500
(iii) Enclosures * £9#000 — £13#500
Operating cost economies would comprise labour and selling 
costs, giving annual operating costs with a probable value of 
oa, £14#000, for a corresponding annual revenue 29p«/lb» of 
£16,250» The gross trading margin at an annual production of 
25 tons (oa» £2,250) would generally cover fixed charges for 
depredation (£1,000 — £3#000 per annum, depending on the 
system used and depreciation period assumed» )

ldscountlng the costs and earnings of such a farm gives 
a less attractive appraisal of the investment» Selling at
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29p. per lb.* the w.P.V. would be - £6*000 at a 10/ rate of 
return. The apparent profitability of certain small farms 
is possibly due to various cost6 being •hidden* or under
charged, particularly labour and capital costs.
Q.3. Is the risk element likely to deter small investors?
A.3. The very substantial risks involved in trout farming are 
increasingly being covered by the purchase of insurance.
Howev r, this is likely to be too costly for snail farms, and 
the choice of cover has a considerable influence on the annual 
costs and the N.P.V. of the farm (Table 71)«

Iv.Lle 71

on ..P .V . of a 25 ton per annum production trout farm

Cover
Hating
iii

Annual 
Cost (£)

fl.P.V. (C 
Discounted

1. Pollution and/or
malicious fish kills 1 150 -0

2. Certain diseases and 
fish kills 10 1,500 -6

3« All diseases, fish 
kills* etc. 20 3,100 -13

It could be that bodies with a promotional involvement 
in trout farming, e.g. the H.I.D.B., would be better advised to 
protect their investments by contributing to the cost of 
insuring such fame than providing unallocated finance. Thus, 
in this case, a taxable grant of 50# of the total initial 
capital cost (£3#000) would raise the W.P.V. of the farm from 
- -6*000 to - £3*000 without necessarily altering the high 
element of risk. A similar grant to be used entirely for

J 1
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insurance cover would help to ensure that the N.P.V. did not 
decline below - £6*000, of which there would otherwise be 
a high probability• Apparently at the present time the risk
element seems unlikely to deter small investors. Ho./ever* it
is already proving a major deterrent to large investors in this 
field* and is likely to prove an increasing deterrent to further 
promotional involvement by governmental agencies of snail (and 
large) investors. Where such involvement has an objective of 
increasing employment opoortunities* it could be of particular 
concern that new employment is sustained* possibly at the 
expense of financial solvency under certain circumstances.
.4. How* if at all* could the existence of a central marketing 

co-operative benefit such farms?
A.4« The population density and availability of wild salmonids 
in the Highlands and Islands area limits the potential market 
for farmed salroonids in that region. Furthermore, communi
cations are often difficult and it is likely that there would 
be severe marketing problems for trout farms with small annual 
productions, which would probably sell direct to local hotels* 
etc. In this region* such hotels would prefer regular 
supplies of fresh trout* but these supplies would entail a high 
unit selling cost to farmers with a low soale production.
¿uoh a situation occurs in Norway where a co-operative sales 
organisation has emerged in an attempt to assist small farmers 
with marketing problems sited at a  distance from the main 
centres of communication. The main advantage to the farmer 
would appear to be:
i) the ability of the co-operative to purchase capital 
equipment notably for processing* freezing end holding in cold
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store.
ii) the consequent ability to build up and hold fish stocks 
from various farm sources9 which may then be released on to 
the market at the most favourable time for the farmers, i.e. 
the co-operative thus acting as a major producer and the members 
being then able collectively to obtain favourable markets in 
competition with other major producers.
iii) a central organisation of this nature could also serve 
the members, e.g. by acting as a central feed source, by 
providing disease diagnostic services, exc. This is not 
practised in Norway, but both of these services are available 
on a co-operative basis in Denmark.
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CHAPTER 12

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Rainbow trout is the only species whose intensive 
culture for human consumption has already proved commercially 
viable in Scotland, However, the culture of certain other 
species, notably Atlantic salmon and Oysters is likely to be 
profitable, and would represent more rational exploitation 
of the natural resources available on the Scottish west coast.

Consideration was given to the various factors involved 
in decisions relating to investment in trout farming at the 
present time. Comprehensive appraisal should take account 
of the constraints imposed by market, site, technological, 
capital and operating cost parameters#

It would appear that current costs and revenues are such 
as to make trout farming in Scotland an unattractive invest
ment after discounting. This is particularly g o  when the 
risks associated with this industry are considered. Costs 
are dominated by feed costs which have recently escalated and 
which are closely related to the cost of seafish products.
If there are significant increases in trout prices and/or 
feed costs are reduced, then investments would become more 
attractive as profitability is particularly sensitive to 
changes in revenue and operating costs. Larger farms are 
unlikely to achieve very significant cost economies but are 
likely to obtain market a vantages with respect to smaller 
farms. Farms which obtain their own seafish for feed, e.g. 
by industrial fishing, might be highly profitable.

Future study in this area should benefit from improve
ments in the quantity and quality of data available. Of



particular interest would be more information on the costs 
and probabilities associated with the various risk elements 
in trout farming, notably disease, and the cost/effective- 
ness of insurance cover. An increased understanding of 
the problems associated with marine culture of trout would 
be an advantage, particularly if the home market became 
favourable to the production of larger fish at an enhanced
unit value
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APPSMDIX It

NIVERSITY OF STIRLING S T I R L I N G  S C O T L A N D  [ t e l e p h o n e : S T I R L I N G  ( 07 8 6 ) 3 1 7 1

give to Mr. Jonathan Shepherd of this department. He is 
making a study of the present and future role of fish farming, 
with particular reference to the West of Scotland, which is 
intended to clarify the biological and economic factors 
relevant to different types of fish farming enterprise. The 
information gained during thi3 work will comprise part of a 
doctoral thesis. Lest any commercial interests be endangered, 
the thesis will be written in 2 volumes, one of which will 
contain any confidential matters. The Secretary of the 
University, Sir Derek Lang, is prepared to guarantee that the 
latter volume will not be made available to any person without 
the prior permission of the fish farmer(s) concerned. It is 
emphasized that the work will be seen by the two supervisors. 
Dr, d . S. McLus: y and Mr. J. P. Woodv/ard, the external examiner 
(to be appointed) , and myself only. Your co-operation in this 
study would be much appreciated.

Dear Sir
I would be grateful for any assistance which you can

Yours faithfully
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APPENDIX II
SYNOPSIS OF VISITS AND INTERVIEWS

1. Scotland
1# Almondbank Salmon Hatchery (B.A.F.S.), by Perth (1)
2. Boots Trout Farm, Brechin, Angus (1)
3« Cantray Trout Farm, Croy, Inverness (3)
4* College Mill Trout Farm, Almondbank, Perth (3)
5. Crook of Devon Trout Farm, Kinross (1)
6« Gateway West Argyll Ltd», Ford, Argyll (6)
I .  Highland Trout Co» Ltd., Otter Ferry, Argyll (6)
8» Howietoun and Northern Fisheries Ltd», Bannockburn

( 10)
9* Howietoun and Northern Fisheries Ltd., Blairgowrie

( 2 )
10. Inverpolly Estates Ltd., by Lochinver, Wester Ross

( O
II. Jas. Johnston & Co. Ltd., Montrose, Angus (1)
12. Kenmure Fisheries Ltd., New Galloway, Kirkcudbright

shire (2)
13* Marine Harvest Ltd., Loch Ailort, InvernesB-shire

( 1 )
14« Pitlochry Salmon Hatchery (D.A.F.S.), Faskally, 

Perthshire (2)
15« Rosscairn Fisheries Ltd., by Buckie, Morayshire (1)
16. West of Scotland Trout Farms Ltd., Bridge of Weir, 

Renfrewshire (1)
11. England. Wales and Northern Ireland
1. Avon River Fisheries Ltd., Fordingbridge, Hants (1)
2. Bayfield Trout Farms Ltd., Glandford, Holt, Norfolk

( 1 )
3« Cooper’s Experimental Trout Farm, Haningfield, 

Reservoir, via Colchester, Essex (1)
4. Lincolnshire Trout Farms Ltd., Withern, Lines. (2)
5. Moranagher Trout Farm (M.A.F.F. - N.I.), Kilrea,

Co• Antrim (1)
6. Silver Stream Fisheries Ltd., Clough, Co. Antrim (1)
7. Somerset Water Board, Burleigh Reservoir Hatchery,

Burleigh (1)
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8« Trafalgar Estates Ltd,, Bodenham, Wilts, (2)
9# Trawsfyndd Lake Hatchery, Brecon (1)
10. Trent Valley Trout Farms, Mercaston, Derbyshire (1) 
11« Two Lakes, Komsey, Hants, (3)
12, Vortex Ltd,, Meriden, Warwickshire (1)
13, Water Mill Trout Farm Ltd,, Louth, Lines, (1)
III, Republic of Ireland
1, Dingle Trout Farm Ltd,, Dingle, Co, Kerry (1)
2, Glenfield Trout Farm, Glen of Aherlow, Co,

Tipperary (1)
3, Goatabridge Trout Farm, Thomastown, Co, Kilkenny (1)
4, Irish Hydro-electric Board Hatchery, River Shannon(1) 
3* Irish Trout Industries Ltd,, Arklow, Co, Wicklow (2)
IV• Denmark
1, Dollerup Damkultur, Skelh^Je (1)
2, Dollerup Damkultur, Viborg and Hallum (2)
3* Fors0gsdambruget, Br^ns (2)
4, K la pm ̂ lie D&rnbrug, Ringk^bing and Lem (2)
5, Lrfvet Dambrug, Bryrup (1)
6, Nym^lle Dambrug, Hojmark (1)
7, Vingforel A/S, Vejle (1)
8, Various farms at Esbjerg, Varde and Viborg (1)
V, Italy
1, Trota Piare Sile, Pordenone (1)
2, Trota Piare Sile, Treviso (1)
3« Troticolture Cappello, Borgo Valsugana (1)
4# Troticolture Cappello, Trento (1)
5, Troticoltura Mulino Vecchio, Cerano (1)
VI, Norway
1, Norsk Hydro, Lundamo (1)
2, Rylandsrfig Fiskeri A/S, via Bergen (1)
VII, *est Germany
1, Bad-Oldesloe, Lübeck (1)
2, Bayerische Biologischen Versuchsanstalt, Wielenbach

( 1)
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3# Bundesforschungsanstalt fur Fischerei, 
Eckenforde (1)

4. Herr Kuller, Hannover (1)
5. Sarihusen, Neununster (1)

B. FISH DISEASE PROBLEMS
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7#
8.

C.
1.
2 .
3.
4#

5.
6,

7.

D.
1.
2.

E. 
1.
2 •

Bayerische Biologischen Versuchsanstalt, 
Grosslappen, Weet Germany (1)

Centro Studio Kalattie Pesci, (I.Z.5.P.L.), 
Torino, Italy (1)

Den Klg. Ambulatoriske , Veterinaereh^ jskole , 
Kffbenharn, Denmark ( 1 )

Dept# of Veterinary Pathology, University of Glasgow, Scotland (3)
Institute of Zoology and Parasitology, Munich 
University (1)

State Veterinary Laboratory, Oslo, Norway (2) 
Veterinaerc Serumlaboratorium, Aarhus, Denmark ( 1 )
Veterinary Research Laboratory, Abbotstown, Dublin (1) 

FISH NUTRITIONAL PROBLEMS
C.N.P. Speciality Products Ltd., Witham, Essex (1)
Dansk 0rredfoder A/S, Brands, Denmark (2)
Institute of Marine Biochemistry, Aberdeen (1)
Institute for Research into Animal Nutrition, Putten, 
Holland (1)

Pauls and Whites Foods Ltd#, Ipswich (2)
Trouw and Co# (Great Britain) Ltd#, Harston, Cambridge

( 2 )
Vitamin Research Institute, Bergen, Norway (1)

EEL CULTURE
MBundesforschungsanstalt fur Fischerei, Hamburg (1) 

Toome Eel Fishery, Toome Bridge, Co# Antrim (1)

t r j i i  geletics
Jb u n deB J orochuj 

Ahrensburg i
University of Agriculture, As, Norway (1 )

BundeeJorochungsanstalt fur Fischerei, Hussenstelle 
Ahrensburg (1)
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F. FISH PROCESSING
1. Dantrout, Brande, Denmark (1)
2. S. N. J^ker A/S, Ny Harn, Esbjerg, Denmark (1)
3. Moray Fish Supply Co. Ltd., Buckie, Banff (1)
4. Vestlandske Salslag A/S, Bergen, Norway (1)

G. FISH MARXETING
1. Associated Fisheries Ltd., Thornton Heath, Surrey

( 2)
2. Billingsgate Fish Market, London (3)
3« Compass House Ltd., Grimsby, Lines. (1)
4. Cranfield Institute of Technology, Bedford (1)
3« Financial Times House, London (1)
6. Findus Ltd., Croydon, Surrey (1)
7# Fishmongers1 Company, London (2)
8. Janssens Ltd., London, E.C.4* (2)
9* Mac Fisheries Ltd., Bracknell, Berks, (2)
10. Manchester Wholesale Fish Market, Manchester (2)
11. Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,

London (3)
12. Peabody Foods Ltd., London (1)
13« Ross Foods Ltd., Grimsby, Lines. (2)
14. Unilever, London (1)

H. ECONOMICS OF FISH FARMING
I. L. Bergs Esq., Strandebarm, N o rw a y  (2)
2. Industrial Development Unit, White Fish Authority, 

Hull (2)
3« Dept, of Production Engineering, University of 

Birmingham (1)

I. ttHITK pish qû linui
1. white Fish Authority, Ardtoe (4)
2. White Fish Authority, Hunterston (2)
3# Whits Fish Authority, London (2)

J. SHELLFISH CULTURE
1. Bond Iascalgh Mhara, Dublin (1)
2. Constructors John Brown, Portsmouth, Hants. (1)
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3. .Dept, of Agriculture and Fisheries, Field
Station, Feint, Co. K e r r y  (1)

4. Lt. Odr. M. Ingram, Hinkley Point Power Station,
Devon (1)

5. \inlochbervie Shellfish Co. Ltd., Kinlochbervie,
Sutherland (1)

6. Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Conway (3)

7. Mr. Moscati, Tain, Ross-shire (1)
8. Poole Oyster Co. Ltd., Poole, Dorset (1)
9. Scottish Sea Farms, Ledaig, by Oban (1)
10. Severnside Co. Ltd., Patchway, Bristol (1)
11. T. P. Stevenson, Esq., Lochgilphead (1)
1 2. University College Galway, Galway (1)
13. white Fish Authority (Shellfish Culture Unit),

Conway (3)

£. Trl.,R. AL hi ?LliLBlo A UP FISH CULTURE
1. Central electricity Generating Board, Pawley (1)
2. •• 11 •• " Leatherhead (1)
3. w " w •• Llandudno (2)
4. M M '• M London (1)
5* South Scottish Electricity Board, Fast Kilbride (1)

L. ivilSCELlABEOUS
1. Chr. Michelsens Institutt, Bergen (2)
2. Den Vitenskapelige Ardeling, Vollebekk (2)
3# Dept, of Agriculture and Fisheries, Dublin (2)
4. Dept, of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland,

Aberdeen (2)
5. Dept, of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland,

Edinburgh (1)
6. Direktoratet for Jakt, Vildstellog Ferskrannsfiske,

Trondheim (1)
7. Dunstaflnage Laboratory (S.IUB.A.), Oban (5)
8. Fisheries Laboratory (M.A.F.F.-N•I• ) Coleraine (1)
9« Dr. C. F. Hiokling, London (2)
10. Highlands and Islands Development Board, Inverness (7)
11. Inland Fisheries Trust, Dublin (1)
12. Institute of Marine Research, Bergen (2)
13« Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Foods 

Fisheries Lab., London (1)
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14« i inistry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food: 
lorry Research Station, Aberdeen (1)

15. Syndicat des Pisciculteurs de France, Paris (1)
16. Unilever Research Laboratory, Aberdeen

( D
17* University of Edinburgh (Dept, of Forestry and 

Natural Resources (2)
18. University of Southampton (Dept, of Zoology & 

Oceanography)(1)
19* University of Strathclyde (Dept, of Civil 

Engineering) (1)

N.B* (1) Total number of visits made = ca. 214
(ii) Figures in parentheses indicate number of 

visits/location. _
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i.fPKMDIX m

Projections from length data. I
Fish 1 inch on 1st December

Leneth (inchea) No. per lb. 1000 FIoh (lbs.)
31et Dec* 1.34 1010 0.99
31st Jan. 1.62 600 1.67
28th Feb. 1.81 430 2.32
31at Mar. 1.90 359 2.78
30th Apr. 2.11 260 3.84
31at May 2.39 182 5.49
30th June 2.97 98.6 10.14
31 at July 3.89 42.4 23.6
31at Aug. 5.00 19.7 50.7
30th Sept. 5.89 12.1 82.6
31 at Oot. 6.62 8.65 115.8
30th No t. 7.08 6.90 144.9
31st Deo. 7.42 6.00 166.5
31st Jan. 7.71 5.58 185.9
28th Feb. 7.90 5.00 200*0
31st Mar. 7.99 4.83 206.7
30th Apr. 8.20 4.47 223.8
31 at May 8.48 4.05 247.0
30th June 9.06 3.32 301.2
31 at July 9.98 2.47 404.6*
31 at Aug. 11.09 1.80 555.4

* Jib. weight (10.71") on 20th Augu.t
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i l  r
Projections from length data,,___II
Fish 1 Inch on 1st January

1* J <

[. ilfT
Length (inches) Ho. oer lb. 1000 Fish I

I 31st Jan* 1.28 1181 0.85
1 • t ' I 28th Feb* 1.47 773 1.29
I • • iarf 31st Mar* 1*56 653 1.53
1 . 1 30th Apr. 1.77 444 2.26

1 X *etf 31st May 2.05 286 3.50
9 ru s h  r i t O ( I 30th June 2.63 136 7.36

MClx/I. *afC I 31st July 3.55 55.2 18.11

r I 31st Aug. 4.66 24.4 41.00

> J ' *  ' f . l r 1 30th Sept. 5.55 14.43 69.2

•J O > I 31st Oat. 6.28 9.94 108.0

e V iliO- I 30th Mo t . 6.74 8.06 124.1

• 0 I 31st l>ee* 7.08 6.92 144.6

•asl taf( I 31st Jan* 7.36 6.17 162.1

I 28th Feb* 7.55 5.73 174.4

• t I 31st Mar* 7.64 5.55 180.3

I 30th Apr. 7.85 5.10 196.2

V- *af£ 1 31st May 8.13 4.59 218.1

onuX* rffrQC 1 30th June 8.71 3.71 269.7

y£uL t»rc 1 31st July 9.63 2.75 363.8

. w . * rc I 31st Aug. 10.74 1.98 504.5

Jib. weight (10.71") on 31st August.
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Ì  iielï
Prol.e-gliong-.i^onj.-length data,
Flah 1 inch on 1gt February

I H

Length U n  chea) No* per lb. 1000 Fish

I./ibì ^af( I 28th Fob. 1.19 1580 0.63

I * *
I 31st Mar* 1.28 1150 0.87

I * r
I 30th Apr. 1.49 740 1.35

•
I 31st May 1.77 445 2.25

I t *orç
I 30th June 2.35 190 5.26

sojj l* ritOÇ !
I 31et July 2.27 70.6 14.17

ï L u I  tatZ 1
I 31st Aug. 4.38 29.3 36.65

• t e t
I 30th Sept. 5.27 16.85 59.4

>t<; J :tÛÇ I
I 31st Oct. 6.00 11.41 87.5

* f : I
30th Ho t . 6.46 9.15 109.2

. VO it • f I
31st Dec. 6.80 7.85 127.3

. tefc I
31st Jan. 7.08 6.94 144.1

• i> .< rv I
28th Fob. 7.27 6.42 155.9

. f j  HteS I
31st Mar. 7.36 6.16 162.4

o t ' I
30th Apr. 7.57 5.69 175.9

1
31at May 7.85 5.10 196.1

tcf{ I
30th June 8.43 4.12 242.8

9ÎIÜ U ritüt I
31at July 9.35 3.04 329.6

tlüt taff 1
31Bt A U g . 10.46 2.14 466.5

. .. re I
30th S.pt. 11.35 1.68 595.0

èlb. weight (10.71") on 8th September
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Sii t *t%

. rftBS

fitOC
t Btli * 1

«1/ U ri tOF
¿Ii/T, tare

tareIVA
r*tOCtqa<
tare.

ritOC.

t  3 r e»•M
• Kit tare

rttaS. . t
tare. xiì ̂
.-.toc1
t«r^
rftOfs m /l

ture\CJ uu
tare
ri»OCJqed

2 6 9

*lb. weight (10.71") on jgtn Septfqftir

■1Q.0Q

0.51
0.89
1.61
4.01
11.99
29.7
53.5
79.4

100.0

117.8
132.9
144.2
149.9
163.0
182.2 
226.5 
311.8
443.0
565.0

Proleotlona from length data. 
Fiali 1 Inoh on 1at Maroh

31at Mar. 
30th Apr.
31st May 
30th June 
31at July 
31 st Aug. 
30th Sapt. 
31at Oet. 
30th Mot. 
31st Dee. 
31st Jan. 
28th Fato. 
31 et Mar. 
30th Apr. 
31at May 
30th June 
31st July 
31St A U g .  

30th Sept.

1.09
1.30
I. 58
2.16

3.08 
4.19
5.08 
5.81
6.27 
6.61 

6.89 
7.08 
7.17 
7.38 
7.66 
8.24 
9.16
10.27
II. 16

jjOjL per.lbA

1950
1125
620
249
83.4
33.7
18.7 
12.6 

10.0

8.5
7.54
6.94
6.68

6.14
5.49
4.41
3.21
2.26
1.77

j
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Jl .L iSa.l l

•xa* *ef5 
•xqA riJ05 
\&A j S f 5 
xttfl* /it05 

XyL Jaf5 
$ir A * b f 5 
qe& rii*05 
froO #et5
To*i rfi'O? 

0 9 d  t * t Z  

hbI  t s f {  

de* d t B S ,  

<xaM tvtZ 
*qA r!iOf 
*hA Jet5 
ni/I* ritOZ 

^lub t « f5  

>u t m t  5 

q«c r:u 05

Projections from length data, V
Fish 1 Inch on 1st *iprll

Length (inches) ho. per lb. 1000 fish (lbs. )
30th Apr. 1.21 1380 0.72
31st ¡«¿ay 1 .49 745 1.34
30th June 2.07 294 3.40
31st July 2.99 92.5 10.81
31st August 4.10 35.7 28.01
30th Sept. 4.99 19.8 50.50
31st Oct. 5.72 13.2 75.70
30th Nov. 6.18 10.4 96.1
31st Deo. 6.52 8.89 112.6
31st Jan. 6.80 7.85 127.3
28th Feb. 6.99 7.21 138.6
31st Mar. 7.08 6.93 144.2
30th Apr. 7.29 6.37 157.1
31st Kay 7.57 5.68 176.0
30th June 8.15 4.56 219.0
31st July 9.07 3.30 303.0
31st AUg. 10.18 2.33 430.0
30th Sept. 11.07 1.81 552.0

ilb. weight (10.71”) on 19th September
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Lenath (inches) Mo. per lb.
31st May 1.28 1175
30th June 1.86 380
31st July 2.78 116
31st Aug. 3.89 42.3
30th Sept. 4.78 22.5
31st Oot. 5.51 14.8
30th No t# 5.97 11.6
31st Deo. 6.31 9.81
31st Jan. 6.59 8.63
28th Feb. 6.78 7.92
31st Mar. 6.87 7.60
30th Apr. 7.08 6.93
31 at May 7.36 6.17
30th June 7.94 4.94
31 et July 8.86 3.55
31 et Aug. 9.97 2.48
30th Sept. 10.86 1.92

1000 fleh
0.85
2.63
8.62
23. 6
44.,5
67.,5
86..2
102..0
115..9
126 .2
131 .7
144 .3
162 .1
202 .5
281 .9
403 .5
521 .0

J i b .  weight ( 1 0 . 7 1 - )  on 2 fc th  S e p t e m b e r
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Projections_from length data
FI eh 1 Inch on 1st June

VII

Length (inches) Mo. per lb. 1000 Fish
*src i 30th June 1.58 629 1.59

onu\> at O f I 31st July 2.50 158 6.33
X̂i/1» tritC I 31st Aug. 3.61 52.0 19.2
• tare I 30th Sept. 4.50 27.1 36.9
te eL iitoe | 31st Oct. 5.23 17.85 56.0
. tare I 30th Nov. 5.69 13.42 74.5
. 91 ntoe I 31st Deo. 6.03 11.25 88.9
• ̂ • tare I 31st Jan. 6.31 9.81 102.0
.A i> tare 1 28th Feb. 6.50 8.97 111.6

ht8S I 31st Mar. 6.59 8.63 116.0
• ' 1 -"3 ■ tare II 30th Apr. 6.80 7.85 127.3
• iitoe 1 31st May 7.08 6.95 143.9

\Bkk I 30th June 7.66 5.49 182.3
BtLU \s rftoe I 31st July 8.58 3.90 256.3
%IuJ* tare I 31st Aug. 9.69 2.70 270.3
. >1/ tare I 30th Sept. 10.58 2.07 484.0
t dci l i t o t I 31st Oct. 11.31 1.70 588.0

¿lb. w.lght (10.71 ") on 6th October

i
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APPE’TJIX IV
AflALY^ES AND PARTICLE SIZES

v L t_ ilfll •: 1 ENGLISH BUTCH PET NCH
▲ B _G A 3 A B C

oil * 8.41 8.52 8.62 8.38 8.54 6.56 6.12 5.88

if+O* I fibre % 1.79 2.54 3.02 1.81 2.56 1.84 2.37 2.41

tare j
crude protein 49.8 46.8 43.1 49.9 46.8 51.3 46.5 42.6

lyeine % 3.54 3.26 2.92 3.48 3.14 3.62 3.14 2.81
• iBfi I methionine % 1.17 1.09 0.96 1.14 1.03 1.17 1.00 0.89

rf;frO£ oyetine % 0.58 0.57 0.54 0.57 0.56 0.60 0.56 0.52

iafC
oaloium f 2.09 1.89 1.59 2.03 1.76 2.83 2.65 2.47

. phosphorus % 1.47 1.43 1.31 1.45 1.38 1.87 1#T7 1.64

• tit oe 1 salt * 1#70 1.59 1#33 1.60 1.69 1.8? 1.72 1.52

iarc Pellet Sise Fish Siee

• JafC OOO w ♦ ♦
rf*8$ 00 m ♦ 0.5*.

0 m 1.2 mm. ♦ ♦ 0#5 - 5«°

fit Of 1 m 1.7 mm# + 5.0 - 20.0 g

tafi 2 2.1 mm. ♦ ♦ 20.0 - 65g.

nrruL ¿toe 3 3*5 ♦ to ♦ ■f 65.0 - 135s.

\Iu l ta rc 4 5*0 mm# ♦ be ♦ ♦ 135.0 - 7

. tafC 5 7 . 5  nun. decided to be

*q#<- ii*OC 6 10.0 nt. deolded

• taf?
■ - Crumbs
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mast: k formulation sheet f o r TROUVIT "A" OOO - 2

Analysis per unit Ton Material

Vit. A rn.i.u. 22.75 Herring meal -  Danish

N D 3 m.i.u. 4 .4 0 9 Fish meal -  South Afrioan

" B 1 gn 10.0 Beef greaves -  Type F.

H B 2 gm 2 0 .0 Blood meal — S. D. Swedish

N B 12 mgm 25.0 Fodder yeast
Nicotinic Acid gm 125.0 Soya bean meal -  50% C.P.

Ca-d- Pant gm 49.5 Oat groats -  Type T
Choline Chloride gra 1000

Polio gm 2 .0 Durabond

Vit. E i .u . 50000

Vit. K gm. 3 .0 Di-cal—phos

Inositol gm. 250 Salt

Biotin gm 0.4
Vitamin C gm 500 Trouvit fat baseraix

P.A.B.A. gm 250

B .H .T .(3 i  os.) gm 100 Trouvit vit/min basemix

Penicillin gm -

Methionine gm 1000

Wheatfeed
Iron gm 3 6 .0

Cobalt gm 0.8

Manganese gm 3 5 .0

Iodine gm 1 .3 6

Zinc gm 25.0

Copper gra 5«o

Magnesium gm 1 0 0 .0

Solenium gm 0 . 1 3 5



APPEBDIX V (Sample input & output data for NPV72 file).275

A. Sample input file:
lOO 11,4 , •425,•1,H O  0,256,0,0,•10,0,10
120 O ,50,1,0,*33,0,3
130 4,50,1,0,*33,0,3
140 7,50,1,0,«33,0,3
150 0,366.2,0
160 13.4,0,0
170 147,0,0
180 147,0,0
190 147,50,0
200 147,0,0
210 147,0,0
220 147,50,0
230 147,0,0
240 147,0,0
250 147,0,0
260 o ,0,0

B. Sample output file:

Net Present Value Calculation Program
Rate of return - 10% ; Tax rate - 42.5%
YEAR SLI DBI TP TWDA NCF CNPV
O 256. 50. O. 0. -366. -366
1 O. 42. -31. -395
2 O. 37. 75. -332
3 9. 26. 58. -289
4 50. 14. 26. -6. -293
5 O. 43. 68. -250
6 7. 37. 51. -222
7 50. 9. 26. 8. -217
8 O. 42. 68. -186
9 7. 37. 51. -164
IO 9. 26. 58. -142
11 14 O. -14. -146

NET PRESENT VALUE - -146
Legend:

SLI « Straight-line depreciated investment 
DBI ■ Declining balance * " " "
TP ■ Tax paid
TWDA - Total written-down allowance 
NCF - Net cash flow
CNPV - Cumulative net present value
NB. All values are in £ x 1,000
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